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Abstract
The use of virtualisation allows to share physical resources in a data centre
among multiple tenants in parallel. Cloud Computing became the de facto
standard in modern data centre management. Yet, resource interferences and
non-ideal placement decisions can hinder an equally distributed and fair shared
data centre utilisation for the participants, the data centre provider and the
customers. Related work is improving virtualisation and isolation, works on resource management in data centres, addresses green computing aspects to improve the ecological aspects of data centres, reviews and improves data centre
monitoring, and works on time series analysis. The popular data centre management modes are Cloud Computing or High Performance Computing. Both
have in common to consist of a centralised management component, which
schedules and allocates resources, based on static criteria. A dynamic resource
allocation is more complex and expensive, since utilisation-aware scheduling
requires monitoring and processing to express resource demands as profiles to
resource management components. This thesis presents solutions for the monitoring and profiling, to build a distributed dynamic resource allocation for
large-scale data centres.
The designed and implemented distributed monitoring for virtualised nodes
in shared data centres works cross-layer while being non-intrusive, elastic and
robust. The DisResc Monitoring proposed here considers static and dynamic
metrics of physical and virtual layer with multi-tenancy awareness, and introduces a flexible and scalable communication model. The DisResc communication uses a distributed message bus with publish-subscribe, to allow fully
distributed, hierarchical, or centralised setups. The kvmtop collector, as proof
of concept implementation, transmits comprehensive static and dynamic metrics for virtual machines on KVM hypervisors, including runtime overhead
and with awareness of overbooking. The evaluation shows that this black box
monitoring approach produces accurate measurements, equivalent to monitoring inside the virtual machines. Resource interferences, due to overbooking and
high utilisation values, can be detected accurately by the monitoring design
and by kvmtop.
The designed and implemented distributed profiling selects statistical methods and probability theory to process the monitoring data as distributed profiler instances, next to the monitoring collector on each node in the data centre. The DisResc Profiler therefore requests and subscribes to events from the
DisResc Monitoring instances, to sequentially process the online time series
ix
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stream. The utilisation values are aligned to the static hardware properties,
discretised to states, and transformed to Markov chains. Transition matrices
of the Markov chain are built for the overall profile, for each period in a period
tree with fix size, and for each of automatically detected phases. The period
tree dimension is configured using pre-processing steps like signal processing
methods. The phase detection uses the recorded probabilities to differentiate
patterns by likeliness of a sequence of states. The prototypical implementation TSProfiler provides tools to produce profiles, simulate utilisation values
from profiles, and compute the likeliness of future utilisation values. The
TSProfiler tools are used to evaluate the profiling approach. An n-step-ahead
prediction on existing data sets calculates the error of predicted and actual
utilisation values. The prediction error is significantly lower than using an
overall average. The accuracy and the computation complexity depends on
the profiling parameters, like the number of states, which mode is used (overall transitions, with period tree, with phases), and the number of prediction
steps. The profile is distributed via the DisResc communication, and contains
hardware-independent representations of CPU, disk and network utilisation.
The presented DisResc monitoring and profiling provide necessary information as input for a dynamic resource allocation. The distributed, non-intrusive
approach for monitoring virtual environments and processing the stream directly allows to deploy the components as independent instances decentralised
in large-scale data centres. The profiling compresses the raw monitoring data,
and produces expressive representations, suitable for direct use to derive resource allocation decisions. Monitoring and profiling are designed for low
resource demanding, and the resulting profile is designed to be lightweight.
Compared to state of the art centralised monitoring and analysis tools, the
presented thesis approach follows a decentralised approach to achieve horizontal scalability.

Zusammenfassung
Die Nutzung von Virtualisierung erlaubt die parallele Nutzung von physischen
Ressourcen in Rechenzentren mit mehreren Benutzergruppen. Cloud Computing wurde der de-facto Standard für die Verwaltung von modernen Rechenzentren. Dennoch, Interferenzen der Ressource, sowie nicht optimale Platzierungsentscheidungen können die gleichmäßige und faire Verteilung der Auslastung
des Rechenzentrums für Betreiber und Kunden verhindern. Relevante Arbeiten
verbessern die Virtualisierung und Isolierung, arbeiten an Ressourcenverwaltung in Rechenzentren, adressieren Green Computing um ökologische Aspekte
von Rechenzentren zu verbessern, betrachten und verbessern Überwachung
von Rechenzentren, und arbeiten an der Analyse von Zeitreihendaten. Populäre Ansätze für die Verwaltung von Rechenzentren sind Cloud Computing
oder Höchstleistungsrechenzentren. Beide haben gemein, dass sie aus zentralen
Verwaltungskomponenten bestehen, welche die Planung und Ressourcenzuteilung auf Basis von statischen Kriterien tätigen. Eine dynamische Ressourcenzuteilung ist komplexer und teurer, da die Planung mit Berücksichtigung von
Auslastung eine Überwachung und die Verarbeitung zu einem aussagekräftigen
Ressourcenbedarf für die Ressourcenverwaltungskomponenten erfordert. Diese
Thesis präsentiert eine Lösung für die Überwachung und Auswertung, um eine
verteilte, dynamische Ressourcenverteilung für hoch-skalierte Rechenzentren
zu bauen.
Der Entwurf und die Umsetzung der verteilten Überwachung für virtualisierte Knoten in geteilt genutzten Rechenzentren arbeitet ebenenübergreifend,
nicht-intrusiv, und ist elastisch und robust. Das hier vorgestellte DisResc Monitoring betrachtet statische und dynamische Metriken, von physischer und
virtueller Ebene, mit Berücksichtigung von Mandantenfähigkeit und definiert
ein flexibles und skalierbares Kommunikationsmodell. Die DisResc Kommunikation benutzt einen verteilten Nachrichtenbus mit einem Abonnentenmodell,
um vollständig verteilte, hierarchische oder zentrale Aufbauten zu ermöglichen.
Der kvmtop Kollektor, als konzeptionelle Umsetzung, übermittelt umfassende statische und dynamische Metriken für virtuelle Maschinen auf einem KVM
Hypervisor, inklusive Betriebskosten und mit Berücksichtigung von Überbuchung.
Die Evaluation zeigt, dass dieser Ansatz zur Black-Box Überwachung akkurate
Messungen produziert, gleichwertig mit Überwachung innerhalb der virtuellen Maschine. Ressourceninterferenzen durch Überbuchung und hohen Auslastungswerten werden akkurat vom Entwurf und der Umsetzung in kvmtop von
der Überwachung erkannt.
xi
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Der Entwurf und die Umsetzung der verteilten Auswertung wählt statistische Methoden und Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie, um die Daten der Überwachung
als verteilte Profiler Instanzen zu verarbeiten, direkt neben den Überwachungskollektoren auf jedem Knoten im Rechenzentrum. Der DisResc Profiler erfrägt und abonniert Ereignisse von DisResc Monitoring Instanzen, um sequentiell den fortlaufenden Zeitreihenstrom zu verarbeiten. Die Auslastungswerte werden ausgerichtet an statischen Hardwareeigenschaften, diskretisiert zu
Zuständen, und transformiert als Markovketten. Die Übergangsmatrizen der
Markovketten werden erzeugt für das übergeordnete Profil, für jede Periode
im Periodenbaum fester Größe, und für jede der automatisch erkannten Phasen. Die Dimension des Periodenbaums wird konfiguriert durch Vorverarbeitungsschritte wie Methoden aus der Signalverarbeitung. Die Phasenerkennung
nutzt die bereits aufgezeichneten Wahrscheinlichkeiten, um Muster anhand
der Wahrscheinlichkeiten von Sequenzen von Zuständen zu unterscheiden. Die
prototypische Implementierung TSProfiler stellt Werkzeuge zur Verfügung um
Profile zu erzeugen, Auslastungswerte anhand von Profilen zu simulieren, und
um Wahrscheinlichkeiten zukünftiger Zustände zu berechnen. Die Werkzeuge von TSProfiler werden benutzt um den Auswertungsansatz zu evaluieren. Eine n-step-ahead Vorhersage auf bestehenden Datensätzen berechnet
den Fehler anhand der Vorhersage und des tatsächlichen Auslastungswertes.
Der Vorhersagefehler ist signifikant geringer als die Nutzung des Mittelwerts
über die Datensätze. Die Genauigkeit und die Berechnungskomplexität hängen
von den Parametern der Auswertung ab, wie die Anzahl an Zuständen, die
Wahl des Modus (gesamte Übergangsmatrix, mit Periodenbaum, mit Phasenerkennung), und der Anzahl an Vorhersageschritten. Das Profil wird verteilt über das DisResc Kommunikationsmodell, und beinhaltet hardwareunabhängige Repräsentationen der CPU-, Disk- und Netzwerk-Auslastungen.
Das präsentierte DisResc Monitoring und DisResc Profiling stellen notwendige Informationen als Eingabe für eine dynamische Ressourcenverwaltung
bereit. Der verteilte, nicht-intrusive Ansatz zur Überwachung der virtuellen
Umgebungen, und die direkte Verarbeitung des Stroms, erlauben den Einsatz der Komponenten als unabhängige Instanzen, dezentral in hoch-skalierten
Rechenzentren. Die Auswertung komprimiert die rohen Überwachungsdaten
und produziert eine aussagekräftige Repräsentation, welche direkt nutzbar
für Entscheidungen zur Ressourcenverwaltung ist. Überwachung und Auswertung sind entworfen, um minimale Ressourcenanforderungen zu haben, das
resultierende Profil ist leichtgewichtig. Verglichen mit bestehenden, zentralen
Überwachungs- und Auswertungs-Werkzeugen, befolgt der vorgestellte Ansatz
der Thesis einen verteilten Ansatz um horizontale Skalierbarkeit zu erhalten.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation

Large-scale data centres in modern computing bundle hundreds to thousands
of servers to build one holistic system. Data centre operation modes like Grid
Computing [3], High Performance Computing (HPC) [4], or Cloud Computing [5] define concepts on how the data centre infrastructure is accessed and
utilised by its users. All have in common to share a data centre among multiple users, while the type and deployment of applications differ completely.
Grid Computing combines servers to offer a larger computation power to customers. High Performance Computing allows users to run jobs on a subset of
servers for a period. And finally Cloud Computing shares physical resources
as virtual infrastructure to multiple customers at the same time. At present,
the two popular data centre operation modes are HPC or Cloud Computing,
which will be the focus in the following. Edge Computing extends the Cloud
Computing paradigm [6].
All operation modes have in common to run user workloads on servers.
Yet, due to their main focus, the application types differ for each operation
mode. High Performance Computing mostly runs non-interactive, job-based
computations. These jobs are defined by a set of input parameters, leading to
a predictable computation behaviour [7]. Cloud Computing targets primarily
long-running services, like web servers or database systems. Their parameter
space is hence more complex, and due to their interactiveness, the computational behaviour depends on their (hardly predictable) clients.
Applications in HPC or Cloud Computing are either manually deployed
or described using schema specific meta data and instructions for automated
deployments. This “packaging” process requires an execution environment,
which ideally allows for reproducible application deployments. Such execution
environments are for example job submission systems in HPC, where clients
submit meta data like requested resources (hardware, execution time, etc.) and
a script to run the computation. Containers allow to build virtualised environments on operating system level, where a file system with a guest operating
system is encapsulated. Containers are found in HPC or Cloud Computing,
1
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Figure 1.1: The Impact of the “Noisy Neighbour Effect” [7]
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and are becoming popular for their strength in packaging and reproducible
application deployments. Cloud Computing, especially Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS) further uses hardware virtualisation to virtually describe environments from hardware level on. Hypervisors and emulators then allow to
share physical resources virtually using available hardware support like Intel
VTx or software.
Besides adding flexibility with virtualisation, sharing a data centre allows
to sell more virtual resources than physical resources are available. The use
of overbooking assumes that customers don’t utilise all of their resources, and
allows data centre providers to increase their data centre utilisation. Chapter 2
further defines the terminology for data centre operations. In this thesis, the
assumption is to have a virtually encapsulated environment on data centre customer side, like containers or virtual machines. The provider hence operates,
in the assumptions of this thesis, a virtualised data centre.
From a data centre provider’s perspective, the servers’ utilisation should be
maximised. Cost factors for hardware investments and recurrent costs for staff,
power and cooling are relevant economic parameters, demanding for efficiency.
While HPC servers are often dedicated to single customers at a time, resource
sharing in parallel at the same time is common practice in Cloud Computing.
To utilise the servers most, without having unused resources available, yet
with respect to the “Quality of Experience” (QoE) for customers, data centre providers have to balance both interests. It is hence worth to understand
the resource traces of customer applications, in order to efficiently place customer demands within the data centre, including reshuffling and considering
heterogeneity on the physical resources and on customer demand level.
Figure 1.1 shows the throughput of a Couchbase database instance on a
shared hypervisor in an IaaS Cloud data centre. Two scenarios were evaluated: i) the Couchbase instance is scheduled as virtual machine on a physical
server without any other workloads (blue curve), which leads to a rather static
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throughput with about 140 operations per second; ii) the Couchbase instance
is again scheduled as virtual machine, but a HPC application called Molpro
is co-scheduled as virtual machine on the same physical server. This HPC
workload leads to resource interferences due to bottlenecks in the shared resources, like storage systems [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. Generally, providing
resource isolation, involves careful allocation and scheduling of physical resources, and proper sharing of logical resources [15]. This effect is known as
the “Noisy Neighbour Effect” and can be solved by either dynamic resource
utilisation scheduling or by introducing resource limits. Limitations may lead
to unutilised resources, but is a valid method to quickly and reactively avoid resource interferences. While different approaches to avoid resource interferences
depend on the data centre operation type (cf. Chapter 2), different concepts
to handle the noisy neighbour exist (cf. Chapter 4). In this thesis, the focus
is on enabling a proactive, dynamic resource utilisation scheduling.
A popular approach for handling the allocation of customer demands on a
data centre is the “MAPE Loop”[16, 17]. This approach consists of the steps
Monitor the system, Analyse its behaviour, Plan resource allocation, and
finally Execute optimisation plans (cf. Figure 1.2). The MAPE loop hence
follows a typical closed-loop control system [18]. In control theory, the openloop in contrast has no feedback from sensors, but acts independently from
the system output. The challenge of closed-loop approaches is two-fold. First,
a monitoring system has to be established, to collect data and allow analytical
computations on the collected monitoring data. Second, algorithms have to
solve the packing problem of resource demands to available resources, with
considering the effort it takes for executing the (re-) allocation plans. Since
these two parts, the “MA” and the “PE” parts, are complex by themselves,
this work focuses on the “MA” part, meaning the monitoring and analysis.
The outcome of the contribution of this work then improves the quality and
performance for the “PE” part of the MAPE loop.
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1.2

Problem Statement

The need for resource profiling in data centres is motivated by different aspects.
On the one hand, the availability and correct functioning of resources has to
be validated - leading to actions in case of abnormal behaviour. On the other
hand, resource demands have to be allocated to available resources - which
requires for resource planning and allocation provisioning.
The challenges with the monitoring and analysis parts of the MAPE loop
for data centres are with the motivation for utilisation aware dynamic resource
allocation in mind two-fold. First, a monitoring system has to be established,
which collects and transmits most recent status information. This thesis assumes a virtualised execution environment like containers or virtual machines,
which means that the monitoring system has to be aware of both the physical and the virtual layers. With resource sharing, the monitoring system in
particular has to be sensitive to overbooked data centres. Second, the size of
modern data centres and the number of virtual resources available is continuously growing in Cloud Computing1 , leading to huge amount of monitoring
data which needs to be collected, transferred, stored, and analysed. The problem statements tackled in this work are hence the following:

PS1: Scalable Monitoring for Virtualized Data Centres
The physical and virtual resources have to be analysed, including static and dynamic (e.g. utilisation) metrics. From the Cloud provider perspective, virtual
resources are black box items, which consume physical resources. A holistic
monitoring for virtualised data centres has to be able to collect static, dynamic, virtual and physical metrics. Modern data centre monitoring systems
are not considering static metrics, and follow an intrusive approach to monitor
virtual resources, which harms the black box requirement. The static metrics
are necessary to set the utilisation values in context to the actually available
hardware. In addition, data centre monitoring has to identify resource interferences, e.g. by clearly stating bottlenecks and affected virtual resources.
One example is the CPU steal value, which indicates the number of CPU cycles skipped for a virtual CPU due to overbooking. Further, the monitoring
system has to be scalable, with growing data centres and customer demands
in mind. Monitoring tools follow a (hierarchical) centralised approach, with
data lakes and query functions. This is necessary to flexibly store the collected
monitoring data as raw time series streams. Yet, for resource allocation, this
flexibility is not justifying the overhead introduced by this approach. To conclude “PS1: Scalable Monitoring for Virtualized Data Centres”, the major
challenges, which are tackled in this thesis, are scalability and thorough metric selection for large-scale virtualised data centres.
1

“Gartner Forecasts Worldwide Public Cloud Revenue to Grow 17% in 2020”, Source:
Gartner (November 2019) https://gtnr.it/2JKp636
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PS2: Profiling for Dynamic Resource Allocation
With data centre monitoring tools, threshold based alerting and visualisation
for short term high resolution, or for long term low resolution time series data
is state of the art. Analysis of monitoring data is popular for simulation tools,
where an application resource utilisation is described for replaying the recording in a simulation. For resource allocation, static or dynamic but coarse-grain
averages are used by recent schedulers. Scheduling decisions are hence either
using static metrics, or use averages only. More accurate utilisation aware decisions require to analyse historic data. This can be either done asynchronously
to resource requests, or at request time. Processing huge amounts of data
requires additional resources, e.g. to run statistical calculations, frequency
spectrum analysis, or machine learning algorithms. Profiles may also change
due to changing utilisation values, while pre-processing is not always possible.
To save storage and processing capacity, the profiling has to be applied as
soon as possible within the monitoring chain, ideally at the source where the
utilisation value is collected. Yet most approaches require a centralised global
data centre view over the overall (virtual) resource lifetime. To conclude “PS2:
Profiling for Dynamic Resource Allocation”, profiling especially for large-scale
data centres with frequently changing allocation and utilisation patterns is
addressed by this thesis.

1.3

Research Questions & Contribution

From the two problem statements, the contribution of this work answers the
research questions RQ1 and RQ2, which relate to the problem statements.

RQ 1: How to efficiently monitor virtualised large-scale
data centres?
The first research question addresses PS1 and analyses monitoring of largescale data centres with physical resources on provider and virtual resources on
customer side. RQ1 can be separated in three parts:
RQ 1.1: Virtual black box monitoring - do tools deliver?
Virtual environments appear as black boxes for data centre providers.
The resource utilisation is experienced as load on the physical resources.
The required monitoring metrics and dimensions first have to be defined.
Then, existing monitoring collectors have to be analysed and evaluated,
if necessary information for both the physical and virtual levels are provided.
RQ 1.2: How accurate is the black box monitoring approach?
The black box monitoring approach assumes that utilisation metrics from
the virtual environment can be collected on the provider side. This

6
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assumption has to be analysed with respect to available metrics and
accuracy of utilisation values.

RQ 1.3: Can resource interferences be detected accurately?
While utilisation aware resource allocation tries to avoid resource interferences, depending on the overbooking factor, occurrences may still
appear. The metrics of data centre monitoring have to clearly indicate a
resource bottleneck which can lead to resource interferences, and hence
may harm the Quality of Experience.

RQ 2: How to provide profiles for dynamic resource allocation?
The second research question addresses PS2 and how to represent time series
utilisation values for resource allocation, with respect to low capacity overhead.
RQ2 can be separated in three parts:
RQ 2.1: What options exist to represent time series data?
The field of time series analysis is broad [19], including frequency analysis, building averages or histograms, or using trend analysis with regression models or machine learning. Having large-scale data centres
in mind, most approaches become difficult or impossible without huge
amounts of additional resources.
RQ 2.2: How expressive and accurate is the selected profiling?
The expression of time series utilisation values from RQ 2.1 has to be
evaluated for utilisation aware resource allocation. The accuracy and
expressiveness of resulting profiles have to be analysed.
RQ 2.3: Is the profile suitable for resource allocation?
The overall thesis goal is a utilisation aware dynamic resource allocation.
The applicability of the derived profiles needs to be combined to allow
existing resource schedulers to improve the design decisions.

Contribution
To answer both research questions, this thesis addresses the monitoring and
the profiling part, with an integrated focus on dynamic resource allocation.
The contribution topics of the thesis are hence as follows.
DisResc Monitoring This thesis contributes a novel approach for monitoring virtualised data centres. This includes a non-intrusive black box
collector, and a dynamic scalable monitoring architecture. The design of
the Distributed Resource Cluster (DisResc) Monitoring is implemented
and evaluated as a proof of concept.
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3 Related Work
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Figure 1.3: Thesis Structure

DisResc Profiling The dynamic monitoring architecture is extended by the
DisResc Profiling component. The profiling of time series stream data
is addressed as a conceptual approach and as a proof of concept implementation. The DisResc Profiling is based on statistical methods.
Each contribution contains a survey and review of state of the art, including
tools, concepts and research. The two contributions are evaluated, which leads
to the overall thesis contribution.

1.4

Structure

The document is structured as depicted in Figure 1.3. After the introduction
including motivation, problem statement, research questions and contribution
in Chapter 1, fundamental background information about how modern data
centres are operated is rehearsed in Chapter 2. This Chapter 2 defines the
concept of modern HPC and Cloud data centres with the focus on building
a common terminology used subsequently in this thesis. Related work is discussed afterwards in Chapter 3.
The overall thesis approach is introduced in Chapter 4, where the basic concept of resource allocation, and specifically the definition of dynamic resource
allocation takes place. The approach leads to the two main chapters about
monitoring and profiling. Chapter 5 about “Data Centre Monitoring”, after
defining the terminology, introduces a survey of current data centre monitoring

8
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systems. From this review, a new design and implementation are presented.
This DisResc Monitoring contains the collector kvmtop - a monitoring system
for data centres with black box virtual machines on KVM hypervisors. Chapter
6 about “Data Centre Profiling” reviews concepts and approaches for profiling
monitoring data. From there, methods and concepts are selected. The DisResc
Profiling is introduced as a profiling solution, with the implementation TSProfiler, to compile a resource utilisation profile from raw monitoring stream data.
This profile describes the resource demands and is used to detect and avoid
bottlenecks. Chapter 7 evaluates the monitoring and profiling design and implementation. The research questions are compared to the contributions, to
derive additional evaluation actions. The evaluation chapter 7 closes the main
part of the thesis.
Chapter 8 discusses the presented work. The problem statements are discussed and reviewed in the discussion. Chapter 9 closes this thesis with a
conclusion.

Chapter 2
Data Centre Operations
2.1

Introduction

Before diving into the thesis topic itself, an intense understanding, research and
classification of data centre operations is necessary. The technical connectivity
is constantly extending worldwide over the past 30 years. With the constantly
increasing amount of end user devices on the client side, the mostly invisible
equipment in the background has to increase as well: server farms are hence
growing in count and dimensions. Centralised data centres with thousands of
servers operate application components and have to be manageable by a team
of system administrators. Small, on-premise data centres slowly disappear1 .
Nowadays different operation modes for data centres are common, which fit
different application types and customer needs. A definition and terminology
for data centre operations are a first step to understand how the allocation of
resources can be applied.
The two most popular and considered types of data centres are Cloud or
High Performance Computing (HPC) data centres, which are recently still
growing and gaining attention in research and industry. Bound to the type
of data centre operation mode, the types of application differ as well. Still,
data centre operations are one holistic term with different focuses and different application requirements. The main assumption is depicted in Figure 2.1:
two stakeholders, a data centre provider, and a data centre customer, with two
partially differing interests. The data centre provider hosts the physical infrastructure and has the main focus on providing and managing physical resources.
The overall goal is to optimise the data centre utilisation, by i) reduce physical resources and ii) reduce unutilised resources as much as possible. These
optimisation goals have to consider the quality of service the customer gets.
Yet, the provider’s economic motivation is, especially for private companies,
to increase the revenue. The data centre customer consumes the provided environment as needed. The customer books (virtual) resources on demand, and
expects the best QoE, as the resources would run on dedicated hardware. The
1

“The Data Center Is (Almost) Dead”, Source: Gartner (August 2019) https://gtnr.i
t/3aKJH3j
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Figure 2.1: Data Centre Stakeholders

data centre customers usually overestimate the resource requirements, e.g. to
be able to serve request peaks from end users.
This chapter introduces a terminology for data centre operations (Sec. 2.2).
The terminology provides a common understanding of how data centre customers can use the offerings, using their isolated virtual environments. On the
other hand, terminology is defined for the data centre provider, like the execution environment, management layers, etc. From the terminology, the focus
of this work is derived (Sec. 2.3). The broad range of data centre operations
is narrowed down to the assumed scenario: a public or private Cloud provider
with OpenStack and KVM hypervisors, hosting both Cloud applications and
workloads from high performance computing.

2.2

Terminology

The terminology and classification of data centre operations are based on previous work [20, 7]. A data centre is defined as an Execution Environment on
the infrastructure provider side, in order to run an application-specific Virtual
Environment on the data centre customer side. Such a virtual environment
usually builds from an Image, and has a typical Execution Behaviour. Figure
2.2 shows this terminology overview and the relation between the components.
The three main terms Execution Environment, Virtual Environment and Ex-
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ecution Behaviour are discussed in more detail in the following.
Before going to the details, the terms and their relation according to Figure 2.2 are defined. While a virtual environment is a set of arranged and
configured software components, the execution takes place on an execution environment. The execution environment in the scope of a data centre is hence on
provider level, while the virtual environment belongs to a data centre customer.
The definition of a virtual environment is named contextualisation and leads
to an executable instance. This instance is either dedicated to a single type
of execution environment or can be shared between execution environments.
Like compiling binaries for different architectures, the contextualisation may
lead to multiple dedicated instances of a virtual environment.
The virtual environment can be stored and exchanged as an image, e.g. via
an image registry. This way virtual environments become accessible and usable
between users and between execution environments. The ViCE Registry2 from
previous work [20] allows a scalable and cross data centre exchange of virtual
environments.
To give additional information about the runtime behaviour of a virtual
environment, the resource demand can be attached to the image of such a
virtual environment. This resource demand represents the used resources of
the virtual environment, including static (e.g. number of nodes, CPU cores,
etc.) and dynamic (e.g. utilisation values) values. The resource demand can be
derived from the virtual environment definition, or from the observed execution
behaviour. The resource demand allows the execution environment to schedule
virtual environments with respect to optimise the available resources. Since
the execution behaviour of an executed virtual environment depends on the
2

ViCE Registry, https://vice-registry.github.io/vice-registry/
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available infrastructure, the resource demand must be specified independent
of execution environments.
The following subsections define the terminology for each, the execution environments, the virtual environments including contextualisation and images,
and the execution behaviour.

2.2.1

Execution Environments

The definition of an execution environment can be technically split into the
layers runtime technology and management layer. Besides those two terms,
an execution environment has a location where one management layer and at
least one runtime technology are coupled to form an execution environment (cf.
Figure 2.3)[20]. The hardware resources are the physically available layer, like
rather statically arranged servers, network or storage equipment. The runtime
technology is the execution driver of virtual environments, while the resource
allocation, access control, etc. are the main tasks of the management layer.

Runtime Technologies
Three types of runtime technologies appear in the area of modern Cloud or
HPC data centres: i) virtual machines executed by a hypervisor ii) containers,
and finally iii) applications which are somehow described to build a virtual
environment.
A i) virtual machine runs on top of virtualised hardware, which is provided by a hypervisor. Popular hypervisors for hosting virtual machines are
KVM [21], Xen [22], and VMWare ESXi [23]. On top of the virtual hardware
provided by the hypervisor, the guest operating system is placed, which can
host arbitrary applications. Virtual machines encapsulate from virtual hardware on with an operating system upwards to provide a virtual environment.
The hypervisor is placed directly on physical hardware (type-1) or based on
an operating system on top of physical hardware (type-2).
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Examples for ii) containers are LXC3 , Docker4 , and Singularity5 . Containers are in contrast to virtual hardware and operating system centric virtual
machines on the application level. Containers encapsulate from an operating
system towards application components and upwards to provide a virtual environment. Containers are executed by a container engine, which runs on an
operating system on physical or virtual hardware.
iii) Applications are orchestrated by a component description, for example
with Puppet, Ansible or HPC job descriptions for HPC schedulers like Moab.
The encapsulation of the application is guaranteed by a component description,
which is loosely coupled to hardware to allow an automated instantiation of
a new virtual environment. Virtual in this context refers to the encapsulation
and reproducibility, and not necessarily to a virtualised execution.
The presented runtime technologies may be practically used in an encapsulated manner, like using Ansible scripts inside virtual machines, or using
Singularity containers with an HPC job description.
Discussing the three identified types of runtime technologies, the level of
isolation, level of reproducibility, and the level of flexibility have to be considered. Hypervisors provide virtual hardware, while containers virtualise on
operating system level. Applications don’t use virtualisation. The more virtualisation, the more flexibility and reproducibility are achieved by introducing
the virtual level as a basis for a virtual environment. This virtual basis stays
the same even when moving between physical infrastructures. Hence, with
less virtualisation involved, the likeliness of a change in the execution environment grows, which decreases the reproducibility and the flexibility: decrease
of flexibility, because an adaptation to the execution environment is necessary, decrease of reproducibility because the virtual environment cannot be
moved without adapting changes. The level of isolation, on the other hand,
also depends on the level of virtualisation. The more virtual environments
share from the execution environments, the lower is the level isolation from
the virtualisation, and must hence be applied by additional restrictions and
access controls.
Management Layer
While the runtime technology is directly on top of the hardware resources and
responsible to run an instance of a virtual environment, one level above is the
management layer of virtual environments in the overall execution environment. The management layer handles the execution of a virtual environment
on top of a runtime technology, including initialisation, start/stop actions and
resource allocations. The management layer can control one or more runtime
technologies. In the context of this work three management layers can be
considered: i) basic management, ii) resource pooling, and iii) job schedulers.
3

Linux Containers, https://linuxcontainers.org/
Docker, https://www.docker.com/
5
Singularity, http://singularity.lbl.gov/
4
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A i) basic management layer is at least a start/stop mechanism of a virtual
environment. Examples are a (desktop) computer with a hypervisor hosting a
virtual machine, or a single node Docker setup. The basic management can be
scaled to multiple such nodes, e.g. in a classroom setup, but each node itself
has its own management layer with basic management. With the classroom
setup, a teacher may prepare one virtual machine as a virtual environment and
clones this virtual environment to student workstations. Tools to enrich the
basic management with additional features like snapshotting, or instantiating
virtual environments from a script are e.g. Vagrant, Puppet or Dockerfiles.
On the other hand, clusters for ii) Resource Pooling combine multiple hardware resources each with a runtime technology. Virtual environments can
book required resources virtually unlimited from the physical execution environment. While the basic management mostly assumes to have full control
over a typically local execution environment, one example for Resource Pooling
is Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) Cloud Computing. Cloud Computing is
based on hypervisors and runs virtual machines, but can also offer containers
or container clusters. A virtual machine snapshot can be used as a backup or
to create a copy of a virtual environment. Cloud Computing hides the knowledge about the underlying hardware to its users and offers virtually unlimited
resources. Container clusters like Docker Swarm or Kubernetes still allow resource pooling, yet with a different virtualisation technique. The underlying
hardware is out of focus in this management layer, and the container cluster
management layer takes care of the container lifecycles (e.g. instantiation,
start, stop).
Batch jobs are typically described in a description, and are executed virtualised or bare metal, scheduled via iii) job scheduler s like Moab. HPC or data
mining jobs are examples for this type of management layer.
Location
The location of an execution environment links together a runtime technology
including the physical hardware, with a management layer. The location of
an execution environment defines hardware and a selection of execution models, depending on the runtime technology and the management layer. From
there the contextualisation is defined implicitly. This basic conditions bring
some limitations and restrictions for the execution of virtual environments.
Not all software may run on all hardware (e.g. drivers) but are part of the
contextualisation. This circumstance hence must be considered in an image as
well.

2.2.2

Virtual Environment

The process of creating a virtual environment depends on the underlying execution environment. On a conceptual level, this process of an image definition
can be described in a general description. The alignment of an existing or
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empty virtual environment to fit the needs is called contextualisation in the
following. Contextualisation starts with a user from the administration or
development team, who defines the virtual environment. Users define their
virtual environment in one of the different ways: either declarative e.g. with
Dockerfiles, Packerfiles, Puppet modules or Ansible rules, or implicit, like the
installation and configuration of software, followed by a snapshot of the disk
or file system [20]. Figure 2.4 visualises the two approaches of image definition and contextualisation: implicit images use a cycle of deploying an image, applying (manual) contextualisation actions and creating a new image
by snapshotting; declarative images use the definition of an image, independently of the execution, while the contextualisation happens during the image
deployment. Both approaches work mixed as well, where parts of the contextualisation are stored in the image (implicitly) while others happen during the
deployment phase (declarative). While in the first option the contextualisation takes place before the image is defined, the second approach describes the
contextualisation, which happens during the image deployment.
Both of the two approaches have benefits and drawbacks, which need to be
considered when sharing such images. Implicit images contain the full set of
required software dependencies, and are hence executable without additional
software resources. While these images are self-contained and with a compatible execution environment directly runnable, the size is usually much larger
than for declarative images. Similar images further duplicate content, which
leads to a waste of storage. If the creation path is known, this can be limited
by a layered storage model. Examples for implicit images are VM disk snapshots as raw or qcow2 files, a container image, or a binary of an application.
Storing a full software stack in the image leads to outdated software in the
image. For archiving, this might be even required, but security-wise starting
outdated software images can be a risk as well.
Declarative images are (textual) descriptions to derive a runnable virtual
environment. The description contains commands to download, install and
configure software. While the storage capacity for a declarative image is usually low, the contextualisation process requires additional content. This is
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especially for older images problematic, when download paths are unavailable
or when newer software versions are incompatible with application requirements. Examples for declarative images are build instructions like Dockerfiles
or Packerfiles, or configuration definitions like Puppet modules, Ansible roles
or simple Bash scripts.
The virtual environments are usually black box workloads for a data centre
provider. To understand the resource requirements, the image can be analysed,
or the data centre customer can specify additional meta information when
deploying the image as a virtual environment instance. Depending on the type
of the image, a declarative image may be analysed by a data centre provider
during the contextualisation, while implicit images are even more closed black
boxed virtual environments. For both, the data centre customer and provider,
the difference in size and time for instantiating a virtual environment from the
two different image types has to be considered in advance. While the implicit
approach requires storage and network transfer capacities to send the image
to its execution environment for building a virtual environment, a declarative
image requires time to execute the contextualisation commands. The trade off
for the virtual environment definition is hence a decision between transparency,
image size, and deployment time.

2.2.3

Execution Behaviour & Resource Demand

The Execution Behaviour is the observable resource utilisation which can be
collected from the execution environment. The Resource Demand in contrast
defines the required static and dynamic resource values, needed to execute
a virtual environment. The resource demand is independent from the execution environment, while the execution behaviour depends on the execution
behaviour’s management layer, runtime technology, and hardware resources.
The following discusses available approaches to define both, the execution behaviour and the resource demand. The first steps therefore start with analysing
the relevant parameters (cf. Fig. 2.5). On the one hand, the execution behaviour depends on the resource demand from the actual workload and on the
parameters of the execution environment. This includes the utilised resources
and underlying infrastructure. On the other hand, the resource demand depends on the computation parameters. The computation depends on the algorithmic, computation complexity, and more application specific aspects.
The computation parameters define the complexity for a computation and
might be expressed as “Big O Notation” for computation runtime behaviour of
functions, or similar. For big data or HPC jobs, which have a non-interactive
behaviour with a set of input parameters and a fixed application to handle the
input, the computation parameters consist of the complexity of input parameters (e.g. number of parameters or the size of a single parameter) and the predictably behaving application itself. The computation parameters are getting
more complex, when distributed systems with multiple connected components
appear, like involving user requests or database queries. The assumption for
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these cases is to find the most general and initial isolated action which defines
the computation process of the application.
The resource demand is directly depending on the computation parameters.
The virtual environment may define computation parameters like the maximal
usage of memory or CPU cores. These parameters are directly influencing
specific resource types, more generally, the computation complexity defined
by the computation parameters implicitly defines the resource types and their
utilisation. Creating a hardware-independent resource demand for a virtual
environment, the two paths from the computation parameters side or from
the execution behaviour side can be considered. This work focuses on the
extraction from the execution behaviour. This step requires extracting the
environment parameters from an execution behaviour.
Conceptually, the abstract resource demands can be derived from observed
execution behaviour by extracting the hardware dependencies. The resource
demands can then be used to predict a different execution behaviour when
running the same virtual environment on another execution environment. The
first step compiles the abstract resource demand, which takes place indepen-
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dently from execution time from observing the execution environment. The
second step, the prediction, takes place whenever new virtual environments
are requested. The assumptions with Computation Parameters C, Resource
Demand D, Execution Environment E, and Execution Behaviour B are as
follows: as defined in Figure 2.6 D ∧ E
B, with C
D. From the observation data, the execution behaviour can be extracted to calculate the resource
demand with B \ E
D. From this resource demand model, any behaviour
can be predicted on alternative hardware with D ∧ E 0
B 0 . The process of
extracting the resource demand from observed execution behaviour is the main
focus of the following thesis.

2.2.4

Image Registry

To share virtual environments between user communities and between execution environments, an image registry is needed to offer a platform for “virtual
collaborative environments” (ViCE). The ViCE Registry shown in Figure 2.7,
which is based on previous work [20], bases the foundation to have an independent classification of execution environments and virtual environments.
The image registry stores declarative or implicit images in repositories, and
allows to import and export them to be instantiated as virtual environments
on connected execution environments (cf. Fig. 2.7). The metadata store
keeps, additionally to the image in separate image repositories, information
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like the origin, human readable descriptions, and type of execution (service,
job, or interactive) [20]. While in the previous work the attachment of execution behaviours or resource demands was out of scope, this additional meta
information becomes a core feature in the scope of this thesis.

2.3

Focus of This Work

With the terminology of data centre operations in mind, the work at hand
focuses on two popular management layers: High Performance Computing
(HPC) handles job-based applications, while Cloud Computing offers longrunning services with network based user interactions. The details will be
discussed in the following subsections. The generic terminology helps to identify similarities and differences. Both modes have in common to handle the
physical resources in a data centre, yet their approach to deliver the resources
to customers differs. Also the runtime technology differs between High Performance and Cloud Computing, or even within one operation mode. The
following will hence first discuss the two considered types of management layers (Sec. 2.3.1 and 2.3.2). Second, the two runtime technologies hardware
virtualisation and software virtualisation will be analysed (Sec. 2.3.3).

2.3.1

High Performance Computing

High Performance Computing (HPC) builds the most powerful supercomputers worldwide, by clustering hundreds to thousands of physical nodes into one
HPC cluster [4]. Supercomputers are mostly used in computational science,
where a broad spectrum of applications use compute power to run simulations,
like for weather forecasting or molecular modelling for chemical computations.
Each physical node provides a powerful resource pool, which are combined in a
mostly homogeneous compute resource within a cluster. Applications split the
workload in parallel tasks, which may span over multiple nodes, demanding
for low latency and high-throughput interconnection within the cluster. Computations across nodes is particularly necessary when the workload exceeds
the memory or storage capacities of a single node. Standards like Message
Passing Interface (MPI) define the communication between parallel running
computation tasks, and Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) offers access
mechanisms of internode memory access. The focus in HPC clusters is to aim
for performance by exploiting multiple resources at the same time. HPC application instances hence often span over multiple nodes, and run with static
resources typically over a long period, in the order of several hours to days.
The resources during the execution time are usually fully utilised, making the
application very sensitive to resource shortcomings like “noise” from other
applications.
HPC applications are non-interactive jobs, described by users as a computation in a script file, providing input files, specify required libraries (modules)
and application binaries. HPC users hence build their virtual environments as
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an executable set of files and requirements definition. Modules or binaries are
then provided by the execution environment. The virtual environment description as a declarative image is then submitted to an HPC cluster. The results
of the computation can later on be accessed after the job has been executed.
A typical HPC cluster follows the architecture depicted in Figure 2.8. Data
centre customers submit the job description to a submission system, which
places this customer request in a job queue. A scheduler then eventually selects
the nodes in the HPC cluster and starts the execution of the job. The results
are collected and are available at the submission system for the customer.
The submission system schedules the submitted jobs according to resource
estimations from the data centre customers. These estimations are e.g. number
of nodes, number of cores, amount of memory, and the duration of the job to
complete its execution. The scheduler usually terminates the execution after
the estimated duration exceeded, since the overall job schedule plans already
submitted and queued jobs in advance. The waiting time for a submitted job
until its scheduling to resources depends on the service agreement, on the one
hand, but also on the number of requested resources by the customer. Short
running jobs with less number of resources are more likely to be placed in
between jobs with a long estimated duration and tens of nodes. Yet, scheduling
decisions also depend on the data centre configuration.
Since the applications are built to fully utilise their resources, and are sensitive to resource shortcomings, the physical resources are shared sequentially
over time, and are usually not shared or overbooked in parallel at the same
time. The HPC clusters run the virtual environments usually bare metal, without giving the user access to the hosts. A container solution specifically for
HPC called Singularity gains attention for introducing a lightweight container
virtualisation specifically for job based HPC clusters.
Table 2.1 shows how the terminology for data centre operations relates to
HPC clusters. Yet, the focus is on HPC applications in the remainder of this
work. HPC data centres are only conceptually part of this work.
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Table 2.1: Classify High Performance Computing
Term
Value
Software
Execution Environment
Runtime Technology Application / Container e.g. Singularity
Management Layer
Job Schedulers
e.g. Moab, SLURM
Virtual Environment
Image Type
Declarative
Job description

2.3.2

Cloud Computing

Cloud Computing’s core concept is to use virtualisation as a runtime technology. This way, the physical resources can be shared across multiple customers
at once at the same time. This level of flexibility from using virtualisation
allows certain characteristics for Cloud Computing, defined by “The NIST
definition of Cloud Computing” [24]: on-demand self-service, broad network
access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, and measured service. Further, the
service types Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS),
and Software as a Service (SaaS) are defined. These essential characteristics
of Cloud Computing allow data centre customers to dynamically manage their
virtual environments on top of a virtually unlimited pool of resources, which
are provided by the data centre provider remotely in central data centres via
broad network access. The data centre customer instantiates the resources
depending on the current workload (elastically) and is charged for the time of
use of this data centre services. The data centre provider, on the other hand,
has to provide enough physical resources to handle the dynamic requests from
customers. Virtualisation is an essential characteristic to achieve this resource
pooling, by sharing physical resources at the same time with different customers.
The architecture of a typical Cloud cluster, which provides Infrastructure
as a Service, is depicted in Figure 2.9. Data centre customers request instances
via the API of a Cloud cluster management. This management layer is then
scheduling the new instance to one of the available physical resources. The
instance request is placed as a virtual machine on one of the available physical nodes. The customer gets access via the network to the newly spawned
instance. The provided resource is then configured and installed with the
application by the customer.
The applications in a Cloud cluster are mostly service-based systems, which
provide features via network access. Larger applications consist of a multi-tier
architecture, consisting of a front end layer, logic layer, persistence layer, etc.
and hence spawn across multiple virtual machine instances. Within each tier,
the workload is optionally load-balanced between horizontally scaled replicas
of the application component. Besides service based application types, batch
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or big data jobs are a second important type of application in Cloud computing. While the service based instances have unpredictable workload deviations
depending on the end user requests, the typical Cloud jobs are usually scheduled tasks and hence predictable. Although creating new instances on demand
dynamically depending on workloads, peaks have to be handled immediately
without too much of delay for end users. This leads to the fact that data centre customers in Cloud Computing order more resources than necessary and
never fully utilise their instances. On the other hand, the data centre provider
offers the resource pooling, as the virtually unlimited on-demand availability
of virtual resources. The not fully utilised instances and the need for flexible
resource pooling leads to overbooking of physical resources by the data centre
provider.
An infrastructure as a service Cloud cluster provides basic infrastructure
resources like compute, networking, and storage as dynamic virtual resources.
To create a compute instance, at least a flavour and a base image has to be
selected by a data centre customer. The flavour defines the virtual hardware
arrangement, like the number of virtual CPU cores and the amount of memory,
while the base image is a snapshot of a bootable block device with an operating
system. In case of containers instead of virtual machines, the flavours are
resource limitations and the images are snapshots of a file system state (cf.
Table 2.2).
OpenStack
OpenStack is an open source implementation for a Cloud middleware, which
allows infrastructure providers to share virtual resources dynamically and elastically using a web or application programming interface. OpenStack offers
different components, which can be selected by data centre providers (cf. Fig.
2.10). The core components are the Horizon dashboard and the Keystone
identity management. For compute instances, Nova provides the necessary
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Table 2.2: Classify Cloud Computing
Term
Value
Software
Execution Environment
Runtime Technology Virtual Machines (Containers) e.g. KVM, Docker
Management Layer
Cloud Middleware
e.g. OpenStack
Virtual Environment
Image Type
Implicit
Disk Snapshot

Keystone
Identity

Horizon
Dashboard

Nova
Compute

Glance
Images

Neutron
Networking

Cinder
Block Storage

Figure 2.10: OpenStack Software Components (Extraction)

management to allow customers to request compute instances, which are then
scheduled to and executed on physical compute nodes. The base images are
provided by Glance, which also offers to store snapshots from instances and
provide them as base images themselves. Neutron and Cinder provide additional important infrastructure components for networking and block storage.
OpenStack Nova is responsible for computation infrastructure, and hence
is the component for creating and managing virtual machines. Resource Placement of virtual machines takes place during the initial scheduling time of a
new virtual machine request by a data centre customer. Like conceptually
described in Figure 2.9, the customer requests a new instance via the management API. OpenStack provides an API for each of its components. The
Nova API then places the instance request at the Nova compute scheduler [25],
which decides on a physical node using a two-step approach (cf. Fig. 2.11).
The first step is to filter nodes from the set of all available physical compute
nodes. The matching nodes are then sorted according to a weighting function.
The ordered nodes are then sequentially used to place the instance request.
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The Nova compute scheduling system with filtering & weighting is a configurable and pluggable system, which runs once at creation time of instance
requests. The filtering takes place using maximum overbooking factors for
each CPU cores, available memory, or disk space, and the requested instance
flavour. Additionally tagging of nodes in e.g. availability zones is involved
in the filtering as well. The weighting then primarily orders according to the
freest memory available at the nodes.
OpenStack supports a set of popular hypervisors to be utilised as runtime
technologies on the physical nodes, including the Linux KVM or vmWare ESXi.
Section 2.3.3 further discusses virtualisation technologies in general.

2.3.3

Virtualisation Technologies

Virtualisation technologies are the enabling technology for Cloud Computing
and becomes increasingly of importance for other data centre operation modes,
like high performance computing. The overall benefit of virtualisation in this
context is to i) encapsulate the definition of the virtual environment for a
holistic package for a reproducible execution and to ii) isolate the execution
by limiting the view of resources to a local subset. The encapsulation of such
images offers a deterministic way of moving virtual execution definitions e.g.
from data centre customers to remote providers in centralised data centres.
The isolated execution allows the separation of physical and virtual execution
environments.
Considering the vertical stack of hardware, drivers, operating systems, services and applications, the virtualisation can take place between different layers
of this stack. The two types of virtualisation, which are in the focus of this
work, are hardware virtualisation and software virtualisation. Hardware vir-
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tualisation bases on top of hardware and drivers, to provide virtual hardware
resources. The virtual instance hence starts from virtual hardware on and has
to contain a full stacked operational operating system. Software virtualisation
in this context bases on top of an operating system and provides a virtual
operating system core. The virtual instance hence has to use the given operating system core (e.g. a Linux Kernel) and provides additional operating
system features, services and applications. Both levels of virtualisation will be
discussed in more detail in the following.

Hardware Virtualisation With KVM
Hypervisors provide hardware virtualisation, by using physical hardware resources and provide virtual hardware resources. Type-1 hypervisors are software, which runs directly on top of physical hardware, while type-2 hypervisors
require an underlying operating system. Hardware support for virtualisation
improves the performance of the virtual resources, while emulation is used to
provide virtual resources in software. Popular hypervisors are for type 1 Xen
or vmWare ESXi, while a popular type 2 hypervisor is Virtualbox. In this
work, the focus is on Kernel Based Virtualisation (KVM), a hypervisor embedded into the Linux kernel. The virtual machines are then defined by first
the hardware dimensions, and second a bootable block device, like a disk with
root file system or a CD-ROM device.
KVM is embedded into the Linux kernel as kernel module. This allows to
reuse existing software from the Linux kernel, like hardware drivers or resources
schedulers. Since KVM is built into the operating system and is using the hardware virtualisation support of modern hardware components, this hypervisor
technology can be considered as a mixture of type 1 and type 2 hypervisor.
QEMU offers emulation for hardware components which cannot be virtualised
but needs to be emulated. The combination of QEMU and KVM allows to
build a flexible hypervisor, which runs on any Linux compatible hardware and
can offer a set of virtual hardware components.
Since KVM is embedded into the Linux operating system, this hypervisor handles the virtual machines like Linux handles applications, including
processes, memory allocation, and I/O scheduling. The benefit of having the
hypervisor inside the Linux kernel is to use existing tools and concepts. Linux
for example shares system information via the Proc file system, which is used
by monitoring systems.
Figure 2.12 depicts a typical physical node with KVM and QEMU, and
introduces Libvirt, a toolkit to manage virtualisation platforms. Libvirt offers a generic API to manage virtual resources on top of popular hypervisors,
including KVM, Xen, or ESXi. Libvirt is hence a lightweight, single node
management layer in the context of the previously defined terminology, and
integrated in the OpenStack Cloud middleware.
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Software Virtualisation
Software virtualisation is based on the host operating system and offers virtual
environments by encapsulating system processes. For Linux kernels, cgroups
are used to limit resource utilisation (CPU time, memory, file system and
network I/O) and isolate processes from each other. Networking is virtualised
by using bridges and Linux network namespaces. The resulting Container
of the combination of these isolation mechanisms uses a file system snapshot
to start from. Multi-layer file systems with copy-on-write features are hence
usually used for storage. Managing these containers, including tools and APIs
is offered by different container management solutions, like Docker, Singularity,
LXC, etc.
Figure 2.13 depicts a container host, where an operating system manages
the physical hardware and hosts a container runtime component. The core
of this operating system is shared by the containers. Each container is then
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based as an isolated resource group on top of a file system snapshot. Since the
host operating system is shared as software, no virtual hardware resources are
necessary.
The container runtime management can be considered as a local management layer, while this component can be integrated into a larger container
cluster. OpenStack for example can integrate besides KVM via Libvirt also
containers as runtime technology. More popular are container cluster systems
like Kubernetes. Conceptually such container clusters have similar tasks and
issues as Cloud Computing management systems.

2.4

Conclusion

Data Centre Operations have processed a transitioning from small on-premise
data centres with tens of servers, to centralised data centres with thousands
of nodes. The new data centre management concepts offer benefits to customers. To classify different modes, the terminology introduces execution
environments, virtual environments, and images. To enable a MAPE loop
like presented in chapter 1, additional information about the typical resource
utilisation is required. The terminology therefore describes the concept of
execution behaviour and resource demand.
The two data centre operation modes considered in this thesis are HPC and
Cloud Computing. With the focus on resource allocation, these two modes will
be further discussed in chapter 4, how the virtual resources are isolated and
the physical resources are shared. From this chapter, the focus regarding the
data centre operations, is on Cloud data centres, which host applications from
Cloud Computing or high performance computing. This work considers a
virtualisation layer using KVM or Docker containers, which both relay on a
Linux-based operating system. This is in particular important for monitoring
aspects (chapter 5).
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Chapter 3
Related Work
3.1

Overview

The state of the art for the two main topics monitoring and profiling are part
of the individual chapters 5 and 6. This related work chapter hence presents
state of the art and related work in a broader, more coarse-grained sense. For
specific reviews of state of the art for monitoring and profiling, the chapters
provide detailed insights about related work. Apart from that, Figure 3.1 gives
an overview of topics, which are considered as related work in the following.
The focus is on data centre operations, as introduced in Chapter 2 with respect
to address resource interferences as motivated in Section 1.1.
The related work topics are the following. Virtualisation & Isolation addresses state of the art in virtualisation technologies like improving the isolation of hypervisors, or isolating processes to avoid interferences in container
technologies. Monitoring is reviewed specifically for data centres in Chapter 5,
and generally addressed in this related work topic here in the following. While
general related work about monitoring is discussed, one additional focus is on
anomaly detection and alerting. Green Computing handles the related work
with the main focus on energy efficiency. Since data centres worldwide consume reasonable amount of power to provide services like social media, online
shops, video streaming, and so on, the need for an ecological mindset is necessary to reduce the negative aspects of data centres for the planet (e.g. CO2
emissions). Resource Management is a broad topic, which addresses all data
centre management tasks related to resources. From more practical topics like
application orchestration, to theoretical concepts like control theory, the resource management area is broad. Dedicated attention received the allocation
of workloads in Cloud and also Edge Computing environments. Data centre
modeling is popular, when the resources are transformed to models, usually
produced out of monitoring data. Time Series Analysis for resource management describes methods to analyse from traces like monitoring data behaviour
patterns or similar, to provide a foundation for predictions. Simulation helps
resource management by simulating a data centre with nodes and applications.
The simulation uses models to describe the workloads and infrastructure, which
29
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result from monitoring and resource management. Application Profiling is a
related work topic, which investigates, e.g., code instrumentation but also external views on applications to understand its behaviour. This topic is like a
detailed, exclusive view of monitoring a single application. The last topic Use
Cases contains practical concepts and related work, which address HPC applications in the Cloud specifically, investigate into resource interferences and
how they can be detected, or how data centre customers can deal with them.
The related work for each topic is presented in the following sections.

3.2

Virtualisation & Isolation

Improving data centre management with virtualisation and multi-tenancy constantly improved hypervisor technologies and introduced new technologies like
containers. Independent by the technological stack, when sharing resources
the two goals are isolation and efficiency [15].
Virtualisation, because of the increased popularity and the need for improvements, recently optimised the performance for virtual guests and for the
overhead on the host. On the one hand, hardware producers introduced new
virtualisation technologies for CPU (Intel VT-x, AMD-V), and network and
storage (SR-IOV). With these extensions, isolation for virtualising dedicated
resource units is done on the infrastructure. This is compared to an emulated approach, which has to be run as software, more efficient. But also
on the software side, especially drivers for I/O improved efficiency. The network driver virtio outperforms rtl8139 by improving on a software layer [26].
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Research projects like the Mikelangelo Project1 target to improve virtual infrastructures for big data and high performance computing, by improving the
efficiency, stability and security.
Early work compares technologies like Xen hypervisor and container-based
virtualisation [15]. Soltesz et al. explain the levels of isolation as fault isolation
(influenced by sharing components or software), resource isolation (provide
reservations, on demand with best effort, or mixtures), and security isolation
(protected or shared files or processes). The study compares efficiency and
isolation of VServer as container and Xen as hypervisor virtualisation platform.
Since then, the software and hardware have evolved, why only the concepts still
apply. The efficiency analysis shows that the performance and scalability of
container-based virtualisation outperform hypervisors. This insight is revealed
recently as well by earlier work [27], where we compared the performance of
distributed database systems in containers and virtual machines. Wang et
al. [28] further narrows down the performance impacts of Xen and Docker
on a resource level. The bandwidth of memory and network I/O in both
virtualisation techniques show only few overhead, while Xen has high overhead
on latency of system operations like memory access and I/O operations on
network and disk. Yet, these drawbacks could be avoided by using hardware
with virtualisation support instead of para-virtualisation or emulation.
Joe et al. [29] analyse the impact of isolation for a multicore CPU resource
on a KVM hypervisor. The first important insight is that strict isolation
in an evaluation setup leads to longer execution times, since the available
resources are not fully utilised. On the other hand, the latency increases
with shared resources, which is especially for real-time operating systems a
serious concern. The reason for an increased latency is the context switching of
physical CPU cores when scheduling tasks from different virtual machines. Joe
et al. therefore present a dynamic isolation scheduler, to arrange the allocation
dynamically to maximise the utilisation while minimising the influence on realtime sensitive VMs.
The Linux kernel uses cgroups and namespaces for resource isolations,
which are also used by container runtime technologies like Docker. Yet, these
cgroups can be applied to any process, like a virtual machine on KVM. Shared
resource usage is then handled e.g. by using a hierarchical token bucket [30].
A fair share network scheduler for KVM hypervisors is presented in earlier
work [31]. Simple leaky bucket scheduling algorithms or more complex, usability aware mechanisms can be implemented to improve the isolation, while
still utilising unused resources.

3.3

Monitoring

Related work in the form of monitoring surveys [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38] are
focused on in the review section 5.3 of Chapter 5, dedicated on data centre
1

Mikelangelo, https://www.mikelangelo-project.eu/
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monitoring. This section provides a broader overview of related work with
respect to monitoring, yet lists the popular Cloud monitoring approaches [37,
38, 39], which are part of the review in Section 5.3 as well.
Generally, monitoring systems and architectures are present for decades.
Some concepts and issues are sill valid, even though data centres have changed
over the years. Although work from Zanikolas et al. [40] is for Grid Computing
and hence not related to modern data centre operation modes, the concepts
the authors present are still valid for modern Cloud or high performance computing. The core components of monitoring architectures are conceptually
explained, consisting of generation, processing, distribution and presentation
of events. The requirements like scalability, extensibility, etc. are valid for
large-scale data centres. The type of monitoring data is classified as levels,
from simple event flows from source to sink (level 0), to more complex architectures with hierarchical structures (level 3). LIKWID [41] presents a flexible,
modular framework to monitor hardware performance metrics of high performance computing systems. The focus is on a per job perspective, to allow
the users to optimise their applications Axe [42] presents a hierarchical, scalable monitoring architecture with the focus on Cloud users, with cross-Cloud
/ multi-Cloud approaches. The presented monitoring solution is not on Cloud
provider level, yet this could be adapted. Still, Axe uses aggregation and reduction on time series to be able to handle scalability for larger scales. While
the monitoring architecture is relevant for this thesis, the statistical analysis is too simple with the functionality modern time series database systems
provide (aggregation, etc.). Gong et al. presents Predictive Elastic Resource
Scaling for Cloud systems (PRESS) [43], which establishes a similar approach
for dynamic resource allocation like presented in this work, yet on Xen hypervisor with real-world workloads. The monitoring data is processed with a
two-step profiling: signature-driven resource demand prediction (FFT-based),
and state-driven resource demand prediction (Markov chain based).
With the focus on recent Cloud Computing, general monitoring guidelines
exist in related work as well. Gartner in this research [44] explain steps and
technological categorisation to understand the differences in monitoring Cloud
data centres, compared to legacy monitoring approaches. The suggestions
start with understanding the type of Cloud platform that is monitored, to
then derive concepts for each type. The NIST definition of Cloud Computing
is used to explain the concepts for each of the service types (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS,
private Cloud, public Cloud).
More specifically, research for Cloud Computing monitoring systems exists
as well. The idea of the hybrid Cloud Computing monitoring [45] is to design
a scalable architecture for data centres to monitor the infrastructure. Aktas
therefore defines, based on the facade software design pattern, an architecture
to adapt existing tools into their software architecture. The communication
uses an event processing based platform with publish-subscribe message busses.
The core of the architecture, an event processing engine, allows to detect errors, etc., using previously defined rules. An evaluation shows the performance
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of this system design. The focus in this work is on preventive maintenance and
error detection. Yet, this approach can be used as foundation for resource allocation purposes as well. DARGOS [37] proposes a monitoring system and a
scheduler integrated into OpenStack. This work outlines the need of a proper
scalable monitoring system for resource allocation in multi-tenant Cloud Computing data centres. Yet DARGOS only considers CPU utilisation of virtual
machines and very aggregated historical data. The information ”gives an idea
of the system state” - and is hence not designed to be very accurate. Since
DARGOS is a popular approach, considered in survey papers, this related
work will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. GmonE [39] describes
a complete approach to Cloud monitoring, with monitoring agents on physical and on virtual machine level. The suggested platform therefore combines
the monitoring data from different levels and allows to query them from a
central data sink. GmonE will also be discussed in more detail in Chapter
5 PCMONS [38] presents a concept to monitor private Cloud data centres.
This work is reviewed in detail in the monitoring Chapter 5. Ma et al. [46]
presents a lightweight framework for monitoring public Cloud data centres.
The focus is on monitoring the quality of service parameters. The approach
discusses the use of Libvirt to integrate hypervisor infrastructure monitoring
with application monitoring data.
Monitoring aspects are discussed for all popular hypervisors in general.
Since this thesis focuses on KVM, only monitoring for the KVM hypervisor
will be considered here as related work accordingly. Anand et al. [47] present
an early solution for collecting CPU utilisation values for each virtual machine
from a KVM hypervisor. With the increasing support of KVM in the Linux
kernel, the provided metrics for monitoring are meanwhile simpler to access.
Similarly, this work [48] presents a technical overview, how monitoring data
for CPU and memory for virtual machines on a KVM hypervisor can be obtained, using the perf command. The authors in [49] present a non-intrusive
approach for collecting monitoring data in private Cloud data centres from a
provider perspective. Based on simple scripts using the Linux commands top,
iftop, pgrep, etc. the presented solution collects resource utilisation data for
virtual machines on a KVM hypervisor and exports the monitoring data via a
Nagios remote plugin executor. An evaluation shows the accuracy and the low
overhead of this monitoring approach. Yet, focusing only on the basic utilisation metrics, important metrics for a holistic data centre resource allocation
are missing.
In the past years, the question of time series management systems has
been discussed, leading to a set of concepts and several implementations for
such management systems and specific storage database systems. This related
work [50] surveys concepts from research and tools in this context. The considered systems are grouped by internal stores (the data store and processing
are included within the system), external stores (the processing uses existing
remote data stores), or extensions to an existing relational database management system. The work gives an intense insight into architectural concepts of
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storage systems and their capabilities like querying or compression.
Alerting takes place to inform system administrators or the data centre management layers about malfunctioning, detected errors, or unusual behaviour patterns. Recent time series management systems allow besides storing and querying also to compute moving window averages or perform a
linear regression prediction. Based on these results and incoming measurements, state of the art anomaly detection then uses a fixed threshold based
rule engine to identify deviating utilisation values to perform alerting. InfluxDB and Prometheus for example allow both do define rules like jobs :
request latency seconds : mean5m{f iltering} > 0.5. The timeliness requirements are comparably high, since anomalies have to be detected just in time.
More sophisticated approaches for alerting are presented in related work.
The authors in [51] use monitoring data from existing monitoring systems,
to process online performance modeling for warnings and early performance
problem identification. The approach is two-fold. A regression-based performance anomaly detection uses linear regression to detect changes in the CPU
consumption of multi-tier application components. Second, an application performance signature is created, to differentiate workload changes from a misbehaving application. The presented integrated framework allows to process
and model monitoring data for anomaly detection and application performance
behaviour changes.
Wang et al. [52] state the need for a more sophisticated statistical analysis
of online anomaly detection than using fixed thresholds. They propose two
methods, a Tukey method and relative entropy method, to detect anomalies
on historical data. Their statistical approach is meant to be integrated into
closed-loop management systems for data centres.
In high performance computing data centres, performance variations appear due to different root causes. Tuncer et al. [53] helps with their machine
learning approach to detect in a complex and large-scale monitoring system of
HPC systems the relevant anomalies. The presented novel framework first uses
statistical feature extraction to reduce the amount of data, to then compute
with a low-overhead machine learning algorithm anomalies in the time series
monitoring data. In their evaluation, they assume an HPC and a Cloud data
centre, and evaluate the accuracy of anomalies and the measured overhead for
feature extraction and machine learning algorithmic.
Lan et al. [54] state the challenge to identify the root of an anomaly in
the voluminous amount of noisy, high-dimensional data. They present an automated, node-level anomaly identification approach for large-scale systems.
To handle the challenge coming from data diversity, data volume and interdependencies in data, they suggest a process with data transformation, feature
extraction and outlier detection. Lan et al. compare two algorithms to extract,
namely principal component analysis (PCA) and independent component analysis (ICA).
Finally, the RADS framework [55] detects anomalies on Cloud workload
traces, by applying a window-based time series analysis, with an unsupervised
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machine learning algorithm. RADS detects on a VM-level basis anomalies,
based on historical monitoring data as training set, to then use the trained
model with current data in their anomaly detector component.

3.4

Green Computing

Green Computing overlaps with other related work topics, yet with the unique
optimisation goal to decrease the ecological footprint of IT infrastructure.
Green Computing or Green IT is the study of establishing a sustainable platform for information technology. This can be achieved by improving energy
efficiency, reducing cooling requirements, and recycling the infrastructure hardware. While green computing affects not only data centres but also end users
like personal computers or smart phones, and also network providers, the main
focus in this section is on data centres and servers. Worldwide organisations
like IFGICT2 provide certificates and hence define standards for green data
centres.
Energy efficiency for green computing can be achieved by optimising on
different levels. To understand which levels are most effective, the energy consumption has to be analysed in more fine-grained details. Looking at a data
centre only, 40% of the power consumption is only for the servers, while another 40% are utilised for refrigeration systems [56]. A popular idea is hence
to increase the temperatures of the servers, without harming the infrastructure. Rong et al. [56] define four areas to optimise the energy consumption: i)
improve the computing itself by resource scheduling optimisation, network optimisation, and improving compilers for energy efficiency; ii) low power server
designs; iii) energy conservation by improving layout and ventilation patterns,
and finally iv) use of renewable energy. To summarise, energy optimisation
spans across the vertical stack from physical infrastructure, over data centre
management, into software aspects.
Sing et al. [57] propose SOCCER: Self-Optimization of Energy-efficient
Cloud Resources. The authors state the need of considering energy efficiency
as a quality of service parameter inside the Cloud resource scheduler. To place
workloads energy efficient, SOCCER considers homogeneous and heterogeneity of workload types, and supports clustering of workloads. The architecture
is based on an MAPE loop. In the experimental setup, SOCCER offers a
management platform for Cloud customers to submit workloads. It outperforms other compared platforms to schedule energy efficient in the considered
experiments.
While Sing et al. focus on the Cloud management layer and the allocation
of virtual resources, other related work focuses on scheduling of processes to
CPU cores. Merkel et al. [58] propose an energy efficient task scheduler, built
into the Linux kernel for processes and KVM based virtual machines. Their
contribution for a resource conscious scheduling on multicore processors is
2
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a resource conscious combination of tasks, a co-scheduling policy to avoid
contention for resource bottlenecks, a migration policy to balance resource
utilisation, and to reduce the impact of resource contention on energy efficiency
when it cannot be avoided. The suggested scheduling policies can also be used
on more coarse-grained level, to schedule an entire group of nodes. A similar
approach is presented by Tang et al. [59], but for memory access instead of
CPU scheduling. The scheduling of tasks to cores is here considered with
respect to cache and memory sharing.
While Green computing is not in the main focus of this thesis, only a short
subset of related work is presented here. Yet, a proper resource allocation,
especially when the density can be increased, allows for energy efficiency implicitly.

3.5

Resource Management

The field of resource management is broad [60]. Different aspects have to be
considered when considering resource management. Related work provides surveys, which help to understand the latest state of the art in the field of resource
management. This survey [61] addresses the problem of finding the best physical machine to host the virtual machines in a Cloud Computing data centre.
The authors analyse 51 papers and group the placement scheduling algorithms
by 18 different schemes: constraint programming-based, integer programmingbased, multi-objective non-linear programming-based, bin packing-based, best
fit decreasing-based, game theory-based, graph theory-based, greedy-based,
banker algorithm-based, heuristic-based, automata-based, genetic algorithmbased, PSO-based, ACO-based, simulated annealing-based, biogeography-based,
hybrid VM placement and correlation-based VM placement. For each scheme,
the survey shows which of the objectives traffic-aware, energy-aware, costaware, resource-aware, or application-aware are considered. The discussion
provides a complete comparative analysis of the selected VM placement schemes.
The discussion further shows that the resource-aware VM placement schemes
almost all focus on the CPU resource, while only single one considers disk I/O.
For a reliable placement to avoid resource interferences, all primary resources
together have to be considered. In [62], resource provisioning consists of multiple deployment phases: Cloud (provider) selection, data centre selection,
and finally server selection. Each phase considers different resource granularity for the considered initial placement decision-making. The considered
algorithms for the initial resource provisioning are grouped by bin packingbased (if no communication is involved in the placement decision), graph
theory-based (when inter-VM communication has to be considered), virtual
network embedding-based, mathematical programming-based, particle swarm
optimisation-based, greedy strategy-based, game theory-based, market theorybased, queueing theory-based, control theory-based, and machine learningbased. The review considers over 150 articles. The survey from Hummaida et
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al. [63] defines different options to adapt Cloud resources to optimise different
goals. The adaptation options are then used to survey related work, which considers resource allocation in Cloud data centres. The survey concludes three
open research challenges: characterise the workload type of virtual workloads,
attempt for online profiling and monitoring of workloads, address scalability
issues for large-scale heterogeneous data centres (e.g. avoid centralised decision engines). This survey by Manvi et al. [64] tackling resource management
for IaaS Cloud data centres first states recent open issues and challenges, like
dealing with virtualisation and multi-tenancy, resource management with all
the variable parameters which have to be considered, network infrastructure
management, security and privacy concerns, and more. The survey specifically
looks at solutions to solve resource management problems. Manvi et al. therefore split resource management into resource provisioning, allocation, mapping,
and adaptation. This work concludes that the traditional monitoring and management systems with the centralised approach will not scale for the needs of
Cloud data centres. Weingärtner et al. [65] present a Cloud resource management survey, focusing on forecasting and profiling models for application-level
behaviour. Core challenges concluded by the survey are the need for more
distributed and scalable concepts for dynamic Cloud data centres. Finally,
Ullrich et al. [60] survey literature addressing resource management in Cloud
Computing, grouped by resource modeling, resource estimation, and resource
discovery & selection. They also compare the considered resource types and
application classes.
Further, related work proposed algorithms for resource allocation and placement, for different workload types and assumptions. The authors of [66] propose a simple classification of VMs by high or low priority, with the assumption
to have jobs inside VMs. The placement of VMs in a Cloud Computing data
centre then decides which VM to place, according to the priority. Low priority
jobs may be cancelled or suspended, to allow to place a high priority job. An
evaluation based on CloudSim is simulated to test the proposed algorithm. The
approach is dynamic only in the sense that it clears resources from low priority
jobs to place high priority jobs. Yet, suspension often still allocates resources
(disk, memory) and is hence of questionable benefit. Heifer [67] is a framework
for heterogeneity and interference-aware VM provisioning, for both Cloud data
centre customers and providers. The goal is to use performance prediction for
jobs in VMs with respect to utilisation and hardware heterogeneity. Heifer
helps to select e.g. the number of VM instances to complete a job. The authors evaluated their algorithm on a Xen-based private Cloud and on public
Cloud data centres, as well as large-scale simulations. Optimization goals are
e.g. to avoid performance degradation or to decrease cost. The authors in [68]
assume a Cloud data centre with continuously incoming and outgoing virtual
machines, which is in most research due to the use of simplified discrete event
simulations not considered. Only a few authors have evaluated resource allocation in physical environmental experiments. Wolke et al. differentiate between
allocation and reallocation controllers, which schedule only initially (alloca-
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tion) or also change the allocation later on (reallocation). They further define
reservation-based residual capacity (free resources is the VM reservations subtracted from the servers’ resources) and demand-based residual capacity (free
resources are the actually unused resources on the server, with the real VM
utilisation). The results show that the best energy efficiency can be achieved
with high density rescheduling. The experiments consider a virtual machine
workload generation, and a set of different resource allocation approaches.
They first used simulation to select good performing allocation controllers, to
then run these experiments in a lab environment. Xiao et al. [69] describe
a system for allocating data centre resources dynamically, with support for
green computing by optimising the number of servers in use. The idea is to
detect uneven resource utilisation, to avoid overloading of servers, and turn off
idle servers to save energy. They therefore predict future resource demands by
using different algorithms like exponentially weighted moving average, fast up
and slow down algorithm, or linear autoregression models. The uneven utilisation is addressed as a new concept of skewness. Overloaded and idle servers are
detected by the hot spot and the cold spot solver, which use static thresholds
to produce a list of migration tasks. The evaluation is based on simulations,
which avoids practical issues like failing migrations or additional overload on
the overloaded server due to a migration process. Mann et al. present VMPatrol [70], a migration with respect to network load and the impact a virtual
machine live migration has on the network performance (e.g. QoS) to other
virtual machines in a data centre with virtualisation. A prototype and evaluation on real testbed infrastructure show that network-aware migration can
reduce the impact of migrations to other virtual machines. Sedaghat et al. [71]
work on allocation and reallocation strategies of virtual machines on hypervisors in a Cloud data centre. With the focus on scalability to allow large data
centres, the proposed approach is decentralised.
Other work focuses on understanding the state of a data centre. Bodik et
al. [72] address the difficulties in detecting problems and selecting appropriate
recovery actions in large-scale data centres with high availability and responsiveness requirements. The suggested fingerprint-based recognition consists of
steps to compute quantiles of measured values, characterising them as hot,
cold, or normal values, to then identify relevant metrics from these summary
vectors. These steps take place for each epoch, which is the time frame between
monitoring events. Such fingerprints are then compared over epochs to identify a crisis in the data centre. The Euclidean distance and an identification
threshold are used to identify similarities between crisis.
Complete management frameworks are suggested and evaluated in related
work as well. Snooze [73] proposes a scalable management framework for private Cloud data centres. The self-organising hierarchical architecture reduces
the single point of failure in related work (OpenStack, etc.) by distributing the
management. A VM monitoring is integrated. The authors state this benefit
as an enabler to evaluate advanced VM placement policies. Mesos [74] is a
data centre resource management platform, with a two-level scheduling mech-
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anism to optimise resource utilisation. The first level selects a ”framework”
like Hadoop or MPI clusters on the nodes in the data centre. Therefore a
Mesos master controls the nodes, which are registered as Mesos slaves. The
second level then schedules tasks to the framework instances. This approach
is hence more flexible than a pure HPC cluster. Yet, the assumption on the
workload is to have jobs, which execute as a set of tasks for a limited time.
Mesos meanwhile is a popular resource scheduling platform, and maintained
by the Apache Foundation3 .
Communication is an important task for distributed applications. If the
networking between virtual environments is a bottleneck, the whole application slows down. This work [75] hence monitors pairwise the communication
between virtual machines on a Xen hypervisor cluster, and triggers live migrations to minimise the network utilisation. The monitoring considers traffic
volume between VMs. The decision-making of migrating is done using a distributed bartering approach. This way, the presented approach can be scaled
for large data centres. Yet, resource management for networking is a complex
topic for itself. Specific monitoring solutions are required, like presented in
[76], to understand network traffic within a data centre. In a broader scope,
from the perspective of a regional internet service provider, previous work in
bwNetFlow addresses the scalability and multi-tenancy requirements of handling wide area networks [77]. Meng et al. [78] address specifically the scalability aspect of networking in data centres, and focus on the traffic between
virtual machines. Placement decision with respect to communication patterns
has significant impact on the data centre network utilisation. Due to the importance of network utilisation, related work suggested early traffic models to
describe the utilisation behaviour, e.g. by Adas in [79]. As shown by Fu et
al. [80], software-defined network can be utilised to elaborate on algorithms for
priority-based traffic scheduling. Anastasi et al. [81] therefore propose a quality
of service guaranteeing approach using the Linux Traffic Control technology.
This work is extended in previous work by Hauser et al. [31], to implement a
fair dynamic network scheduler for Cloud data centres. Resource management
and quality of service with respect to networking are further handled by other
related works [82, 83, 84]. Yet, since networking is a complex topic by itself,
resource management for data centre networking, especially with traffic flow
awareness, is out of focus in the following.
A special attention in related work is on control theory for resource management. The core concept of control theory is to define control loops, either
closed- or open-control loops. The basic elements of a closed-control loop of
a system with input and output parameters are i) comparison element, ii)
control law implementation element, iii) correction element, iv) the process
element and the feedback element v) measure element, which loops back from
the process to the comparison element [18]. Especially for monitoring systems
with digital systems involved, ”discrete-time control systems” are of interest.
These special control systems assume a discrete space for time dimension, and
3
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hence a sampled input signal [18]. A special form of a closed-control loop is
the MAPE loop, which is also introduced in Chapter 1. How the MAPE loop
can be used in practice is discussed in related work [16]. Specifically how this
MAPE loop can be used for autonomic Cloud infrastructures is discussed by
Maurer et al. [17]. The derivative MAPE-K loop extends the MAPE loop with
a knowledge base.
With the rise of Cloud Computing, the topic application orchestration received a broad interest on data centre customer side. Our previous work surveys Cloud orchestration tools and compares the features with requirements
from data centre customers [85]. To use the benefits of Cloud computing,
applications have to follow a modern, automated and dynamic deployment
model. Cloudiator [86] is a multi-Cloud application orchestrator, which allows
to describe the life cycles of application components, link the interdependencies of these components, and configure one or multiple Cloud middleware
platforms. With the modeling of application and Cloud infrastructure level,
the resources can be allocated and the application components deployed automatically. With the monitoring extension Axe [42] an elastic scaling depending
on end user requests can be established. Fault tolerance with such systems increases as well, since such application orchestration tools can react on failures
automatically. Application orchestration requires an application description
(e.g. CAMEL [87] or the TOSCA standard4 ). Besides scientific approaches
for application orchestration, tools like Terraform5 and others exist.
Finally, the research projects CACTOS, RECAP, and CloudPerfect address
resource management in Cloud and Edge Computing infrastructures. CACTOS [88] addresses the context awareness of resource allocation within Cloud
data centres. The toolkits CactoScale, CactoSim, and CactoOpt therefore extract monitoring data, optimise the topology and use simulation to validate
optimisation plans before applying in the actual data centre. While CACTOS
focuses on a single data centre, RECAP [89] considers a broader infrastructure,
including a set of Cloud and Edge environments with network communication
in between. CloudPerfect focuses on the Cloud data centre customer and
how the provider can guarantee quality of experiences by using application
behaviour profiles.

3.6

Time Series Analysis

Time Series Analysis is focus of Chapter 6, but will be addressed to give an
overview here as related work. Time series analysis as a theoretical field belongs
to mathematics. Practically, time series analysis can be applied to monitoring
data, in order to understand and predict utilisation values and user behaviour.
A theoretical in-depth definition of time series analysis is presented by Box et
al. [19]. The following focuses on related work for data centre management.
4
5

TOSCA, http://docs.oasis-open.org/tosca/TOSCA/v1.0
Terraform, https://www.terraform.io/
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Related to green computing, Khosravi et al. [90] suggest a short-term prediction for maximising renewable energy usage in Cloud data centres. The
authors therefore use a prediction model based on the Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) [91], and the assumption that the next state of energy production has
strong but not deterministic relationship with the current and previous states.
Historic data is used to train the model, after the recorded time series data is
smoothed by removing high frequencies based on a Fast Fourier Transformation. The evaluation shows that the GMM method is more accurate compared
to linear regression, random forest, or a naive approach. Khosravi et al. used
the energy production as univariate metric. When dealing with data centres,
multivariate time series data are common. Different time series data are not
always time synchronised, but still should be related to each other. The data
points can be linked together by dynamic time warping (DTW), by detecting
the nearest distance. Wan et al. [92] present a dynamic time warping approach,
with adaptive costs, for classification. The adaptive cost dynamic time warping
distance (AC-DTW) maps two closest data points of two time series to each
other. Other considered methods to classify time series data by calculating the
distance is besides DTW and AC-DTW the Euclidean distance. Time series
analysis offers measures to describe time series, like trend analysis, seasonality
detection, periodicity, correlation analysis, and more. Wang et al. [93] present
an approach of characteristic based clustering of time series data. Instead of
clustering by distance measures, global measures of the time series data are
extracted and used for clustering. The use of feature extraction allows to analyse very long, high-dimensional time series. More practical and close to data
centre operations, Bhattacharyya et al. [94] present a lightweight approach for
detecting phases of applications, by using triples with thread dump, CPU utilisation and memory utilisation as snapshots. The differences of snapshots then
allow to differentiate application phases. With machine learning methods, the
detected phases are characterised.
Besides statistical methods, machine learning is used in related work to
classify or predict time series. Santos et al. [95] present a literature survey of
early time series classification and deep learning. The goal is to observe from
only partial samples of a time series classification criteria, which allows to react
early in time instead of delayed when a time series produced enough historic
data. The authors therefore survey traditional methods like distance measures
and compare them with deep learning approaches. Katarya et al. [96] provide
a survey, focusing on online sequential learning algorithms for time series data.
Especially when continuous (monitoring) data have to be processed, efficient
online learning is required.
Mahalakshmi et al. [97] present a general survey on forecasting of time
series data, grouped by traditional forecasting, stochastic forecasting, soft
computing based forecasting, and fuzzy based forecasting techniques. Traditional forecasting techniques are (multiple) regression methods, or exponential
smoothing, considered stochastic forecasting techniques are support vector machines, autoregressive moving average, support vector regression, and related
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approaches. Soft computing based forecasting techniques are artificial neural
networks. Similarly, Amiri et al. [98] reviewed prediction models, specifically
for resource provisioning in Cloud Computing of applications. The taxonomy for prediction models, techniques and frameworks can be reused for other
predictions, apart from application prediction. Considered methods are machine learning and statistical techniques, including ARIMA, neural networks,
Markov models, and more. Other related work specifically focused on artificial
intelligence. Wang et al. [99] present a comparison of performance of several
artificial intelligence methods for forecasting monthly discharge time series.
Mahdavinejad et al. [100] presents a survey of machine learning for internet
of things data analysis. The authors consider besides Cloud Computing also
Edge/Fog Computing and communication of internet of things devices. The
survey reviews machine learning algorithms for classification, regression, and
feature extraction. For analysing sequential time series data, the survey further
considers hidden Markov models, sliding-window methods, Kalman filters, etc.
Stepchenko et al. [101] analysed common statistical methods (regression and
Markov chains) and artificial intelligence (neural networks) to forecast nonlinear, non-stationary and seasonal time series data. The authors combined
different approaches with data pre-processing to reduce the dimensionality of
the input data (e.g. with principal component analysis). The results show
that the best forecasting method in their experiments is a layer recurrent neural network. A similar comparison is presented by Makridakis et al. [2], which
concludes that machine learning approaches for time series analysis are more
complex to compute, while simple statistical methods with less computation
complexity even lead to more accurate predictions.
Part of time series analysis uses probabilistic approaches and Markov chains.
Brémaud [102] discusses discrete probability models and methods in detail.
Chhabra et al. [103] solve the resource management problem of Cloud data
centres by using a probabilistic model for finding an optimal host. To achieve
an efficient resource provisioning, the authors consider CPU, memory and energy in a multi-objective optimisation. The presented ”Optimal Physical Host
with effective Load Balancing” (OPH-LB) framework first filters and then sorts
the host according to the probabilistic results. Gao et al. [104] propose a probabilistic based problem determination process, to reduce the mean time to
recovery by early anomaly detection. The essential idea is to check for correlations and record the transitions as probability models, using Markov chains.
The monitoring data are therefore discretized in grid cells, to compute the
transitions probabilities. The proposed approach suits large-scale distributed
systems, since the method is fast and can describe linear and non-linear correlations. Kochovski et al. [105] propose a new Formal Quality of Service
Assurances Method (FoQoSAM), based on stochastic Markov models. The resulting model, based on probabilities, helps to automate the decision-making
to find Cloud deployment options. The monitoring data as time series of a
microservice deployment are processed, to allow the use of a Markov Decision
Process (MDP), based on simulations of the Markov chains to find the opti-
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mal Cloud deployment option. Properties of the application and information
from the infrastructure provider are considered. Sekizawa et al. [106] uses
probabilities for position estimation of IoT devices, based on Markov localisation. Huang et al. [107] present an approach with hidden Markov models
to process with low capacity time series data in wearable devices. The use of
Markov models allows the processing of high volume physical activities data,
accumulated over time intervals, on low-power and low-resource devices. Park
et al. [108] uses Markov chains to handle the availability of mobile devices for
distributed computing. The monitoring data as time series are hence analysed and transformed into probabilities, to represent the availability of mobile
devices. If a time series has been represented as probabilistic measures with
transitions, Sigman’s presentation of how to simulate Markov chains [109] can
be applied to make predictions.

3.7

Simulation

Operating and experimenting a physical data centre introduces complexity,
which is in research often avoided by using simulations. While evaluations
based on simulations are only as good as the simulator represents the actual
infrastructure, a simulation is used in literature to select algorithms before
evaluating a subset of possible evaluation tasks in an actual data centre. Further, large-scale tests require the availability of infrastructure accordingly, why
simulations in such cases are the only available option.
Lynn et al. [110] compare in a systematic review available open source
simulation platforms. As also stated by Byrne et al. [111], CloudSim6 is the de
facto base platform for simulation in research. The extensibility of CloudSim
allows to build on top of the software simulator and extend it for specific
cases. While CloudSim is primarily for simulating Cloud applications on Cloud
Computing infrastructure, tens of derivatives extend for edge computing, or
focus on specific resources like network communication patterns. Still, the
primary architectural focus is on public Clouds [110]. CactoSim [88], on the
other hand, focuses with the extension of the Palladio simulation platform
specifically on the data centre layer of a provider perspective [112].
CloudSim and other simulators use Discrete Event Simulation [113, 114] as
a conceptual foundation. The simulator issues events in discrete time steps.
Type and instance of these events depend on previously defined models. Such
events are state changes, which are then processed by the simulation platform.
Models for discrete event simulation can be simple event lists (e.g. recordings of
an experiment), based on statistics and probability distributions, or a mixture.
More related work about modeling is provided in the profiling chapter 6 as
review of profiling approaches, and in the following.
Groenda et al. [115] describe an approach, how the Descartes Load Intensity
Model (DLIM) [116] is extended and improved for black box resource demands
6
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on infrastructure as a service Cloud data centres. DLIM models can then be
used with the Palladio simulator. DLIM is considered as an option for data
centre profiling in Chapter 6 in more detail. Svorobej [117] presents a complete
framework, based on the Palladio discrete event simulator, targeting at cost
aware decision support when resource management decisions have to be made
by the Cloud data centre operator.

3.8

Application Profiling

To understand the resource requirements of an application, application profiling on code-level monitors the code, system calls, or I/O operations. With
this detailed analysis of the application, bottlenecks leading to massive performance degradations can be explored and understood. Two approaches can be
differentiated for application profiling: i) intrusive approach, where the code is
modified to export traces, or ii) an analysis software which records the requests
from the application to the operating system.
The first approach, i) code instrumentation, requires the application source
code, modifications to it, and a recompilation. Zipkin7 is a distributed tracing
system, which offers libraries for supported programming languages, and a
protocol and API standard. Server implementations can then be selected to
record, analyse, and visualise the instrumented application traces. Typical
trace examples are requests, with a unique identifier, which is handled by
different methods, components, or tiers of an application. Zipkin helps to
understand the resources consumed, and how the total latency of the request
sums up individually. The actual metrics depend on the implementation, since
Zipkin provides the architecture, libraries and interfaces.
The second approach ii) for application profiling is the use of tools like Arm
Forge, strace, or blktrace. Arm Forge8 allows to run an application like an HPC
job via Arm Forge, to then analyse the runtime behaviour. The Performance
Reports for example list bottlenecks in I/O which affect the performance, shows
the most utilised or throttling resource, and provides suggestions to optimise
the performance. strace9 traces the system calls and signals of an application
running on a Linux operating system. Strace logs can then be used to analyse
file system interactions, spot sources of latency, and understand return values
from the operating system for debugging. blktrace10 is similar to strace, yet
dedicated for block device I/O operations. Details from the block devices and
the drivers are provided to understand the request and response behaviour like
seek times or request patterns to the storage resource. Applications, which are
based on an execution layer like the Java Runtime Environment can be profiled
without modifications or external software. JProfiler11 for example, allows to
7
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record traces from a java application, to analyse the traces via its user interface.
All application profiling tools reduce the performance of the application while
performing the profiling. Especially for blktrace, the additional block device
interactions produce a significant overhead, leading to huge profiling files.

3.9

Use Cases

Use case driven related work focuses on specific scenarios, which have been
addressed by related work. More precisely, resource interference detection,
moving HPC applications to Cloud Computing, and how to overcome detected
resource interferences as a data centre customer is considered as use cases in
the following.
Before Cloud Computing was officially defined by NIST, resource interferences were already an increasing problem due to the popularity of virtualisation. Koh et al. analyse in [12] the impact of performance interferences on a
Xen hypervisor. To overcome the problem of lacking performance isolation on
hypervisor level, the authors state that prediction of applications may help,
especially for large and complex data centres with dynamic orchestration systems. A broad range of benchmarks cover different segments of workload types,
to understand the performance isolation of the Xen hypervisors. Pu et al. [13]
present experimental research on performance interferences on Xen hypervisors. The research compares different scenarios, co-locating CPU intensive
workloads, co-locating network intensive workloads, mixing CPU and network
intensive workloads, and CPU and network intensive workloads with pinning
CPU cores from physical to virtual machines. The authors conclude five key
findings in their experiments. Network bound workloads issued high overhead
due to context switches in handling the network packets. Meanwhile, network
interface controllers better support hardware virtualisation, to overcome this
bottleneck (e.g. SR-IOV). CPU-bound workloads issued bottlenecks due to fast
memory page exchanges. Mixing CPU and network bound workloads issued
the least resource contentions. Sharma et al. [118] also analyse performance
degradation in shared dynamic Clouds. They state the problem of interferences with the fact that resources like cache, disk and network bandwidth
are not (fully) virtualised. To handle resource interferences, static modelbased approaches are ineffective for dynamic Clouds. The authors Sharma et
al. therefore present CloudPD [118], a fault management framework, which
uses monitoring data to alert and trigger actions when performance degradation problems occur, and to generate online workload profiles. Both, system metrics and application metrics are considered, and analysed with simple
and correlation-based models. CloudDP with representative Cloud workloads
achieves high accuracy with low false alarms. Finally, Hyeonsang et al. [119]
present a consolidation method of virtual machines in a Cloud data centre,
called swim, which uses an interference model to estimate how much an application will hurt others or will suffer from others due to resource interferences.
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Like the previously mentioned work about resource interferences, this approach
also focuses into the server architecture down to the L1/L2 caches and the
memory bus. Swim therefore is sensitive to cache misses and memory access
latency. Caglar et al. [120] specifically consider the resource interferences for
IoT back ends, by intelligent resource management.
Dedicated research is available for moving HPC applications to Cloud Computing data centres. The problems are far more difficult than just having resource interferences like motivated in Section 1.1. HPC applications are very
sensitive to resource shortcomings, and may stop working when for example
the network latency between worker nodes is unstable. Brandt et al. [121]
describe the need for scalability and reliability, which may be limited due
to overbooking and shared resources by other users in a Cloud data centre.
Although the typically used communication protocol MPI has fault tolerance
mechanisms in principle, HPC applications may still crash when the infrastructure is unstable. On the other hand, HPC applications benefit from features
Cloud Computing offers, like checkpointing with snapshots. Still, the authors
state that intelligent resource utilisation is key to enable efficient HPC applications. The presented OVIS project [121] therefore analyses the infrastructure and applications in real time, to allow advanced resource monitoring and
dynamic workload characterisation. OVIS targets in its technical approach
a scalable data collection and analysis, as well as resource characterisation
methods, using multivariate correlative statistics. The statistical characterisations are used for resource allocation. Yet, a centralised approach is used.
Mariani et al. [122] propose a machine learning based prediction model for
HPC applications, which are provided by Cloud data centre providers to data
centre customers and help to select the best suitable Cloud configuration. The
machine learning trains the models for hardware-independent profiles with
training datasets. Yet, this work seems to lead to static models, which may
not be aware of resource interferences during execution time. Gong et al. [123]
considers the costs for hosting MPI based HPC applications on the Amazon
public Cloud. Nawaz et al. [124] analyse the performance of I/O intensive
HPC jobs on public Clouds from a customer perspective. They compared
Google Cloud with Amazon Web Services, including different storage configurations. A similar experience report from running scientific applications on
Cloud Computing is published by Vöckler et al. [125]. Gupta et al. investigate
in several articles into a complete problem statement and life cycle management for both Cloud data centre providers and customers to enable HPC in
Clouds [26, 126, 127, 128, 129]. The approach presents an HPC aware Cloud
scheduler. In [26], two techniques for optimising the placement of VMs for an
HPC-optimised allocation in a Cloud data centre are suggested: topology and
hardware awareness. The topology awareness stabilises the communication between HPC application components by providing communication requirements
from the application layer to the Cloud middleware. The hardware awareness
improves the placement decisions of VMs to physical hosts, especially with
heterogeneous physical servers in a data centre. Both optimisation options
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are implemented and evaluated in the OpenStack Nova scheduler. The results
show a significant improvement of using HPC-aware VM placement inside the
Cloud middleware.
A final use case is more data centre customer driven. When customers have
no other chance to reduce resource interferences, since the Cloud Computing
pattern with its essential characteristics simply also means to have in corner cases reduced performance as a negative side effect of all the benefits like
resource pooling, then the customer can react accordingly. Cloud-native applications can be built with resilience in the application architecture, to allow to
kill single application component instances without affecting the availability.
Netflix introduces the Chaos Monkey12 , which kills virtual machines on the
AWS public Cloud. One criterion can be, to kill such a VM on purpose, whenever a resource interference is experienced inside the VM. Netflix describes
their approach as ”Chaos Engineering” [130].

3.10

Conclusion

To conclude related work, a lot of research is available in the area of Cloud
Computing from within the last decade. Virtualisation evolved to improve the
performance of hypervisors, and lead to new concepts like containers. Hardware support for virtualisation and better isolation of tenant workloads lowered the overhead to increase the overall performance. Monitoring generally
changed recently, leading to new storage concepts like time series database systems. Alerting is still an important concept, to reduce downtimes and react fast
on errors or failures. Being a significant source for CO2 emissions worldwide,
data centres have to take care of their ecological footprint. Green computing
hence combines related work topics like monitoring and resource management
to decrease e.g. the energy consumption. But other metrics have to be considered for resource management as well. Throughout the data centre stack,
from customers, over provider, to tasks on the processing unit require scheduling mechanisms and smart management algorithms to improve the utilisation
while keeping a fair isolation when concurrent requests occur. A concept for
understanding the needs in a data centre is hence to process monitoring data.
Time series analysis hence offers a broad range of mathematical and conceptual methods. Having models for workload and infrastructure, simulations can
help to evaluate decisions before applying changes in the data centre directly.
Anyways, understanding the needs from the applications is a necessary input
parameter for resource management or simulation. Besides monitoring, specific application profiling can help to deliver insights. Finally, besides generic
related work, use case driven topics like moving HPC applications to Cloud
Computing, and understanding resource interferences are studied.
Still, an integrated approach of a full closed-loop of data centre management is only available partially, with limitations. Especially the scalability
12
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of a proper solution, with respect to large data centres, is a challenge. The
reason for that is at least two-fold, and leads to the two problem statements in
Section 1.2, a holistic monitoring and a suitable scalable profiling. Chapter 4
hence revisits resource allocation in data centres, to discuss options and derive
the approach presented in this thesis.

Chapter 4
Resource Allocation
4.1

Introduction

In the data centre operations chapter, Chapter 2, the terminology for operating
and using a data centre in general is defined. Especially with shared physical execution environments in parallel by multiple virtual environments the
resource allocation has high impact on the customer’s quality of experience.
The introduction in Chapter 1 shows in Figure 1.1 the impact of overbooking
and miss placement of virtual environment instances on the physical execution environment. To overcome this issue, the mapping of virtual to physical
environments has to be analysed in more detail. This mapping, considered as
resource allocation, can be divided into three parts (cf. fig. 4.1): placement,
interference, and scheduling. Placement describes the options when a virtual
environment is placed on a physical environment. The decision where to place
the virtual environment is made by the scheduling. When physical resources
are used simultaneously, the handling of interferences has to be considered.
Each of these three topics will be discussed in more detail in the following
as terminology. Afterwards, sections 4.2 and 4.3 describe architectures and
explain the thesis approach as distributed monitoring and profiling.

4.1.1

Terminology

Placement [61] happens at least once, initially, when a new virtual resource
is requested and needs to be allocated for the first time on an execution environment. The initial placement, depending on the management layer, can
cause latency for data centre customers, e.g. to copy an image or to run the
contextualisation process in order to prepare the virtual environment. The initial placement happens before the execution of the new virtual environment.
Hence the execution behaviour has not been experienced on the execution
environment yet. Besides initial placement, placement at runtime moves virtual environment instances during their execution between execution environments, suspends or even kills them. The technical implementation of runtime
placement depends on the runtime technology, and can be (live) migration
49
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Figure 4.1: Resource Allocation Overview

or recreation of the virtual environment, with respect to application state.
The runtime placement, depending on the type of interaction with the virtual
environment, can cause significant limitations that may occur for the virtual
environment execution while processing a placement. Another action is to suspend the execution of a virtual environment, to temporarily free resources on
the execution environment. Yet, like with runtime placement, limitations for
the virtual environment occur.
Interference has at least two options to share execution environments for
multiple virtual environments. One option is to isolate the execution of the
virtual environments, or, the other option, to avoid the occurrences of interferences by scheduling accordingly [29]. Both ways can either be proactive, in
advance of interferences, or reactive, when interferences may start or already
occur [61]. The isolation reserves resources and builds jails around virtual
environments, so each virtual environment can fully utilise its resources without concurring with other virtual environments on the execution environment.
This approach appears often when execution environments are dedicated and
designed for specific virtual environments. Proactive isolation happens for
example in HPC data centres, where server nodes are not shared in parallel
but sequentially. Reactive isolation dynamically changes the resource reservations to improve the utilisation on execution environment level by adapting
the isolation carefully to the resource utilisation of virtual environments. The
avoidance of interferences (or dynamic isolation [29]), in contrast or in addition
to isolation, is connected to the scheduling and placement decisions. Avoidance is of importance when isolation cannot fully guarantee interference-free
execution of virtual environments, e.g. due to heavy parallel use and overbooking. Avoidance considers the resource utilisation and reactively when resource
interferences occur or proactively with predicting the future utilisation. To
enact avoidance, placement and scheduling actions are used to guarantee a
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maximum level of interference (e.g. guarantee Quality of Service). Placement
actions like runtime migration or suspension are enacted, according to results
from scheduling, are combined to avoid interferences.
Scheduling describes the mechanism, which decides about the mapping of
virtual to execution environment, which will then be enacted by the placement.
Scheduling can hence be considered as an algorithm, which solves a bin-packing
problem with respect to either static or dynamic metrics. Static metrics are
fixed boundaries of virtual and execution environments without time-related
changes. Dynamic metrics consider changes over time, like utilisation patterns.
Scheduling may be further divided into short-term or long-term decisions. To
relate timeliness to placement and interference, short-term decisions can be
enacted with shorter reaction time with a rather local focus, while long-term
decisions may affect the allocation within the whole data centre.
Resource allocation described with placement, interference and scheduling
offers a broad range of flexibility. Two modes can be considered [68], static
resource allocation and dynamic resource allocation, which are identified by
selecting different values for placement, interference, and scheduling. Static
resource allocation uses initial placement with static metric scheduling, to
place virtual environments once within an execution environment. To handle
interferences, a strong isolation is necessary. The level of isolation otherwise
impacts directly on the quality of experience of data centre customers. In contrast, dynamic resource allocation considers more than initial placement, and
uses dynamic metrics for scheduling decisions. With dynamic metrics, interferences can be avoided instead of only isolated, by considering the resource
utilisation. Wolke et al. differentiate fully dynamic allocation [68], which
separates dynamic allocation systems with arriving and departing virtual environments over time. This core feature of shared virtualised data centres is
considered as part of dynamic resource allocation in the following.
The availability of runtime placement actions depends on the execution environment, more specifically on the management layer and the runtime technology. Dynamic resource allocation with both placement actions is principally possible with e.g. Cloud Computing data centres, where hardware or
software virtualisation is used, to encapsulate virtual environments in virtual
machines or containers. But even with initial placement, dynamic resource
allocation can take place, when the resource demand of a virtual environment’s image is known as dynamic metrics for making scheduling decisions
utilisation aware. With this utilisation awareness, the interferences can be
avoided proactively, while the execution environments can be overbooked even
more intensely. Avoiding interferences with dynamic metric scheduling allows
to lower the resource isolation, in order to avoid unnecessarily reserved but
unutilised resources. Still, reactive isolation can be used to achieve a similar
effect like avoiding interferences. Using limitations and strict access control
for shared resources with thresholds avoids the resource interference, yet introduces another level of unutilised resources [29]. As discussed in previous
work for network traffic in Cloud data centres [31], the reactive isolation helps
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to temporarily share unutilised but reserved resources at runtime. A similar
concept is followed in the ballooning of memory in KVM virtual machines,
where virtually allocated but unused memory is temporarily provided to the
host [131].
To relate resource allocation to the data centre operation modes presented
in Chapter 2, HPC data centres use proactive isolation with static metric
scheduling and initial placement. The isolation takes place by placing virtual
environments once before execution on dedicated physical resources. In contrast, Cloud Computing data centres offer resource pooling with initial placement of virtual environments, isolation by using virtualisation, and usually
static metric based scheduling. Dynamic metric scheduling, proactive interference avoidance, and runtime placement for a full feature dynamic resource
allocation is not always fully supported and is in the focus of the following
work.

4.1.2

Requirements & Outlook

Two core requirements towards resource allocation for designing such data centre architectures are scalability and availability. The scalability requirement
depends on the dimension of a data centre, including the amount of physical
infrastructure, the number of virtual environments, and the number of customer requests. Availability is of importance especially for very interactive
management layers, where data centre customers frequently request resources
from data centre providers.
To sum up resource allocation, dynamic resource allocation can help to
improve the utilisation of the data centre infrastructure, by scheduling utilisation aware with dynamic metrics, and by avoiding interferences instead of only
isolating virtual environments. Besides that, heterogeneous hardware of a data
centre can be better selected to matching resource demands, to further improve the quality of experience. Virtual environments can hence be scheduled
according to their type of resource boundness, e.g. more compute, network
or storage heavy. Utilisation aware overbooking further can be used to even
increase the overbooking factor, without or at least with a controllable impact
on the quality of experience [132].

4.2

Architectures

The introduction defines static and dynamic resource allocation. This section
describes and discusses both types of resource allocation for large-scale data
centres, and sketches design approaches for both types.

4.2.1

Designing a Static Resource Allocation

Figure 4.2 depicts a static resource allocation for data centres: the management
unit of the data centre controls the initial placement of virtual environments
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according to the scheduling engine. This scheduling engine stores the current
and partially the near future allocation in its local state, which optionally can
be updated by static reporting from the data centre cluster. The local state
stores the mapping of virtual to execution environment, and static metrics like
available and requested resource dimensions.
The shortcoming of this static approach is a utilisation unaware scheduling
of resources within a data centre, which eventually leads to resource interferences and may lead to under-utilised data centres. Still this approach is used
for example in the OpenStack Nova scheduler (cf. 2.3.2) and in most HPC job
schedulers (cf. 2.3.1). The static approach is a comparably simple and stable
system, without any distributed components or any shared information (e.g.
monitoring data) to collect and to process.

4.2.2

Designing a Dynamic Resource Allocation

To establish a dynamic resource allocation, dynamic metrics are the required
input parameters for scheduling utilisation aware. To design such a dynamic
system, an MAPE loop can be established (cf. fig. 1.2). This means, the
utilisation, which changes over time, is recorded, analysed and compiled to a
resource demand description, which is then suitable for a data centre management scheduler. The process of first collecting and second analysing this
utilisation profile is called monitoring and profiling in the following. Two
approaches can be considered to establish this monitoring and profiling steps
in a data centre: a centralised approach or a distributed approach.
The first approach (centralised ), visualised in Figure 4.3, is a popular approach, which uses a centralised data sink and centralised analysis components,
where only monitoring collectors are distributed. The servers in a data centre
transfer periodically the utilisation values to a central database. An extraction process then reads the time series representing the utilisation values and
may run statistical calculations or other computations, to build the utilisation
profile for the data centre scheduling. The results of this analysis step may be
cached or take place synchronously to resource requests from customers.
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This centralised approach is used in previous work [88, 132]. These experiences with a centralised approach have shown that sophisticated profiles
can be extracted from the data sink. Besides statistical calculations, machine
learning techniques can be applied to find correlations or unknown insights in
the central data lake. Yet, for large-scale data centres, the monitoring and
profiling has to fulfil scalability demands as well. The centralised approach
hence consumes with the data centre size growing infrastructure for storing
the collected monitoring data and for extracting profiles.
The second approach (distributed ) represented in Figure 4.4 follows a decentralised approach, where the extraction from the monitored utilisation values takes place right at the source of utilisation, namely where the monitoring
collection takes place. The decentralised approach considers only the local utilisation values of each virtual environment on each physical node, and computes
on-the-fly utilisation profiles. This way, the expensive storage and computation for a monitoring infrastructure in a centralised approach can be reduced,
but scalably distributed with less overhead - for transporting monitoring data
and extracting profiles - executed within the data centre itself. Additionally to
the profile transmission, the monitoring and profiling notifies about resource
interferences.
These interference alerts allow the scheduling component of the data centre management layer to reactively avoid resource interferences, by increasing
resource limitations by runtime placement actions. To further improve scalability, short-term actions can be applied locally. This additional local enactment
can validate the profiles directly, to identify if an abnormal situation occurred,
or if the profiles show frequent overloading. With this information, a thin
management component on the node can be used directly.
The distributed approach is in the focus of this work in the following. More
specifically, the distributed monitoring and the distributed profiling will be
discussed in more detail. The scheduling, interference handling and placement
is not directly part of this work, but are considered as consumers.
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Figure 4.5: Architecture for Distributed Monitoring & Profiling

4.3

Distributed Monitoring & Profiling

To implement a distributed dynamic resource allocation, a distributed monitoring and profiling has to be established. The requirements for large-scale
data centres, availability and scalability, have to be considered accordingly.
Figure 4.5 depicts the architecture used in the following: distributed components for monitoring and profiling are placed on each physical node in a data
centre. This means that monitoring and profiling takes place next to the runtime technology, which hosts the virtual environments. The raw time series
stream is produced and processed on the physical node, while the extracted
profiles are collected by the dynamic resource allocation component, e.g. to
run scheduling algorithms and control placement actions.
The two necessary components for monitoring and profiling are presented
in Chapter 5 (monitoring) and Chapter 6 (profiling) in the following. For
monitoring, both the virtual environment and the underlying runtime technology and hardware resources have to be considered. To follow the distributed
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dynamic resource allocation approach, the monitoring data is then handed
over directly into the profiling. The profiling translates the raw stream into
expressive statistical representations. The profiling produces output which is
smaller and less frequently updated compared to the raw time series stream.
Since monitoring and profiling runs on each physical node and in parallel to
the virtual environments, the resource demand of these two components has
to be low enough to not consume significant resources by themselves, which
may introduce another resource interference for virtual environments.
After the monitoring and profiling describes the resource demand of a virtual environment, this information for all available virtual environments has to
be taken into account within the data centre. This task is part of the dynamic
resource allocation component within the data centre management layer. The
required scheduling algorithm is out of scope in this thesis, since related work
has invested research into placement and decision-making (cf. Chapter 3).
This work assumes that a data centre scheduling system accepts a concept
like constraints, which can be compiled out of the resulting profiles. When
hardware resources and profiles from virtual environments are known, these
parameters can be considered as input parameters for a bin-packing algorithm.
The profiles from virtual environments further have to be handled and
de-duplicated in case of replicas, for example. This task can take place in a
centralised image registry like presented in Section 2.2.4 [20]. Having low resource demanding profiles allows conceptually to manage a data centre cluster
without any central management, which is a centralised single point of failure. The vision for a Distributed Resource Cluster “DisResc” is sketched in
previous work [1].

Chapter 5
Data Centre Monitoring
5.1

Introduction

The main motivation of data centre monitoring is to examine the infrastructure
and the execution behaviour of both, the virtual and the execution environments. With respect to computation parameters, recording the execution behaviour is important since these computation parameters might not be present,
or the actual practical impact of the resource demand is unclear and needs to
be validated. Monitoring takes place on multiple layers in the stack of data
centre operations (cf. Chapter 2), namely on execution environment level (including hardware resources, runtime technology and management layer), and
virtual environment level. Besides extracting the execution behaviour, the
motivation for monitoring is many fold. Further, additional challenges appear
with the use of virtual environments.
For building a dynamic resource allocation in a data centre (cf. Chapter
4), monitoring has to collect and provide enough information about the infrastructure, the utilisation, and the most recent allocation. The requirements
from such a resource allocation component are hence to deliver, with an acceptable delay, a set of information which is accurate enough and usable for
making resource management decisions.
The following subsections describe the motivation for data centre monitoring, and derive requirements which data centre monitoring should fulfil.
The remaining sections of Chapter 5 define terminology related to monitoring
in section 5.2. Before designing a new distributed data centre monitoring in
section 5.4, existing tools and concepts are reviewed in section 5.3. An implementation of the designed distributed monitoring is then presented in section
5.5. Section 5.6 concludes this chapter, which is dedicated to data centre
monitoring.

5.1.1

Motivation for Data Centre Monitoring

To understand current state of the art monitoring solutions, the motivation
in general for building a data centre monitoring has to be discussed. This
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Figure 5.1: Visualisation of Monitoring Data

motivation generally depends on the point of view if the provider or customer
stakeholder is considered. Although the approach for monitoring is principally
equivalent for both, the main difference is the restricted view on only much
smaller set of virtual infrastructure for customers. The motivations are still
the same and can be grouped coarse-grained in three areas [133]:
Alerting: detect anomalies or malicious behaviour, like failures in hardware
or software, unusual workloads from misbehaving components, or attacks leading to security or privacy alerts. If such situations are detected, an alert allows
for manual or automated interaction with the environment, to react on such
irregular situations. For faults, alerts can be detected directly from receiving
faulty data or error messages. For utilisation related alerts, the monitoring
has to first measure and to profile the execution behaviour defined as normal,
to then compare the most recent state with this ideally automatically generated normal state. Simple examples for alerting systems are reading the most
current measurement of resources and compare them with static thresholds
(e.g. disk space, CPU utilisation). More complex systems replace the static
threshold by computed values or metric correlations from historic monitoring
measurements [104, 134].
Visualisation: for administrators, the visualisation helps to understand
the behaviour of the overall system by manual analysis. Visualisation helps
administrators, consultants or developers to analyse the resource utilisation
including bottlenecks, errors or faults very quickly by analysing charts and
diagrams [135]. An example is given in Figure 5.1.
Resource Allocation: to guarantee SLAs or improve the quality of experience, the mapping of virtual environment to execution environments is important. The capacity planning and the analysis of actual resource require-
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ments, to optimise the overall system utilisation require sophisticated data
centre monitoring. Infrastructure customers for example dynamically scale up
or down depending on the actual workload. On the infrastructure provider
side, the resource allocation improves the overbooking while avoiding resource
shortcomings. Overbooking is usually a static but ideally a dynamic factor
in solving the bin packing problem of resource allocation. To implement a
dynamic resource allocation (cf. Chapter 4), the resource demand and hence
the execution behaviour of every single virtual environment is required. Monitoring the actual execution behaviour further bases an important input for
billing customers.
While related work lists reasons for data centre monitoring more finegrained, like separating billing, resource management, capacity planning, etc. [36],
this thesis assumes that the three introduced motivations are enough to group
all remaining reasons. To enable any of the three motivation points, it is necessary to have historical and current monitoring data available. The challenges
for designing a monitoring architecture are first to collect and then to process
and store the monitoring data.
Especially with shared resources and with virtual environments, the number of layers the data centre monitoring has to consider is an important requirement. Monitoring Layers by Aceto et al. [36] are Facility, Network, Hardware,
Operating System, Middleware, Application, and User. Taherizadeh et al.
concentrates on Cloud and Edge Computing [34], leading to the layers Infrastructure, Computing Platform, Network Connections, and Application. This
thesis combines layers from related work and aligns them with the terminology defined in Data Centre Operations (Chapter 2), and suggests the following
monitoring layers.
Hardware & Facility: The layer which is the closest to the hardware like
computing or storage infrastructure, or facility components like power
supply and cooling.
Network: The network layer as a basic interconnect, which allows any further
layers to span across the hardware and facility layer. It contains network
devices like routers and switches, and connections like links and gateways.
Execution Environment: Based on top of the two basic infrastructure layers, the execution environment adds semantic usability to a data centre,
by adding software for runtime technology and a management layer.
Virtual Environment: On top of the provider layers are the customer layers,
firstly for encapsulating the virtual environment.
Application: Within the virtual environment, customers place their application, which is the highest available layer for monitoring systems. This
layer directly connects to end users.
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Table 5.1: Requirements by Categories
Availability

Data Collection

Usability

scalable
elastic
robust
resilient
non-intrusive

comprehensive
adaptive
extensible
customisable
interoperable
multi-tenant
resource sharing

portability
affordability
accuracy
timeliness
archivability

This thesis focuses on execution environment, virtual environment, and partially on application and hardware layers in the following, since dynamic resource allocation takes place between the execution and virtual environment
layers.

5.1.2

Requirements

Requirements and requested capabilities towards data centre monitoring have
been discussed in related work, and can be represented as stated by Fatema
et al. [35] and Aceto et al. [36] in detail. For this thesis the requirements will
be grouped into the three categories availability, data collection, and usability
(cf. Table 5.1).
Availability The size of data centres can reach from small on-premise clusters
of tens, up to tens of thousands of nodes. The data centre monitoring
has to be scalable with respect to the number of nodes, but also with
the number of workloads and requested metrics, and still needs to be
available with large scales. With virtualisation and Cloud Computing,
the demand for elasticity appears and becomes with workload adaptive
customer applications more and more important. The data centre monitoring has to be able to handle dynamically changing workloads like
frequently changing virtual environments. Scalability and elasticity demands lead to fast changing workloads in a data centre. The monitoring
should be robust to handle frequent changes without faults. This means,
the data centre monitoring still is available and delivers reliable data
even when workloads change very frequently and lead to high resource
utilisation. Resilience is hence an important requirement to guarantee
the correct functioning of the monitoring. With the size of a data centre,
the complexity of the monitoring system grows. The resource demand
of the monitoring should be as little as possible, and without additional
software. Especially requiring software on the customer side has to be
avoided. This requires a non-intrusive monitoring.
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Data Collection While availability deals with scalability and stability of the
system architecture, data collection groups requirements related to collecting resource statistics. Data centres consist of several layers and
multiple components, which have to be considered as one interconnected
system. The comprehensiveness of a monitoring system describes that
several kinds of sources are considered by the monitoring system. The
monitoring system should dynamically react on changing allocation. This
adaptability requirement is especially for elastic and highly dynamic data
centres of importance. The fast-changing technology has to allow simple
and quick extensions of the monitoring system, to keep up to date with
changing demands. This requires for extensibility. This requirement is
closely related to customizability, meaning the flexibility of a data centre monitoring towards its customers. Heterogeneity is eventually hard
to avoid, e.g. when maintaining a data centre with frequently added
hardware components but keeping existing ones. Data centre operations
further introduce various options and different software to manage and
to execute virtual environments. Ideally, all possible scenarios are covered by a data centre monitoring, making the monitoring interoperable.
The movement towards centralised data centres introduces resource utilisation by different customers. The monitoring has to be aware of this
multi-tenancy, with respect to collect multi-tenant workloads and to isolate resulting monitoring data to keep, e.g., privacy restrictions. When
multi-tenancy is used with mechanisms like virtualisation to simultaneously share physical resources, the monitoring system has to be aware of
the resource sharing and align the monitoring data to the appropriate
tenant. This requirement is especially important with overbooking.
Usability Besides availability and data collection, the monitoring system and
the collected data have to be usable. Usability of the tools and the usability of the data can hence be divided. For a broad adoption, the
monitoring tools have to be simple to use and to maintain. With cross
data centre deployments comes the requirement for a portable monitoring, which is independent from hardware and software components.
Economic aspects like additional costs for data centre monitoring are in
direct relation to acceptance. The ratio between benefit and cost has to
be aligned accordingly, to lead to an acceptable affordability. Regarding
the usability of the data, the resulting monitoring data are only useful, when the data is accurately reported. Especially with large scales,
accuracy becomes a challenging factor, which is considered in design decisions as part of a trade off. Especially for malicious behaviour, the
timeliness requirement is of importance, to guarantee a low latency of
collected monitoring data to relevant consumers. Depending on the use
of monitoring data, historical data may be of big importance. Especially
with large scale and a large number of metrics, the archivability is a core
requirement of monitoring systems.
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Figure 5.2: Monitoring Data Terminology

5.2

Terminology

Before working with data centre monitoring, terms and definitions used in the
following have to be stated and clarified. On the one hand, monitoring data
itself is of importance, describing the data which is collected and handled by
data centre monitoring. On the other hand, architectural terms for building
typical monitoring systems are defined.

5.2.1

Monitoring Data

The term monitoring data is a coarse-grained description for data which is
collected, and optionally processed and stored by a monitoring system. Monitoring data consists of a set of sub-terms, like monitoring item, item type,
event, and metric, which will all be defined and explained in the following and
are visualised in Figure 5.2.
Monitoring data types depend on the type of source the monitoring data
comes from, and can be classified as either simple data (e.g. integers, strings,
floats), or complex data (e.g. counters, network flows, or group of simple
data) [136]. A monitoring event is consequently then a monitoring data item
(or a group of items), with additional information like a source and a timestamp. Since a collector may collect items from different resources at the same
time, an event may group multiple items together, which then have the same
timestamp and the same source. A set of items from the same resource but
at different timestamps is then called metric, which is then considered as time
series data. To increase the usability of such time series data, metrics (sometimes referred as measurements), are linked to tags, which act as an index
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to further identify metrics. The source, which is part of an event, is usually
expressed as a tag to a metric.
A data centre monitoring has to deal with all different types of monitoring
data at a time, to represent performance utilisation values, status information, log messages, and other similar information. Counter values are used to
express utilisation values, like bytes transmitted or CPU cycles spent. The
actual utilisation rate is then calculated by subtracting two counter values, divided by the time passed between reading the counter. By using a constantly
increasing counter, it can be queried with arbitrary frequency, without loosing accuracy due to the configured frequency (cf. Nyquist–Shannon sampling
theorem). Counter values are hence by design integer values, while rates are
usually floating point numbers. Network flows are a special type of monitoring
data, which will not be focused in this thesis. The main difference to pure
counters is an extended structure with additional meta data to group counter
values by network components (e.g. source and destination address). Log messages are all types of strings, which may follow a schema or may be schema
less. Log messages can be e.g. status updates from devices, or protocols from
applications.

5.2.2

Metric Types

Besides conceptual terms to describe monitoring data, on a semantic level
monitoring data can be classified as well. A data centre monitoring system
deals with monitoring data, which change frequently, frequently but with remote dependencies, or change rarely. The monitoring data can be categorised
in dynamic metrics and static metrics. Dynamic metrics are considered as
frequently changing, e.g. utilisation values of resources like CPU, network or
disk accesses. Static metrics, on the other hand, change rarely or with a much
higher time interval, e.g. CPU cores, disk capacity or network link capacities.
While data centre monitoring has to meet different monitoring layers, the
two layers virtual and execution environment can be further split into semantic
groups of monitoring data: systemwide metrics or process-specific metrics.
While systemwide metrics (or system metrics) are related to the operating
system or are general metrics without a direct relation to a single process,
the process-specific metrics (or process metrics) groups metrics which directly
belong to a system process. Metrics, which belong to a process, may then use
tags to identify their relation.

5.2.3

Components

Monitoring systems as distributed applications usually consist of several components, which are connected and communicate with each other. In this thesis,
the components collector, processor, storage, and analysis are considered (cf.
Figure 5.3). One, some or all components are packaged together and build
a monitoring system. The collector is the component, which is semantically
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Figure 5.3: Monitoring Components

closely located to the data centre resource under observation. Collectors are
responsible to get the raw data from its sources, e.g. by measuring or by reading an exposed value. A processor component can be multi-layered processing
items, which take the raw data from one or many collectors, execute tasks,
and forward the processed data to another processing or storage component.
Executions can be buffering, aggregation, relocation, merging, etc. The storage component finally persists the data received from collectors via processing
components. The features of a storage component is to receive and store monitoring data on the one, and to allow queries to read monitoring data later
on, on the other hand. Finally, the analysis component reads monitoring data
from the storage component, and runs analysis tasks. A simple example is a
time-range query of stored data from a storage component, to visually present
a graph to a user.
These four components can be arranged within a data centre in different
ways, like centralised, hierarchical, clustered, or mixtures of these three options.
The range of possible scenarios is from fully centralised (a central collector
queries raw data by remote calls to an API or by using standards like SNMP,
processes and stores the data directly) up to fully clustered setups (distributed
collectors read and directly process to keep the state locally, like in loosely
coupled sensor meshes). Hierarchical arrangements can further use multiple
layers of the four components, e.g. having a temporary storage component,
from which another processor periodically reads and aggregates data. The
number of levels the arrangement of components the monitoring system has
can be considered as 2-tier or n-tier architecture [32].
The communication between the components follows a push or pull model,
and can differ between each layer of components. Further, the communication
can be unicast or multicast [32]. A processor may pull actively in a static
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or dynamic frequency a set of collectors, and may push the processed data
into a storage component. In that case, the pulling processor has to be aware
of available collectors and request each collector via unicast pulls, or use a
multicast domain to transmit pull requests. Collectors may, instead of getting
pulled, periodically push the collected data to a single processor, or to a cluster
of load balanced processors.

5.3

Reviewing State of the Art

To design a data centre monitoring system, existing tools and concepts have
to be analysed. The following subsections hence review the state of the art
of existing approaches, to conclude available features and drawbacks of these
approaches.

5.3.1

Tools & Concepts

Related work reviews monitoring suites intensively. Existing work surveys
tools and compares the features against requirements like stated in Sec. 5.1.2.
These surveys use taxonomies like defined by Syed et al. [33]: besides requirements, Syed et al. further differentiates the monitoring perspective (user or
provider point of view), the purpose of monitoring (billing, performance, efficient use), the used type of architecture (centralised or decentralised), the used
communication model (push, pull, hybrid), the software licence and scalability
aspects. For this thesis, the aspects presented in the requirements section are
of interest, to review the tools and concepts with dynamic resource allocation
for virtualised data centres as the main motivation.
From related work the most reviewed monitoring systems are the open
source tools Ganglia, Nagios, Collectd, Zabbix, and, on the other hand, scientific approaches with proof of concept implementations like GMonE, DARGOS, and PCMONS [32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38]. Accordingly, this review
considers four groups of tools and concepts: i) monitoring suites, ii) scientific
approaches, iii) monitoring collectors, and iv) storage systems (cf. Table 5.2).
The review in the following is designed as follows. First, the open source suites
and scientific approaches are presented, each with a description and a classification relatively to the requirements stated in Sec. 5.1.2. Results from related
work is integrated as well, with either “requirement success” (3), “requirement
fails” (7) or “requirement limited success” ((3)). After discussing the review
results per suite or scientific approach, monitoring collectors are separately
considered, followed by storage technologies for monitoring data.
Ganglia
Ganglia 1 is an open source distributed monitoring system designed for high
performance computing clusters and grid computing [137], focusing on col1

Ganglia, http://ganglia.info
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Table 5.2: Considered Monitoring Tools & Concepts
Suites

Scientific

Collectors

Storage

Ganglia
Nagios Core
Zabbix
Influx TICK

GMonE
PCMONS
DARGOS

Collectd
Metricbeat
Telegraf
cAdvisor
node exporter

RRDTool
InfluxDB
Prometheus

lecting and visualising utilisation values. Ganglia allows a hierarchical setup,
to scale up to large data centres: a monitoring collector gmond either sends
periodically or allows to be pulled for monitoring data, by a monitoring sink
gmetad. Gmetad instances can further pull from each other. A web dashboard
allows to query monitoring data by administrators. The storage engine uses
RRDTool to store, aggregate, reduce and query time series data. Ganglia is designed to scale by hierarchically aligning gmetad instances and is stated to be
robust for traditional data centres. Ganglia is a resource monitor and is hence
designed to deliver system metrics like CPU, memory, disk and network operations from the operating system where gmond is running. Additional metrics
can be sent to gmond or are supported by periodically executing plugins, like
external scripts or binaries.
With respect to the requirements stated in Section 5.1.2, Ganglia is evaluated by Fatema et al. [35] and Taherizadeh [34], and extended in tables
5.3, 5.4, and 5.5. Ganglia’s availability is robust but due to static configuration based wiring between component instances not elastic. Scalability
is limited with respect to the hierarchical but centralised arrangement, and
leads to highly utilised root nodes. The data collection is limited to system
metrics, without considering virtual environments or applications and services
without additional third party collectors. Ganglia is hence not supporting
multi-tenancy or shared resources. This limitation further means that Ganglia
is not very adaptable since a static environment is assumed. Extensibility and
customisability are allowed by using external plugins and by using the configuration files. Usability of Ganglia’s data is limited to the visualisation via the
web-based dashboard, or by querying the RRDTool files per host and metric
directly. To sum it up, Ganglia’s main motivation is hence on visualisation of
coarse-grained historic monitoring data of static grid or HPC data centres.
Nagios Core
Nagios Core 2 is an open source monitoring system focusing on network and
infrastructure states. Nagios collects states and compares retrieved values with
2

Nagios, https://www.nagios.org/
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Requirement

[35]

[34]

scalable

3

3

elastic

-

-

robust

3

7

resilient

-

-

non-intrusive

(3)

(3)
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Review
limited, central hierarchical arrangement of
gmetad instances
no, static setup of gmond and gmetad
instances
not directly but with external support
(manual or orchestration tools), fault
tolerant with distributed setup
coming from grid/HPC computing,
Ganglia is designed to be resilient, also due
to periodic push/pull and multicast and
aggregations
agents required, yet with low resource
demand, periodic updates utilise network
with linear scale wrt. number of nodes but
support multicast

Table 5.3: Ganglia Requirement Analysis (Availability)
Requirement

[35]

[34]

Review

comprehensive

-

-

adaptive

-

-

extensible

3

-

customisable

3

-

interoperable

7

3

multi-tenant
resource
sharing

7

-

no support

7

-

no support

partially, yet only system metrics are
supported
no integrated support, depending on
external orchestrator (e.g. new gmond
instances pushing data)
external scripts or binaries can be
triggered by gmond
yes, configuration based
limited, Ganglia works with Linux, uses a
proprietary XML-based communication,
stores in RRDTool files

Table 5.4: Ganglia Requirement Analysis (Data Collection)
predefined values, to establish a notification system for alerts. The architecture
is designed as a centralised server, which periodically polls a resource under
observation in active mode (agentless, e.g. via SNMP, or with the Nagios
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Requirement

[35]

[34]

Review

portability

3

-

limited, Linux operating system is required

affordability

3

-

accuracy

-

-

timeliness

-

-

archivability

3

-

low resource requirements
predefined update interval, RRDTool
aggregates and reduces historical data
decoupled communication without any
guarantees further than trying to achieve
configured interval
historical data are stored and “rotated” in
RRD files

Table 5.5: Ganglia Requirement Analysis (Usability)
Remote Plugin Executor (NRPE) agent), or receives pushed updates from
Nagios Service Check Acceptors (NSCA) in passive mode. Nagios servers can
be chained to allow a hierarchical deployment, with a global view at the top.
The series of status check values is stored and visualised using RRDTool.
Requirement

[35]

[34]

[36]

scalable

7

7

7

elastic

-

-

7

robust

7

7

-

resilient

-

-

7

non-intrusive

(3)

(3)

7

Review
no, only functional scaling by splitting
the agents to poll from to multiple
Nagios servers
no, due to static configurations of
resources to check
no, needs a reconfiguration and if
server fails, no alerts will be recognised
periodic lookups allow for diverse
workload types, but with increasing
number of checks resilience decreases
due to limited scalability
interface or agent required, periodic
checks put additional load to resources
under observation

Table 5.6: Nagios Core Requirement Analysis (Availability)
Nagios meets the requirements from Section 5.1.2 as follows (cf. tables 5.6,
5.7, and 5.8). The extensive amount of manual configuration [32] makes Nagios not suitable for very elastic environments. Further, the architecture allows
only to scale functionally, by splitting the agents to poll from across multiple
Nagios servers. The state checking approach makes Nagios also neither robust
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nor resilient. The periodic checks further produce additional load, plus requires
an interface to collect data from, which makes the system not non-intrusive.
Regarding data collection, the type of collected data is primarily focused on
states and service checks. There is no built-in support for adaptiveness to
changing environments. The number of plugins makes Nagios attractive for
a broad range of use cases. Yet, the customisation is with the definition of
configuration files a complex task. Neither multi-tenancy nor resource sharing
on the system under observation is supported, making Nagios not compatible
with requirements from virtualised data centre operation modes. Nagios requires a centralised additional resource to host the Nagios server, which needs
to be accessible by or needs to have access to the resources under observation
for periodic status checks. The results are stored, aggregated and reduced in
RRDTool files. To sum up the main motivation and use case scenarios for
Nagios, alerting and visualisation of services and status checks is the main
focus. Via plugins, monitoring of system metrics like CPU utilisation can
be extended. Yet, Nagios is not directly usable for modern virtualised and
multi-tenant data centres with rapid elasticity.
Requirement

[35]

[34]

[36]

Review

comprehensive

-

-

7

no, focusing on service checks only

adaptive

-

-

7

extensible

3

-

3

no integrated support
50 official, thousands of community
plugins, external scripts or binaries
can be triggered by Nagios

customisable

3

-

-

interoperable

7

3

-

multi-tenant

7

-

-

resource
sharing

7

-

-

yes, configuration based
limited, the concept is limited to state
observation with focus on alerting
multiple users supported, but no
multi-tenancy on monitored resources
level
Nagios server can be shared but
supports very limited shared resource
awareness

Table 5.7: Nagios Core Requirement Analysis (Data Collection)

Zabbix
Zabbix3 is an open source server/agent-based monitoring system, which collects monitoring data at a centralised server from automatically discovered
agents in a data centre. To balance load, proxies can collect and cache data
3

Zabbix, https://www.zabbix.com/
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Requirement

[35]

[34]

[36]

portability

(3)

-

-

affordability

(3)

-

-

accuracy

-

-

7

timeliness

-

-

7

archivability

3

-

-

Review
limited, Linux required for Nagios
server
limited, low resource requirements but
central Nagios server with
communication to resources under
observation required
predefined update interval, RRDTool
aggregates and reduces historical data
periodic pull without guarantees of
frequency
historical data are stored and
“rotated” in RRD files

Table 5.8: Nagios Core Requirement Analysis (Usability)
from agents and send it with a second hop to the central Zabbix server. The
server can pull infrastructure components, or receives pushed data from monitoring agents. Zabbix uses an SQL database system to store the collected
monitoring data, and provides a web dashboard to query and visualise monitoring data. Alerts are sent by the server, based on configured thresholds [33].
It is not currently possible to run more than one instance of the Zabbix server4 .
Scalability is hence limited to the power of this central server, in addition to
the underlying storage layer. The database system as storage for Zabbix may
use a database cluster like MySQL cluster, including sharding and replication.
Zabbix’s support of monitoring requirements is as follows. Regarding availability (Table 5.9), Zabbix installations offer scalability via proxies and scalable
storage back end. Eventually, with increasing scale, the single centralised Zabbix server becomes a bottleneck. Zabbix supports autodiscovery of Zabbix
agents, yet these agents need to be installed manually or by third-party tools
on each node under observation. These agents make Zabbix intrusive, since
software components are required on both execution and virtual environment
level.
Zabbix’s requirement analysis for data collection is shown in Table 5.10.
The massive amount of plugins and the combination of metrics when querying stored monitoring data makes Zabbix comprehensive and extensible. Yet,
Zabbix is not adapting dynamically on changing allocation, since an agent is
required before the autodiscovery can extend the monitoring. Zabbix’s API
allows to customise, manage and query stored monitoring data dynamically,
making it customisable and interoperable for various scenarios. Still, Zabbix
4

https://blog.zabbix.com/scalable-zabbix-lessons-on-hitting-9400-nvps/2
615/
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Requirement

[35]

[34]

scalable

3

3

elastic

-

-

robust

7

7

resilient

-

-

non-intrusive

3

3
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Review
limited, proxies can cache and reduce
direct load on Zabbix server, but
eventually the monitoring data has to be
handled by a single Zabbix server instance.
Database has to be scalable as well.
autodiscovery supports elastic, rapidly
changing environments. Yet, timeliness
restrictions may hinder the quality
limited, new agents required by external
tool, autodiscovery feature allows
automatic integration
static periodic updates allow for stable
resilient system
limited, agents or interface to query from
required, yet with low resource
requirements

Table 5.9: Zabbix Requirement Analysis (Availability)
is not supporting full requirements for dynamic virtualised data centres, although multiple users are supported, multi-tenancy on the monitored resource
level is not in the main focus. Plugins for Libvirt, OpenStack, and Docker
allow to query basic raw metrics for virtualised platforms, including allocation
information and basic utilisation values.
Table 5.11 shows the review results of Zabbix with respect to usability
aspects. Zabbix requires, especially for larger scales, suitable centralised resources for hosting the Zabbix server on a Linux operating system, and the
database server (optionally as a cluster) for historical data. This setup limits
the portability and affordability. To decrease the scalability issue, aggregation
and proxies are used, which in turn affect accuracy and timeliness aspects.
Zabbix, as an open source but enterprise class monitoring solution, provides an approach, which fits small to medium-sized data centres. Especially
the number of plugins makes Zabbix attractive for data centre providers, to
establish with additional configuration and orchestration tools a holistic monitoring system.
Influx TICK
InfluxData TICK stack5 is an open source collection of tools, which are designed to work together to build a holistic monitoring system. TICK is an
acronym for the components in the stack: the Telegraf collector, the InfluxDB
5

InfluxData TICK, https://www.influxdata.com/time-series-platform/
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Requirement

[35]

[34]

Review
partially, various sources are considered for
collecting monitoring, which can be
combined for analysis

comprehensive

-

-

adaptive

-

-

extensible

3

-

customisable

3

-

interoperable

3

3

multi-tenant

7

-

resource
sharing

3

-

no integrated support
Zabbix offers plugins for very
heterogeneous fields and software to
extend monitoring sources
yes, configuration based or using the API
yes, cross platform availability, with low
resource utilisation, API allows to query
data, agents can be extended
multiple users supported, but no
multi-tenancy on monitored resources level
plugins for Libvirt, OpenStack, Docker,
etc. exist

Table 5.10: Zabbix Requirement Analysis (Data Collection)
Requirement

[35]

[34]

portability

3

-

affordability

3

-

accuracy

-

-

timeliness

-

-

archivability

3

-

Review
limited, Zabbix server requires Linux
operating system
yes, yet separate central resources for
Zabbix server and database system are
required
predefined update interval, Zabbix proxies
and server aggregate (historic) values to
reduce data but losing accuracy
periodic pull / push, no strict guarantees
historical data with management, external
database system required

Table 5.11: Zabbix Requirement Analysis (Usability)
time series database system, the Chronograf web-based dashboard for visualisation, and Kapacitor for processing and alerts. Single components within this
stack can be exchanged or extended by other software tools. With respect to
other considered monitoring suites, the TICK stack is comparably new (InfluxDB as the first component from 2013) and designed as a loosely coupled
system. Telegraf supports a broad set of system and application metrics, and
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pushes periodically to a configurable set of output ports, like a centralised
InfluxDB instance.
The TICK stack is regarding the availability requirement with the assumption of a centralised InfluxDB as data sink limited in scale (cf. Table 5.12).
Although the commercial version has built in clustering support to horizontally scale InfluxDB, this data sink still follows a centralised approach. The
Telegraf agents need to be deployed on every resource under observation, requiring additional software to make the TICK stack elastic and robust against
environmental changes.
Requirement
scalable
elastic
robust
resilient
non-intrusive

Review
limited, modular components but requires central
data sink (InfluxDB) which can be clustered
(commercial licence)
no, static Telegraf agents required with static
configuration
limited, external orchestrator required to deploy
Telegraf
static periodic updates allow for stable resilient
system
limited, agents required in each resource under
observation

Table 5.12: Influx TICK Requirement Analysis (Availability)
Table 5.13 lists the review with respect to data collection requirements.
Telegraf, with over 200 plugins, is extensible and allows to build a comprehensive and interoperable monitoring setup. Yet, the whole stack relies on static
configurations to customise and is not adaptive to changing requirements at
runtime. The TICK stack further is not supporting multi-tenancy aspects in
shared resources, although a basic support for Docker metrics via plugin exists.
The InfluxData TICK stack requires regarding usability requirements (Table 5.14) additional resources for hosting the central InfluxDB data store. All
the components are portable and can be deployed across popular platforms.
The predefined and static update interval for pushing metrics is limiting the
timeliness and accuracy, plus the reduction and aggregation of historical data
decrease the accuracy of stored data. InfluxDB requires manual interaction
to define continuous queries to aggregate historical data. A retention policy
further deletes monitoring data after reaching a configurable age.
GMonE
GMonE [39] is a conceptual approach for a Cloud data centre monitoring system, which includes the visions from data centre customers and providers,
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Requirement

Review

comprehensive

yes, Telegraf considers various types of sources but
separately handles their metrics

adaptive
extensible

no integrated support
yes, Telegraf supports 200+ plugins for system,
application, or sensor metrics

customisable

yes, configuration based

interoperable

yes, cross platform availability for all components
no support in Telegraf (InfluxDB has per-database
user support)

multi-tenant
resource
sharing

partially, plugin for Docker available

Table 5.13: Influx TICK Requirement Analysis (Data Collection)
Requirement

Review

portability

yes
yes, with separate central resources for InfluxDB
data store
predefined update interval for pushing from Telegraf
to InfluxDB, historical data can have retention
policy, may be aggregated using continuous queries

affordability
accuracy
timeliness
archivability

periodic push, no strict guarantees
historical data with options to aggregate and
reduce using continuous queries in InfluxDB

Table 5.14: Influx TICK Requirement Analysis (Usability)
and multiple levels like server, infrastructure, platform and application. Distributed instances of GMonEMon collect and send monitoring data to centralised data sinks GMonEDB. Multiple instances of GMonEDB exist, separated for each semantic use of stored data. A GMonEDB has to subscribe to
GMonEMon instances, to receive periodic updates. GMonEDB then uses a
database system (MySQL per default) as a storage back end.
Tables 5.15, 5.16, and 5.17 present the review results from the requirement analysis. Regarding availability, GMonE with the eventual centralised
database instance to offer a holistic view, in addition with duplication of monitoring data for different views introduces a scalability issue. The publishsubscribe communication offers a dynamic configuration about which monitoring data is consumed, yet GMonEMon instances are required in each resource
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under observation, including requiring an instance inside each virtual environment. This approach makes GMonE intrusive and hinders rapid elasticity.
Requirement
scalable
elastic
robust
resilient
non-intrusive

Review
limited, although publish-subscribe communication is
used, for a holistic view a centralised database instance is
required, duplication of monitoring data
no, GMonEMon agents required for new VMs, then
GMonEDB has to subscribe them
limited, external orchestrator required, but subscription
makes system robust, by increasing comprehensiveness
regular periodic updates with selective subscriptions
allow resilient systems
limited, agents required in each resource under
observation

Table 5.15: GMonE Requirement Analysis (Availability)
The comprehensiveness in GMonE is tackled by integrating a cross-layer
view by combining monitoring data from multiple agents on all considered layers. Yet, these agents need external manual or automated installation to make
GMonE adaptive. The agents themselves are highly extensible and customisable via parameters or the GMonEAccess interface. The concept of GMonE
allows for dynamic and interoperable monitoring deployments, but requires
external support for managing installations and subscriptions. Multi-tenancy
is considered by design, yet requires duplication of monitoring data since each
tenant needs its own GMonEDB storage instance. Simple resource sharing
is supported by considering cross-layer view, yet without considering resource
interferences or overbooking.
Regarding usability, GMonE is based on Java and hence portable to platforms with JVM support. One or many GMonEDB instances are required, for
provider and for each tenant view, which affects the affordability. Especially
with a high number of tenants, the duplication of GMonEDB instances influences the usability and availability of GMonE. The monitoring data is pushed
periodically, depending on the subscriptions. Further, GMonE uses external
database systems for historical data, allows for archivability but may decrease
the affordability and availability requirements with respect to larger scale.
PCMONS
PCMONS [38] is a conceptual architecture for monitoring Cloud data centres.
It combines the infrastructure layer using an integration layer to use Nagios as a
view layer. The integration layer consists of a central “cluster data integrator”,
while monitoring data is collected and pushed by “node information gatherer”
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Requirement
comprehensive
adaptive
extensible
customisable
interoperable
multi-tenant
resource
sharing

Review
cross-layer view (physical, infrastructure, platform,
application) by combining monitoring data from multiple
agents
no integrated support, GMonEAccess can be used by
third-party tools
yes, GMonEMon is a plugin driven agent
yes, via parameters and using GMonEAccess to configure
and manage GMonE
yes, the dynamic arrangement of components with
dynamic subscriptions allow for interoperable
deployments
yes but separate GMonEDB instances are required
yes, by considering multiple layers (no interference
detection)

Table 5.16: GMonE Requirement Analysis (Data Collection)
Requirement

Review

portability

yes, depending on JVM runtime environment

affordability

yes, but with central resources for GMonEDB instances
if subscribed, periodic pushes from agents, GMonEMon
may aggregate data
updates are regularly pushed from agents, without
further guarantees, at fixed intervals
historical data with external database system (MySQL as
default), no information about long-term
aggregation/reduction

accuracy
timeliness
archivability

Table 5.17: GMonE Requirement Analysis (Usability)
instances on host and by “VM Monitor” instances inside each virtual machine.
Cluster data integrators can be hierarchically chained and send data to the
monitoring tool Nagios, as a centralised storage and visualisation platform.
PCMONS basically proposes integration scripts and automatically generates
configuration files to lead to a centralised, Nagios based cross-layer Cloud data
centre monitoring. Since the primary focus is on private Clouds, the implicit
assumption is to have access to both, the physical and the virtual layers,
since an installation of VM Monitor via script inside virtual environments is
required.
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The requirement analysis shows that PCMONS inherits issues from Nagios,
but also solves shortcomings. The results are listed in tables 5.18, 5.19, and
5.20. Regarding availability, PCMONS introduces a hierarchical approach to
meet scalability requirements. Yet, a single, centralised integration and view
layer are required. Since PCMONS focuses on Cloud Computing data centres,
elasticity of virtual machines is principally considered. Yet, the scripts to inject
agents is limited to selected Linux distributions only. PCMONS approach follows the intrusive approach to require agents inside virtual environments. Very
dynamic data centres with PCMONS further have a performance issues, as
evaluated by the PCMONS authors. The knowledge database as a centralised
integration component allows to automatically generate configurations, making PCMONS compared to Nagios a more robust solution, while introducing
another single point of failure regarding scalability and availability.
Requirement

[35]

[34]

[36]

scalable

7

7

7

elastic

-

-

7

robust

7

7

-

resilient

-

-

7

non-intrusive

(3)

(3)

7

Review
limited, hierarchical levels (node,
cluster and global), yet centralised
integration and view layer (Nagios
based) via Monitoring Tool Server
limited, VM Monitor auto-installed
(selected Linux distros), knowledge via
Integration Layer and Database
renders configuration, dynamism not
considered as a requirement
issues from Nagios inherited, but
Configuration Generator reduces
configuration complexity with
knowledge from Database
exact communication unclear,
push-based monitoring data,
integration layer lookup to identify
new VMs probably periodic
limited, agents required in each
resource under observation

Table 5.18: PCMONS Requirement Analysis (Availability)
The data collection of PCMONS (cf. Table 5.19) provides a comprehensive
combination of cross-layer monitoring data from physical hosts and virtual
machines. The lookup of virtual machines is implemented for the Eucalyptus
Cloud management middleware, to allow for an adaptive change of the monitoring infrastructure on the virtual environment layer. The collectors of PCMONS allow to be extensible using plugins. The loosely coupled components
make PCMONS customisable, yet the software and hardware requirement of
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some components (e.g. Nagios) limit the interoperability. Although PCMONS
targets Cloud Computing data centres, multi-tenancy is not supported. Also
resource sharing is only considered partially, by placing monitoring collectors
across different layers.
Requirement

[35]

[34]

[36]

comprehensive

-

-

7

adaptive

-

-

7

extensible

3

-

3

customisable

3

-

-

interoperable

3

3

-

multi-tenant

7

-

-

resource
sharing

7

-

-

Review
cross-layer view in VM and on
physical host, combination in
Database and Nagios
integration lookup connects to data
centre management (Eucalyptus) to
adapt automatically
yes, plugins to add metrics can be
extended
yes, since PCMONS is a loosely
coupled set of tools and components
limited, issues with Integration Layer
by selecting programming language;
very dynamic environments (fast
changing VM allocations) not possible
no, assuming a transparent private
Cloud
no, only separate collectors for
monitoring inside VM and on physical
level

Table 5.19: PCMONS Requirement Analysis (Data Collection)
PCMONS as a conceptual work with a proof of concept implementation
provides limited portability only. The affordability depends on the data centre
size, since centralised resources are required to host the core components like
Nagios. Yet, compared to a manual Nagios installation, PCMONS with automated configuration and installation scripts require less human effort. The
monitoring data itself is periodically pushed to central data sinks, which use
RRDTool files to aggregate and reduce current and historical data. Additionally, periodic lookups with the data centre management synchronise allocation
information. This architecture hence allows archivability, yet with decreasing
accuracy with increasing age of the monitoring data.
DARGOS
DARGOS [37] is a conceptual highly adaptable and scalable monitoring architecture, specifically for Cloud Computing infrastructures. It uses the Data
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Requirement

[35]

[34]

[36]

portability

(7)

-

-

affordability

3

-

-

accuracy

-

-

7

timeliness

-

-

7

archivability

3

-

-
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Review
limited, VM Monitor installation
limited to selected Linux distros,
Nagios required
designed to integrate seamlessly, yet
centralised resources required
(Monitoring Tool Server, Database,
Nagios instance)
predefined update interval, RRDTool
aggregates and reduces historical data
push-based data exchange without
guaranteed submission of monitoring
data, periodic lookup with data centre
management layer
historical data are stored and rotated
in RRD file

Table 5.20: PCMONS Requirement Analysis (Usability)
Distribution Service (DDS) as a distributed topic-based publish-subscribe communication model, to transport monitoring data from collectors called Node
Monitor Agent (NMA) to Node Supervisor Agents (NSA). NMAs can be subscribed by multiple NSAs, which in turn usually subscribe multiple NMAs.
The push frequency depends on the dynamic of the metric under observation,
to reduce unnecessary monitoring data with statically or seldomly changing
utilisation values. DARGOS supports time-based and value-based filtering
and allows querying recent historical data. The NMA supports besides system metrics application specific metrics for Apache and MySQL and CPU
utilisation values for virtual machines on hypervisors.
The availability requirements aligned to DARGOS are listed in Table 5.21.
The scalability is a core feature of DARGOS by design, yet still a centralised
NSA is required to get a comprehensive data centre view. Focusing on Cloud
Computing infrastructures, DARGOS has a built-in support for Libvirt, to
dynamically detect virtual machines from hypervisor perspective. This approach allows for elastic data centre requirements with hardware virtualisation. Yet, the setup including configuration, installation, and subscriptions
of DARGOS’s components is a separate task (e.g. requires manual action or
third party tools). In addition to local caches only, DARGOS lacks support
for robustness, especially with respect to historical data. On the other hand,
DARGOS with push-based subscriptions allows to handle even very frequently
changing utilisation patterns, making it resilient. With a single monitoring
collector on the hypervisor only, DARGOS is non-intrusive, without requiring
software inside virtual environments.
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Requirement

[34]

[36]

scalable

3

7

elastic

-

-

robust

3

7

resilient

-

-

non-intrusive

(3)

(3)

Review
limited, hierarchical setup with multiple
NSA instances but to get holistic global
view a centralised NSA is still required,
which subscribes to each host
yes, virtual machines are detected and
monitored via Libvirt
NMAs and NSAs require manual setup
and subscriptions, local caches lead to data
loss in case of node failures or restarts
yes, subscriptions as needed with
push-based monitoring data, depending on
how frequently values change
yes, NMA instance required on host but no
additional agents required

Table 5.21: DARGOS Requirement Analysis (Availability)
Table 5.22 shows the results of the requirement analysis with respect to data
collection. The non-intrusive approach for collecting virtual machine metrics
via Libvirt from the hypervisor perspective leads in DARGOS to a decreased
comprehensiveness: only a subset of CPU utilisation metrics are considered as
virtual machine metrics. Although important metrics are missing, DARGOS
is adaptive for the virtual layer, yet requires manual or external tools to deploy
the agents on the execution environment layer. Using the DDS communication
model, DARGOS setups are extensible by creating new and pushing into additional topics. Customizability in DARGOS is possible by defining subscriptions
and update frequencies. The presented DARGOS implementation works with
the OpenStack Cloud middleware, limiting the interoperability. Multi-tenancy
support is principally possible to establish with DARGOS, yet by duplicating
the monitoring data for the provider and the customer view. Separate NSA
instances with subscriptions are required for each view. An NSA further has
to be aware of which virtual machines belong to which tenant, to configure
the subscriptions accordingly. Having resource sharing principally build into
DARGOS by considering virtual machines, a deeper support for the impact of
sharing (e.g. resource interferences) is missing.
The usability requirement analysis of DARGOS is listed in Table 5.23. The
portability with the presented implementation is limited to OpenStack and to
hardware virtualisation with Libvirt. Yet, the concept could be extended to
support further scenarios. The affordability is limited, since NSAs are required
for each tenant, affecting the elasticity for rapidly changing tenants in a dynamic data centre. The accuracy and timeliness of monitoring data depend on
the dynamically configurable subscription and frequency. Aggregations over
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Requirement

[35]

[34]

comprehensive

-

7

adaptive

-

3

extensible

-

3

customisable

-

-

interoberable

7

-

multi-tenant

-

-

resource
sharing

-

-
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Review
limited, multiple levels but virtual machine
metrics only for subset of CPU utilisation
metrics
yes for virtual level, yet external tools
required for monitored nodes
yes, new topics for new metrics can be
created, to add additional sensors
yes, DARGOS is designed to be easy to
customise (frequencies, subscriptions, etc.)
limited to OpenStack integration, but
DARGOS API is interoperable
yes, by design, NMAs are subscribed
multiple times, for each tenant one NSA is
required, with corresponding subscriptions
partially, DARGOS is aware of shared
resources but is lacking support of resource
interference detection

Table 5.22: DARGOS Requirement Analysis (Data Collection)
time may affect the accuracy as well. DARGOS supports only recent historical
monitoring data, since the NSAs have local caches only. Archivability is hence
not supported by DARGOS.
Requirement

[35]

[34]

portability

-

-

affordability

-

-

accuracy

-

7

timeliness

-

7

archivability

-

-

Review
limited to OpenStack Cloud middleware
and Libvirt
limited, separate resources for NSAs
required, for each zone and tenant
configurable but dynamic frequencies,
aggregations, no accuracy guarantees
periodic push, depending on how
frequently value changes
no, only most recent historical
measurements are stored in local caches

Table 5.23: DARGOS Requirement Analysis (Usability)
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Monitoring Collectors
This section focuses only on the collection part and introduces popular open
source collector tools. Since the collectors are only responsible for collecting
monitoring data, not all the requirements from Sec. 5.1.2 can be used to review
and compare the monitoring collectors in the following. Rather the tools, their
output options, and their metrics are presented.
Collectd 6 is an open source system statistics collection daemon, which allows to collect system and application performance metrics. Collectd can be
used as a collector only, and use third-party tools to store and visualise the
collected monitoring data at a remote monitoring data sink. Collectd has
output support to CSV files, to RRDTool files, or to database systems like
MongoDB, Redis, MySQL or InfluxDB. Collectd collectors push periodically
to a multicast group or to a single server. Collectd supports besides system
metrics and monitoring per system processes a huge set of application-specific
metrics, including web servers or database systems, and Libvirt daemon for
basic virtual machine monitoring. Collectd is configurable via configuration
files, is unaware of multiple tenants but supports basic resource sharing with
corresponding plugins and metrics, which then have to be analysed afterwards
from Collectd’s output. The resource demand of Collectd depends on the number of metrics and outputs but is designed to be low demanding. Collectd is
compatible with Linux and most other POSIX compatible operating systems.
Metricbeat 7 is a collector, which belongs to the Elastic tool collection, which
has a configurable set of input and output plugins. Input plugins allow to configure different types of system or application monitoring metrics, while output
plugins allow to send the collected data to different processing or storage components. Metricbeat pushes periodically monitoring data from the underlying
system or from applications like database systems to Elastic products Logstash,
Elasticsearch or to other tools like time series database systems. Considered
metrics are system metrics, application-specific metrics, or container and container orchestrator metrics (e.g. Kubernetes). Metricbeat works on most platforms and is hence portable, and allows for extensions. The customisation of
Metricbeat, including monitoring frequency, metrics, and outputs takes place
in a configuration file.
Telegraf 8 is an open source collector, which belongs to the Influx TICK
stack, but can be used with other tools as well. Telegraf is a plugin-driven
server agent for collecting and reporting metrics. It supports four types of
plugins, for input, processing, aggregation, and output. Input plugins exist for
system metrics, containers, or other software services. Output plugins allow to
send collected monitoring data to processing chains or to time series database
systems. Telegraf instances may be chained to build hierarchical setups with
distributed processing and aggregation towards a centralised root instance.
6

Collectd, https://collectd.org/
Metricbeat https://www.elastic.co/de/products/beats/metricbeat
8
Telegraf, https://www.influxdata.com/time-series-platform/telegraf/
7
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Telegraf supports system metrics, metrics per system process, and metrics per
container. Plugins can be extended and customised via a configuration file.
Telegraf is compatible with all popular operating systems.
cAdvisor 9 is an open source collector, originally developed by Google,
specifically for container monitoring. The main focus is to provide resource
usage and performance characteristics of running containers. cAdvisor runs
on each container host as a daemon to collect, aggregate, process, and export monitoring data. Besides all basic resource metrics, resource isolation
parameters and histograms of complete historical resource usage and network
statistics are exported for each container and the hosting machine. The collected monitoring data is visualised via a web-based dashboard, available to
be collected via a REST API, or can be pushed via a storage plugin to remote
time series database systems like InfluxDB, ElasticSearch, etc. The portability
of cAdvisor is limited to the Linux operating system.
Node Exporter 10 is an open source collector, which serves as the monitoring
data source for the Prometheus time series database system. Node exporter
supports system and process metrics by defining a set of collectors in the
configuration file. To extend additional metrics, text files can be used to
pipe monitoring data from external tools into node exporter. By default, all
metrics from the selected node exporter collectors are exported. A filtering
can optionally be configured to select a subset only. Node exporter runs on all
popular operating systems, yet not all the available collectors work across all
those platforms.
Time Series Storage
For storing historical monitoring data, time series storage systems are needed.
This section hence introduces a set of popular storage tools, with respect to
the archivability (including aggregation and reduction) and what querying and
analysis options are offered. The selected tools are RRDTool, which is used
by Ganglia, Nagios, Collectd, and many more monitoring suits, and two popular time series database systems (InfluxDB and Prometheus). Related work
reviews intensively time series management systems, e.g. Jensen et al. [50].
RRDTool 11 is a round-robin database (RRD) tool to store time series data
in a circular buffer, with a fixed maximum size. The first release dates back to
1999. RRDTool allows to create database files, update monitoring data, export
the data, and to produce graphs. RRDTool assumes that new monitoring
data arrives in a predefined, periodic interval, called steps. RRDTool then
uses a single file to store one or many data sources (DS), each having a data
source type (DST) like gauge, counter, derive or absolute. Specifying the type
compute allows to define a formula which is then executed and may use values
from other DSs to compute a new value. Each DS has a name, a heartbeat
9

cAdvisor, https://github.com/google/cadvisor
Node Exporter, https://github.com/prometheus/node exporter
11
RRDTool, https://oss.oetiker.ch/rrdtool/
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rate and optionally a minimum and maximum value. Within a DS, one or
many round robin archives (RRAs) keep aggregated values according to the
specified consolidation function (average, min, max, or last data point) over a
fix number of steps, and a maximum number of rows. An example is to have
an RRD file with update interval of one second for CPU utilisation, with a DS
for idle CPU time, a DS for user CPU time, and a third DS for system CPU
time. Each DS then contains a RRA to keep the latest 60 monitoring events
without consolidation, and another RRA with 30 seconds averages over the
last 24 hours. If multiple RRAs match a data query, the most accurate RRA
is selected automatically.
InfluxDB 12 is an open source time series database, which runs as a standalone database service, accepts new monitoring data via pushes, and allows
an interface for queries using an Influx specific, SQL-like language. The first
release dates back to 2013. In InfluxDB, multiple users and databases can be
created, including access control lists (ACLs). A database has one or many
retention policies, which defines for how long data is stored. Within a retention policy, measurements with tags group a set of fields, which then keep the
actual monitoring data items. The tags of a measurement can be used as an
index, to query a subset of monitoring data. A field can contain values of type
integer, float, string, or boolean, and is stored as a set of points with a timestamp. Querying InfluxDB can then specify aggregation functions, to build
averages and grouping over a specified amount of time, or finding minimum/maximum values over a given time span. These queries can further be defined
as continuous queries, which run periodically to aggregate and produce new
measurements, e.g. in retention policies with a higher time dimension. This
allows to keep high-resolution data for a shorter time than aggregated data.
Yet, the query has to specify which level of accuracy is requested, by selecting
the corresponding retention policy, measurement and field.
Prometheus 13 is an open source software for event monitoring and alerting, by recording time series monitoring data in a multidimensional time series
database. The first release is dated back to 2012. Prometheus pulls periodically
from exporters via HTTP, like from collectors (e.g. Node Exporter), gateways
or other Prometheus instances. The monitoring data stored in Prometheus
follows the form of a named metric, with an arbitrary number of key-value
pairs as labels, a timestamp and the value itself. Querying monitoring data
from Prometheus is done by specifying a PromQL query, which allows to specify aggregations, calculating rates from counters, and other simple statistical
computations. Such queries can also be defined as rules, which run periodically at a fixed interval to continuously aggregate stored monitoring data and
produce new aggregated metrics.

12
13

InfluxDB, https://www.influxdata.com/products/influxdb-overview/
Prometheus, https://prometheus.io
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Discussion

In this section, the basic concepts and tool support of previously introduced
tools and concepts (Sec. 5.3.1) is first summarised, to then generalise existing approaches and conclude further needs for changes to build a distributed
monitoring for large-scale data centres.
Summary
The presented monitoring tools follow a unidirectional communication, with
periodic monitoring data from many collectors via one or more hierarchical
steps towards a monitoring sink. The type of communication varies from push,
pull, to publish-subscribe modes, but the common communication pattern is to
send monitoring data periodically with static intervals from many to eventually
one monitoring component. Hierarchical arrangements optionally use caches
and aggregation steps towards the central root node of the monitoring system,
to reduce the number of monitoring data and allow for higher scalability. The
overall software and hardware infrastructure of monitoring systems are a static
configuration based arrangement. Only a few systems deploy dynamically
agents, to adapt automatically to a changing environment. None of the system
fully adapts the whole monitoring system stack to changing demands, e.g. from
analysis applications or similar.
Regarding data collection, the monitoring tools mostly are extensible systems, where either monitoring data can be injected into the transportation or
where plugins can be added to monitoring collectors. This allows principally to
collect a broad range of monitored metrics, from all different types of resources
under observation. Yet, as shown in Table 5.24, not all of the considered monitoring suits or collectors provide sophisticated monitoring data about virtual
environments, like containers or virtual machines. While specialised monitoring collectors (e.g. cAdvisor) exist for containers, limited set of metrics for
virtual machine are collected from Libvirt daemon only, or via agents inside
each virtual machine.
The review further shows regarding usability aspects that the processing
and storage in all reviewed approaches use raw or aggregated monitoring data.
The monitoring infrastructure is then hosted on separate resources. The accuracy and timeliness in all tools are pre-defined by static configuration parameters, and is based on best effort without strict guarantees to deliver data in
time.
To summarise the requirement analysis for each requirement category as
defined in Sec. 5.1.2, availability is based on centralised servers (hierarchical),
communicating via periodic updates (push/pull/subscribe), static configurations are used to customise and manage, and finally agents per resource under
observation are required. Data collection works for utilisation or state values,
which vary over time. All tools have built-in metrics, but most allow metrics
via plugins, yet the metrics are configuration based defined. The assumption is
mostly to have isolated single users on the resources. Usability means to have
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Table 5.24: Considered Data Collection per Monitoring Tool

Tool

System

Processes

Containers

Ganglia
Nagios
Zabbix
Influx TICK

yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes

GMonE
PCMONS
DARGOS

yes
yes
yes

no
no
no

no
no
no

yes (intrusive)
yes (intrusive)
limited

Collectd
Metricbeat
Telegraf
cAdvisor
Node Exporter

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

no
yes
yes
yes
no

limited (Libvirt)
no
no
no
no

no
limited
yes
cf. Telegraf

Virtual Machines
no
no
limited (Libvirt)

additional resources for monitoring infrastructure, the accuracy is based on update interval and retention policy, and most reviewed tools support historical
data with aggregation and reduction.
Conclusion
Before concluding the presented review, related work concludes issues and
open work as follows. Aceto et al. [36] states that data centres with greater
scalability and larger sizes demand for more scalable and robust monitoring
systems than available, especially to be fast for frequent, elastic changes. The
derived requirements towards monitoring systems are mainly effectiveness and
efficiency, with short measurement times and fast warning systems to quickly
spot and report performance impairments. Aceto et al. states the need for new
techniques and tools, which also work cross-layer and cross-domain. Taherizadeh et al. [34], with focus on edge computing, concludes that some requirements have not been fully met by any of the existing monitoring technologies.
Further, the authors conclude that a detailed knowledge about performance
behaviour could improve the scaling approaches of container management systems, which principally base their decisions on CPU usage only. Generally,
a holistic integrated monitoring across all the layers is stated by Taherizadeh
et al. as a required but missing feature. Ward et al. [32] defines monitoring
as a data intensive problem. The root cause comes from the massive number
of metrics, if no filtering is applied in advance, and the multiplication factors
update interval, number of physical, and number of virtual resources. Ward
et al. confirms the centralised architectures of existing monitoring tools, and
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concludes that this approach is no longer viable. Although newer tools allow to
distribute the monitoring infrastructure across multiple hosts, this approach
further increases the problem of monitoring and requires to maintain large
monitoring systems in addition to the production systems. Syed et al. [33]
concludes monitoring issues for Cloud native approaches. The conclusion is
that most existing monitoring solutions require an agent in each VM. However, this is no Cloud native approach, which would be agent-less, robust,
but still with operational insights inside data centre customers’ VMs. Further identified shortcomings by Syed et al. are duplication of monitoring data,
management and storage issues, and scalability issues with respect to scale.
To conclude from both, related work and the review presented in 5.3.1,
the major issues with current approaches and with the needs for a distributed
dynamic resource allocation in mind, are the following:
Cross-layer Monitoring The collection of monitoring data for both execution and virtual environment layer have to take place without affecting
the data centre customer. This requires a black box approach, which
is non-intrusive and very elastic and robust with respect to changing
allocations and different execution behaviour patterns.
Comprehensive Metrics Static and dynamic metrics are necessary, and
both across execution and virtual environment layer. Further, to make
measurements hardware independent, and derive meaningful results from
raw monitoring measurements, multiple metrics have to be combined to
generate additional knowledge and hardware independence. This is especially important to implement a monitoring system with detection for
resource interferences on heavily shared resources and multi-tenancy.
Scalability The scalability of monitoring systems is the most challenging but
important issue. The conceptual approach with interval based transmission of the collected monitoring data has to be reconsidered. Especially
with distributed dynamic resource allocation in mind, a distributed preprocessing for analysis and profiling is required, which additionally helps
to solve the scalability issue. The collectors therefore need interfaces to
control and receive data directly at its source.
To further stress the scalability issue, the following example shows in simple calculations how many data has to be handled by monitoring systems in
large-scale data centres. If the assumption approximates 10 bytes per metric
(including label and value), and 200 raw metrics per virtual environment, 200
raw metrics per execution environment, with a data centre of 10.000 nodes,
each node hosts 100 virtual environments. This scenario then sums up to
202.000.000 measurements, which means about approx. 2 gigabytes of raw
monitoring data. With an update interval of five seconds, this would sum up
to 385 MB/s (or 3 Gbit/s), which would mean to have 31 TB of new monitoring data every day. In this thesis, to solve this scalability issue of massive
data, the two assumptions are hence as follows:
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i calculate comprehensive metrics with hardware independence and combine
raw metrics into less but meaningful representatives,
ii allow for distributed processing with dynamic bidirectional communication
between analysis application and monitoring system.

5.4

Designing a Distributed Monitoring

From the previous section 5.3 the strengths and weaknesses from existing monitoring concepts and systems lead to open issues. This section designs a distributed monitoring system, which focuses on flexibility and adaptivity. The
core component is a non-intrusive collector (cf. Sec. 5.4.1), which considers virtual environments as black boxes, to then collect hardware-independent
static and dynamic metrics. The execution environment is assumed to be a
shared resource, where resource interferences may occur, which then have to
be detected and reported. The basic idea regarding the communication (cf.
Sec. 5.4.2) is that monitoring of modern dynamic large-scale data centres
has to move towards an event based publish-subscribe system with distributed
components for analyses, and a control channel to establish a bidirectional
communication. The concept for distributed monitoring is based on the basic
idea of a communication message bus, with a publish-subscribe model. This
concept is also used by DARGOS [37]. The basic architecture is presented in
Figure 5.4, and explained in more detail in the following subsection 5.4.2 about
the communication technique.

5.4.1

Collector

The collector, as the core component of the presented distributed monitoring
approach, fulfils the task of providing comprehensive and cross-layer metrics.
This means in the context of this thesis that the collector has to consider
metrics from both layers, the execution environment (or physical node) and
the virtual environments. The approach presented in the following is hence
a black box virtual environment monitoring, where metrics from both layers
are combined. This further allows to comprehensively understand the meaning
of resource sharing and resource interference detection. To allow a comparative set of collected monitoring data, hardware independence is of importance.
This requires static and dynamic metrics. The collector runs as a standalone
component, without any additional dependencies on other services. This allows to avoid communication to e.g. the data centre management component.
The collector runs locally on each physical node. The only communication required is to the local runtime technology, and to the underlying host operating
system. From these two sources, all necessary information is collected, processed and then submitted through the message bus to attached components
of the monitoring system. The following details the challenging aspects of the
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Figure 5.4: Distributed Monitoring Architecture

presented collector, which make this concept unique compared to previously
presented related tools & concepts in section 5.3.

Black Box Virtual Environment Monitoring
In order to be non-intrusive, the collector has to treat the virtual environments
as black boxes, without any restrictions or mandatory cooperation from data
centre customers. This means in particular that no software or configuration
can be assumed inside the virtual environment. The collector hence focuses
on understanding the resource utilisation, measured from outside, yet with
additional effort to understand how these measurements can be translated to
the actual experience from inside the virtual environment. This is particularly
both challenging and important for overbooked systems (cf. resource sharing).
Depending on the used runtime technology, additional resources may be consumed for providing virtual environments. This so-called virtual environment
runtime overhead has to be considered by the monitoring collector as well.
Optional but not mandatory for the black box virtual environment monitoring approach is to establish a “tunnel” through the runtime technology, from
inside, where the data centre customers can provide application specific metrics, to the outside, to give the provider access to application specific metrics.
The reliability of these measurements are due to trust concerns between data
centre provider and customers not directly unlimited usable. Yet, these metrics can help to understand the resource consumption by relating the reliably
measurable resource metrics with application specific metrics.
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Figure 5.5: Monitoring Collector Cycles

Hardware-Independent Static and Dynamic Metrics
The hardware independence is of importance to allow a reasonable comparison
of measurements. Therefore, hardware specifications are required to understand the utilisation values. The following example shows the importance of
the cross-metric correlation between rather static hardware metrics and dynamic utilisation values: 100% CPU utilisation on a single core with 900 MHz
processor has a very different amount of computation cycles than 100% on an
octa-core processor with 3.3 GHz frequency. This applies not only for CPU,
but also for e.g. storage, network, and memory bandwidth. Most of these hardware specifications can be detected by the collector from the operating system.
If hardware specifications cannot accurately enough be identified, a calibration
procedure is necessary. The storage bandwidth for example may not be fully
usable, since the attached storage devices provide slower access rates than the
attached connectivity can serve (e.g. SATA3 allows 6 Gbit/s but an attached
HDD is much slower). When the range of considered metrics is extended with
hardware-specific metrics, another challenge appears. Static metrics change
less frequently or even never change. This requires less frequent intervals for
static metrics than for dynamic metrics. Yet, the definition whether a metric
is static or dynamic is not a clearly assignable decision. DARGOS [37] therefore uses dynamic frequencies, which adapt automatically depending on how
often a value changes. Still, for this work a two-level approach is used, where
metrics are differentiated in two groups. The collector hence classifies metrics
in either lookup or collect groups.
Figure 5.5 lists the four types of cycles the collector consists of: two lookup
cycles for less frequently changing metrics, and two collect cycles for the more
frequently changing metrics. One pair of lookup and collect cycles runs for
receiving metrics from the host it is running on, and another pair is responsible
for the virtual environments. The four cycles indirectly communicate with each
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other by using an integrated state, which contains all the received information
from all four cycles.
Resource Sharing & Interferences
The collector is aware of resource sharing, which means primarily that the
simultaneously used resource utilisation can be directly assigned to the virtual
environment which causes the load. The assignment of virtual environments
is especially important for data centres with multi-tenancy. The collector
therefore has to separate very accurately the monitoring data by each virtual
environment, and reports a unique identifier for virtual environments and the
tenant.
Resource sharing and multi-tenancy awareness is closely related to the black
box approach described earlier. Yet, the actual challenge is introduced by
overbooked resources, namely when virtual environments concur on available
resources. In this case, the utilisation measured from outside is not necessarily equal to the utilisation experienced inside the virtual environment. The
important core feature of the collector is to detect the experience from inside
the virtual environment, yet from an external black box view on the provider
level. This is achieved by combining multiple metrics, mainly the measured
utilisation outside, additionally queued resource requests which cannot be fulfilled due to overbooking, and finally static and dynamic metrics from the
physical resource. For CPU utilisation, the operating systems, for example,
provide besides the processing time spent by each virtual environment also details about skipped compute cycles from the CPU scheduler. The network and
disk bandwidth similarly provides queue sizes and static maximum limits. If
overbooking is considered to accurately calculate the resource utilisation as experienced inside virtual environments, resource interferences can be detected
with the exact same approach. The collector therefore by using knowledge
about hardware specifications, static and dynamic metrics can handle overbooked systems and identify resource interferences.

5.4.2

Communication

The communication, by using a distributed message bus, is designed to allow
dynamic pluggable components, to offer a variety of monitoring deployments.
This means that no strict hierarchical setup is required, although this mode
can still be deployed. Figure 5.4 shows the different deployment options: for
a fully distributed setup, suitable for a distributed dynamic resource allocation, a collector and profiler may run on each physical node. Alternatively,
such processing components may be located at a central location and process
monitoring data from multiple compute nodes (dashed alerting and profiling
boxes). To still be able to use the collector with legacy applications, a centralised or distributed gateway consumes monitoring data from the message
bus and e.g. stores the raw data for visualisation or post-processing purposes
in a centralised data sink like a time series database.
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Event
+ Source: string
+ Timestamp: timestamp
+ Items: [ ] Item

Item
+ Transmitter: string
+ Metric: string
+ Value: any

Request
+ Timeout: int
+ Source: string
+ Transmitter: string
+ Interval: int

Figure 5.6: Event and Control Messages

The communication pattern of this distributed monitoring consists of components, which produce or consume monitoring data, as a typical publishsubscribe mode. Producers are for example collectors, which will be called
transmitters in the following. Consumers, which for example get monitoring
data from collectors are called receivers in the following. Receivers subscribe
to topics, which are used to group events logically by its source: the execution
environment, the virtual environments, and even more fine-grained by different
update intervals and metrics. This way, the subscription procedure of receivers
defines by choosing the topics of interest i) the granularity of monitoring data
(everything, filter by node, filter by virtual environment), ii) the metrics of
interest and iii) the required update intervals. Components, which act as receivers to process monitoring data to produce and transmit new data are called
processors in the following. A profiler for a dynamic resource allocation system
hence can be implemented as part of the distributed monitoring design, by using the existing communication as a processor. Another example is an alerting
processor, which may push only monitoring data above specific thresholds to
the message bus, which in turn can then be subscribed by other processors or
receivers to enact necessary actions. With the concept of the publish-subscribe
communication and processors, local processors can work on the raw monitoring data in a distributed manner and hence provide pre-processed data.
The messages used via the message bus between transmitters, receivers or
processors are depicted in Figure 5.6. The event message, including a set of
items is aligned to the terminology of monitoring data (cf. section 5.2). It
hence contains a source (e.g. the hostname or a unique identifier of a virtual
environment), a timestamp when the event was created, and a set of items.
The items then identify the transmitter, the actual metric and the value. Encapsulating the transmitter into the item allows e.g. a collector to consist of
multiple transmitters, and group items from more than one transmitter into
a single event. The Request message can be used to request specific config-
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Table 5.25: Event Topic Examples
Topic
events.hosts.collector-cpu.10s
events.host-node14.collector-net.10s
events.ves.collector-net.10s
events.ve-IDXYZ.alerter.60s

Explanation
events from all hosts from
collector-cpu every 10s
events from computenode14 from
collector-net every 10s
events from all virtual environments
from collector-net every 10s
events from virtual environment
IDXYZ from alerter every 60s

uration of events from transmitters, by requesting from a collector or other
transmitting components to publish to a specific topic on the message bus.
The request contains a timeout, for how long the request is valid, to avoid
having transmitters sending without any interested receivers on the events. A
receiver hence has to resubmit the request after the timeout has passed. The
source field specifies either “hosts” or “virtualenvironments” to subscribe to
events from all hosts or virtual environments, but may also state a hostname or
a virtual environment identifier, to receive only events for the selected source.
The transmitter field then selects the type of events from the selected source,
e.g. a specific collector or events from a processing component like a profiler.
Finally, the interval asks for a specific update frequency for receiving events
from the selected transmitter.
It is important to implement the message bus with a distributed design in
mind, to avoid introducing a centralised single point of failure. The assumption
for the presented distributed monitoring is a direct local network connectivity between the components, which is usually the case on the provider side
within a data centre environment. The message bus hence should be implemented as a distributed network-based system, with broadcast mechanisms
for service discovery and direct uni-/multicast network connections between
components. The message bus can but should not be implemented as a centralised message broker. On top of this message bus, the messages are then
published in topics, depending on whether it is a request or an event. A global
topic requests, allows receivers to send their request messages to transmitters. The transmitters then dynamically produce topics following the scheme
events.${source}.${transmitter}.${interval}. The source is for events from the
execution environment layer hosts or host-${hostname}, and for events from
virtual environment layer events.ves or events.ve-${veID} respectively. Table
5.25 lists a set of examples how the event topics are constructed.
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DisResc Monitoring

DisResc (Distributed Resource Cluster) Monitoring is the prototypical implementation of the distributed monitoring concept presented in section 5.4. It
implements the message bus using the framework from Micro14 , a platform to
support building microservices, and provides a library for implementing monitoring transmitters and receivers in the previously described concept with
requests and topics (cf. Sec. 5.5.1). The core component of DisResc Monitoring is kvmtop - a black box collector for virtual machines on KVM hypervisors
(cf. Sec. 5.5.2).

5.5.1

DisResc Library

The DisResc Library15 allows to extend and connect to the DisResc Monitoring
tool set, and bases the fundamental communication pattern of all existing tools
like collectors, profilers, or gateway components.
Tools & Technology Selection
With a low resource footprint at runtime of the whole monitoring system in
mind, the used programming language is Go16 . This programming language,
released by Google in 2009, includes concurrency and networking into the core
of the language. The statically typed code is compiled into a single executable
binary. These design decisions make Go an attractive programming language
for modern distributed applications, like a distributed data centre monitoring
platform.
For serialising messages between components, Protobuf17 is used. While
other techniques for serialisation like JSON or XML encode the message fields
and values, Protobuf extracts the schema and transmits only the values of messages. Therefore, with Protobuf, first a message schema needs to be defined,
which then has to be compiled into used programming languages. Having the
schema extracted at development time allows to detect errors and malicious
use at compile time, instead of at runtime. The use of Protobuf hence improves the reliability of the communication, and decreases the message sizes
to improve the communication performance.
For building and establishing the message bus, the Go Micro18 framework
is used. Go Micro abstracts the main features for building a distributed system, including discovery, message encoding, remote procedure calls, and asynchronous publish-subscribe communication. Go Micro has built-in support for
these core features, but supports via plugins the use of external software (e.g.
14

Micro, https://micro.mu/docs/index.html
DisResc, https://github.com/disresc/lib
16
Golang, https://golang.org/
17
Protobuf, https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/
18
Go Micro, https://go-micro.dev/
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message queue or service discovery servers). To avoid additional dependencies, the built-in implementation of Go Micro is used for the DisResc Library.
The messages are encoded with Protobuf. The discovery of components connected to the message bus is based on the Multicast DNS (mDNS)19 protocol.
The communication between transmitters and receivers, once the discovery
via mDNS succeeded, then takes place on HTTP via TLS connections. With
this approach, messages are only sent from transmitters to receivers, when the
receiver is actually present.

5.5.2

kvmtop Collector

kvmtop20 is a conceptual, stable implementation of a non-intrusive black box
collector for virtual environments. It can be run as a standalone component
with a console-based user interface, or as a service to continuously send periodic monitoring data to text files, network endpoints, or as a transmitter to a
DisResc Monitoring message bus. The core idea of kvmtop is to combine multiple sources and process collected data from these sources, in order to achieve
a collector according to the design decisions described in Sec. 5.4.1. This
means that kvmtop runs on the provider side, on the host level, next to the
operating system and runtime technology. kvmtop collects monitoring data
from both, black box virtual environments and from the execution environment, including static and dynamic metrics. kvmtop combines sources from
runtime management and host operating system to understand the utilisation
metrics experienced inside the virtual environments, the runtime overhead on
the execution environment, and resource shortcomings due to shared resources
and overbooking. The processing combines static and dynamic metrics, from
host and virtual environment level. kvmtop requires that virtual environments
are hosted on a Linux-based operating system, which runs each virtual environment as a set of isolated processes (cf. Sec. 2.3.3). While the architecture
of kvmtop is designed to be extendible for any runtime technology (e.g. containers or applications), the conceptual implementation works for the KVM
hypervisor at present, with virtual machines as virtual environments. The decision for the KVM hypervisor is based on the broad use of virtual machines
based on KVM in Cloud date centres, and based on the survey for monitoring collectors, where support for virtual machines is only limited available.
Since virtual machines in the context of Libvirt are referred as domains, the
following will use the term domain to explain how kvmtop works with such
virtual environments on KVM and Libvirt. kvmtop will be explained in more
detail, grouped by the kvmtop architecture, considered metrics, and the usage
of kvmtop as a collector in different setups and scenarios.
19
20

Multicast DNS, http://multicastdns.org/
kvmtop, https://cha87de.github.io/kvmtop/
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Figure 5.7: kvmtop Architecture

Architecture
kvmtop’s architecture is depicted in Figure 5.7 and consists of three main
components: connectors, collectors and printers. A connector is responsible
for reading existing virtual environments from the local runtime technology,
to compile a list with details like the process IDs, virtual network interfaces
and virtual storage devices. This information is then used by collectors to
look up system and utilisation values for each virtual environment, and for the
local operating system separately. kvmtop has one collector for each metric
(CPU, memory, network, disk) and some additional extra collectors. The
collected information from collectors and the connector are then processed and
transferred to one of the printers. A printer uses output options like standard
output, appending to a file, or sending via TCP or UDP to a network device.
A printer for a terminal user interface based on ncurses, for json or csv output
format, or a printer to implement a transmitter to DisResc Monitoring exists.
The lookup of virtual environments in the current implementation connects
to the Libvirt daemon, to look up the necessary static details about existing
Libvirt domains. This primarily includes the UUID and the name. To allow the
collectors to directly read from the operating system, without the intermediate
step via Libvirt, the Libvirt domains have to be referenced with a process ID
on the host. Hence, before any collector can run, kvmtop looks up active
domains from Libvirt and looks up processes from the proc file system by
reading the directories from the proc file system. With the UUID from Libvirt,
the correlated (parent) process is searched, by using the proc/$pid/cmdline
file and matching for the UUID. These steps look up the basic details of the
virtual machines (UUID, name, parent process ID), which are necessary for
any of the collectors to work.
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kvmtop implements the cycles inside the collector and connector components, as presented in Figure 5.5, namely a lookup and a collect cycle, for
execution environment and virtual environments. Since the lookup cycle is
meant to be called less frequently for rather slowly changing metrics, the Libvirt daemon is only queried on the lookup cycle. The operating system e.g.
via reading from the proc file system is queried in both the lookup and the
collect cycle. kvmtop reads utilisation values from various sources and supports different data types (cf. 5.2) as input, like absolute, relative, or counter
values. kvmtop then transforms the output metrics to absolute or relative
rate values, which allows the direct use of the collected metrics, without any
additional processing. Counter values therefore are recorded over time with
the respective timestamps, by subtracting the counter values and dividing the
resulting difference by the time passed between two recordings.
The printers then support periodic updates for updating the ncurses user
interface and for periodically sending monitoring data as JSON or text formatted to files or network endpoints. Printers can also subscribe to channels
to receive collected metrics and forward these as events to a DisResc message
bus.
Metrics Overview
The seven collectors of kvmtop (overview in Table 5.26) are described without
listing all the metrics in the following, but with focusing on the core features
and relevant non-trivial metrics. A full list of all supported metrics is available
in kvmtop’s online documentation21 .
Collector
CPU Collector
Memory
Collector
Disk Collector
Network
Collector
I/O Collector
PSI Collector
Host Collector

Description
CPU Stats (host and VMs) like cores, utilisation,
frequency
Memory stats (host and VMs) like capacity,
allocation, faults
Disk stats (host and VMs) like capacity,
utilisation, reads/writes, etc.
Network stats (host and VMs) like transmitted
and received bytes, packets, errors, etc.
Disk I/O stats (VMs) like reads/writes
Pressure Stall Information (PSI) values (host
only)
Host details (host only)
Table 5.26: kvmtop Collectors Overview

21

kvmtop documentation, https://github.com/cha87de/kvmtop/tree/master/docs
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The CPU collector in kvmtop first reads in the lookup cycle the existing parent process and all additional process IDs from Libvirt, then collects
from the Libvirt domains’ parent process all the child process IDs from the
proc file system. From this information, the CPU usage for virtual CPU cores
and for runtime overhead can be differentiated, namely by still analysing processes which are not listed by Libvirt but assigned to the parent process ID
of the Libvirt domain. The proc file system then provides utilisation values
and steal values by queueing from the CPU scheduler statistics, per process.
By analysing statistics about common utilisation metrics, plus the scheduler
statistics, allows kvmtop to provide wholistic black box metrics with a nonintrusive approach.
Relevant metrics of the CPU collector are cpu steal (indicates stolen CPU
cycles) and cpu other total (runtime overhead). The cpu total per VM
is computed accordingly to represent the value experienced inside the VM.
Sources used by kvmtop besides Libvirt are the files proc/${pid}/schedstat,
proc/stat, /sys/devices/system/cpu/cpu, and proc/cpuinfo.
The disk collector in kvmtop first looks up block storage devices for Libvirt domains, to then combine a list of disk sources for each domain and a
total list for the host. kvmtop further allows via a configuration parameter
to manually specify the hosts storage devices, which are then used instead to
query statistics. The metrics ioutil, queue size, queue time and service time are
combined metrics, which are dynamically calculated from other directly collectable metrics. The ioutil is calculated by using the total time during which
I/Os were in progress, divided by the sampling interval. The queue size is
the weighted number of milliseconds spent doing I/Os divided by the milliseconds elapsed between two measurements. The queue time is the weighted time
spent doing I/Os, divided by the sum of reads, readsMerged, writes, writesMerged, and currentOps. The service time is the weighted time spent doing
I/Os, divided by the sum of reads, readsMerged, writes, and writesMerged.
With these metrics, bottlenecks on the disk sources can be identified, to avoid
resource interferences due to too many concurrent disk operations on the host.
Since the Linux kernel has no option to query disk statistics per process,
the virtual storage driver has to be queried to collect the metrics like requests
or bytes read / written to the virtual storage. This storage driver is part of
the QEMU emulator, which can be queried via Libvirt. While for host disk
metrics, the proc file system is used in the collect cycle, these values for Libvirt
domains are queried in the lookup cycle from the Libvirt daemon. Besides
these metrics, the combined metric ioutil is an estimated value, based on the
host’s ioutil value and the relative read and write requests of this domain to
others and the overall host requests. With this metric, especially in case of
an overloaded disk storage identified by queue size, the corresponding Libvirt
domains can be identified.
Relevant metrics of the disk collector are disk ioutil per VM (estimated
I/O utilisation for the VM in percent), and on host level disk device ioutil
(saturation of handling I/O requests in percent), disk device queuesize
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(number of queued I/O requests), disk device queuetime (average queue
time of I/O requests), disk device servicetime (average time serving I/O requests). Sources used by kvmtop are besides Libvirt the files proc/${pid}/stat,
and proc/diskstats.
The network collector in kvmtop works as follows. First, Libvirt is used
to identify relevant virtual and physical network interfaces. With these unique
network interface names, the proc and sys file systems are queried to retrieve
relevant metrics for the host and per Libvirt domain. The separation, even if
network interfaces are used by multiple virtual machines, is possible, since the
proc file system allows to query the overall statistics but also with a limited
view for a single process.
Relevant metrics of the network collector are besides read / transmitted
bytes and packets for each Libvirt domain and the host, the net host speed
metric, which indicates the maximum possible bandwidth. The used sources
by kvmtop are besides Libvirt the files proc/${pid}/net/dev, proc/net/dev,
and /sys/class/net/${devName}/speed.
The memory collector in kvmtop retrieves memory statistics for Libvirt
domains and the host, where the main challenge is a concept called ballooning,
where the guest operating system is aware of the virtualisation and provides
unused memory to the hypervisor. Since ballooning is hence accurately only
available in the virtualisation drivers, the ram total and ram used metrics
cannot retrieve accurately from the proc file system but have to be read from
Libvirt.
Relevant metrics provided by the memory collector are besides total and
used memory for each Libvirt domain also page faults and indicators for swapping, which are a sign for overbooked memory and hence resource interferences.
kvmtop uses the sources proc/meminfo, proc/${pid}/stat, and Libvirt.
The IO collector in kvmtop extends the disk collector with utilisation
metrics for each domain but from the proc file system instead from Libvirt.
The collected metrics are expressing the disk requests experienced on the host,
which, however, may differ due to virtual storage emulation. Relevant metrics of the IO collector are io read bytes, and io write bytes, which are
collected from the source file proc/${pid}/io (root access required).
The host collector in kvmtop extends the metrics by host specific details
to identify the current host where kvmtop is running on. The host collector
currently exports host name per host and attached to each Libvirt domain, and
host uuid. These metrics are collected from /proc/sys/kernel/hostname,
and /sys/devices/virtual/dmi/id/product uuid (root access required).
The PSI collector in kvmtop adds metrics to identify resource bottlenecks
early, when interferences start to appear. The Pressure Stall Information (PSI)
collected from the host indicate a resource shortcoming in advance, before it
actually occurs, for CPU, IO and memory. Linux kernel supports PSI with
kernel 4.20 and higher. The PSI values indicate for each of the three resources
the ratio (percent) of time some tasks or all tasks were delayed due to a lack
of resources. These ratio values are available for a 10s, 60s or 300s time frame,
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Usage:
kvmtop [OPTIONS]
Monitor virtual machine experience from outside on KVM hypervisor level
Application Options:
-v, --version
-f, --frequency=
-r, --runs=
-c, --connection=
--procfs=
--verbose
--cpu
--mem
--disk
--net
--io
--pressure
--host
-p, --printer=
-o, --output=
--target=
--netdev=

Show version
Frequency (in seconds) for collecting metrics (default: 1)
Amount of collection runs (default: -1)
connection uri to libvirt daemon (default: qemu:///system)
path to the proc filesystem (default: /proc)
Verbose output, adds more detailed fields
enable cpu metrics
enable memory metrics
enable disk metrics
enable network metrics
enable io metrics (requires root)
enable pressure metrics (requires kernel 4.20+)
enable host metrics
the output printer to use (valid printers: ncurses, text, json) (default: ncurses)
the output channel to send output (valid output: stdout, file, tcp, udp) (default: stdout)
for output 'file' the location, for 'tcp' or 'udp' the url (host:port) to the server
The network device used for the virtual traffic

Help Options:
-h, --help

Show this help message

Figure 5.8: kvmtop Command Line Usage

to identify if a resource shortage is a temporary or a long-term issue. Further,
the “total” values state per resource, how many microseconds some or all tasks
have been delayed.
Relevant metrics of the PSI collector are psi some {cpu,io,mem} avg60,
and psi some {cpu,io,mem} total. The PSI sources used by kvmtop are the
three files /proc/pressure/{cpu,io,mem}.
Usage & Scenarios
kvmtop as a standalone collector offers with its set of configurable export
options a variety of scenarios. When using kvmtop as a command-line application, the usage with parameters and valid options are as depicted in Figure
5.8: besides the location of the Libvirt daemon and the proc file system, the
collectors kvmtop provides can be selected. The output and target options
then define where the monitoring data are transferred to. By default, the
monitoring data are displayed in a ncurses based command line user interface
(cf. fig. 5.9), which gives system administrators a quick overview of host and
virtual utilisation metrics.
Besides running kvmtop in foreground, systemd services are available as
part of the packaged in debian / rpm packages. The configuration parameters
are then specified in a configuration file. kvmtop runs then as an operating
system service in background. Finally, kvmtop is available as pre-packaged
docker container image, to encapsulate kvmtop and allow to run it as both, a
standalone foreground or as a daemonized background service. When running
kvmtop inside a Docker container, the container isolation by default hinders
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Figure 5.9: kvmtop Command Line User Interface

kvmtop to run properly. A way around this isolation is to run the container
as privileged and to set the process ID (PID) namespace for the container to
the host’s PID namespace. Finally, the Libvirt daemon has to be accessible
from within the container, by e.g. linking the Unix socket or using a TCP
connection.
With the options and configuration parameters kvmtop provides, different
scenarios can be deployed. Besides deploying a distributed monitoring system
based on DisResc monitoring and the concept presented in section 5.4, the
traditional monitoring approaches are supported by kvmtop as well. Therefore,
kvmtop pushes directly JSON via TCP/UDP to e.g. a logstash instance, which
then transforms the received monitoring data and for example writes into an
InfluxDB. A Grafana dashboard can then be used to visualise the collected
monitoring data from kvmtop (cf. screenshot in fig. 5.10). The setup for this
traditional monitoring setup with kvmtop, logstash, InfluxDB and Grafana is
available online22 .

5.6

Conclusion

Data centre monitoring is motivated by three main areas, namely alerting,
visualisation, and resource allocation. This chapter focuses on data centre
monitoring with respect to enable a distributed dynamic resource allocation.
Therefore, first the introduction defines motivation for data centre monitoring,
followed by five layers for monitoring (hardware & facility, network, execution
environment, virtual environment, and application), of which the last three
layers are of importance for the selected data centre resource allocation approach. The data centre monitoring introduction further defines requirements,
grouped by availability, data collection, and usability. The terminology defines
the terms monitoring data and metric types, and further states the different
components of a monitoring system.
After defining requirements and clarifying the terminology for data centre
monitoring, an intensive review of state of the art is presented. The selected
tools and concepts spawn across monitoring suites, scientific approaches, mon22

kvmtop-datasink, https://github.com/cha87de/kvmtop-datasink/
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Figure 5.10: kvmtop Datasink Grafana Dashboard

itoring collectors, and storage systems for time series data. The review concludes the missing but required features to establish a distributed dynamic
resource allocation, namely an elastic, robust and non-intrusive cross-layer
monitoring collector, with comprehensive metrics, and a scalable architecture,
which avoids a (hierarchically) centralised deployment.
Finally, a conceptual approach for a distributed monitoring system is presented, where the core components are a collector and a dynamic pluggable
communication system. The collector is sketched as a non-intrusive component, which collects from black box virtual environments static and dynamic
metrics, in order to provide hardware independence. Further, the collector is
aware of resource sharing and resource interferences by the chosen design. The
communication takes place on top of a distributed message bus, where transmitters send events according to the needs specified from receivers by sending
requests.
The last part of the data centre monitoring chapter presents a prototypical
implementation of the conceptually presented distributed monitoring system.
The DisResc Library therefore provides necessary abstractions to implement
transmitters and receivers for building monitoring components. The presented
kvmtop collector further implements a black box monitoring solution for virtual
machines on a KVM hypervisor, managed by Libvirt.
The presented approach for a distributed monitoring, and the implementation of kvmtop and the DisResc Library allows to build monitoring systems to
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fulfil the three main motivations alerting, visualisation and resource allocation.
Especially the comprehensiveness of provided metrics with static and dynamic,
virtual and hardware-related metrics allows to build a resource allocation system for large-scale data centres. A more detailed analysis is presented in the
evaluation Chapter 7. Integrating application specific metrics in kvmtop is
recently under development, and will be discussed in the outlook of this thesis
in Chapter 9.
While with the presented distributed monitoring system, a more dynamic
monitoring architecture is possible, a profiler to reduce the massive amount
of monitoring data is necessary to sustainably solve the scalability issue of
monitoring in large-scale data centres. The presented approach allows to establish systems for distributed or centralised alerting instances and resource
allocation with distributed or centralised profiler instances. For a centralised
dashboard for visualisation, additional work is required. A distributed or centralised round robin cache, which is queried by a dashboard synchronously to
user requests, is one option to avoid to send the raw monitoring data periodically (cf. Chapter 9).
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Chapter 6
Data Centre Profiling
6.1

Introduction

Data centre profiling is besides data centre monitoring the second important
component addressed in this thesis, to build a distributed dynamic resource
allocation (cf. Chapter 4, Figure 4.5). From the monitoring solution presented
in Chapter 5, the scalability issue of data centre monitoring still remains, but
can be solved by distributed processing, e.g. by compressing the raw monitoring data into expressive representations next to monitoring collector. The
collected data should hence be processed to produce reasonable models, which
can be directly used by a resource allocation scheduler. The motivation for
data centre profiling is hence two-fold: i) compress the raw monitoring data to
reduce the need for massive centralised data sinks, and ii) produce expressive
representations suitable for resource allocation systems. More general motivation for profiling is listed in Section 6.1.1.
The term “profiling” in the context of large-scale data centres for dynamic
resource allocation consists of two tasks. First, a task to select and interpret
monitoring data, and a second task to process the monitoring data over time.
The data, named time series data in the following (cf. 5.2), is processed using
time series analysis. This processing is part of the profiling and can use different approaches: signal processing, statistical and probability analysis, resource
modeling, or machine learning. These approaches will be reviewed in detail in
Section 6.2. The approach for statistical and probability time series analysis
is selected for this thesis. The review of state of the art in Section 6.2 aligns
the requirements defined in Section 6.1.2) to these approaches.
Time series in general, and hence broader than in the use case of this thesis,
are sets of data with dependent or independent metrics, which are sequentially
recorded over time [19] and can be considered as a stochastic process Xt . In
other words, time series arise wherever data is being collected and indexed by
time [95]. Independent metrics are for example isolated virtual environments
from different customers, without any communication, without any shared
resources. Dependent metrics, on the other hand, are for example metrics
from one virtual environment, which are naturally correlated by design - e.g.
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network traffic and CPU utilisation. Dependent metrics may be strongly or
loosely correlated to each other, which varies from the type of applications,
hosted by virtual environments. A further differentiation of time series is
univariate time series, if xt ∈ Xt is defined as a singular value, or multivariate
time series, if xt ∈ Xt is an n-dimensional vector [95]. This singular value, or
the elements of the vector may be a discrete numeric data, continuous data,
or of other data type. Xt may or may not follow a probability distribution,
which depends on the origin of time series data. A time series may follow a
seasonality or a trend pattern, e.g. an hourly day-night pattern as seasonality,
or a constant increase as a trend. If a general pattern appears, but single
items xt deviate from this overall observation, these are considered as noise or
outliers, but could also be an anomaly. The differentiation between outliers
and anomaly, as well as the detection of seasonal or trend patterns is part of
time series analysis.
The assumptions for data centre profiling in the following are as follows:
Time series data consists of discrete values, with any arbitrary probability distribution. The metrics remain static for a profiling action, while the intervals
may be dynamic and can even vary over time. Since the assumption further
targets modern virtualised data centres, dynamic appearances of workloads
including dynamic assignments of virtual environments within execution environments has to be considered. The requirements towards such a profiler and
also to the resulting profile are discussed in the following. This chapter then
presents a review of existing profiling approaches (Sec. 6.2), to then derive the
design (Sec. 6.3) and the implementation of the DisResc Profiling (Sec. 6.4).
The data centre profiling chapter then closes with a conclusion in Section 6.5.

6.1.1

Motivation for Data Centre Profiling

Time series analysis is used in a broad variety of application scenarios, and
reaches from medical applications in e-health systems, to weather forecasting,
or analysing and forecasting monitoring data of computer-based systems. The
core concepts like algorithms or processing approaches are similar or equal.
Still, the motivation specifically for computer-based systems is the main focus
in the following. In this field, the profiling is considered as the time series
analysis of monitoring data, which arrive as input from observing smart devices, computers or servers continuously over time. Depending on the type of
monitoring data, the profiling varies its motivation: application metrics may
be used to analyse the users’ behaviour, resource utilisation may be used for
resource allocation, while metrics from lower hardware components may be
used to detect malicious behaviour to avoid damages and hence system faults.
The motivation for time series analysis is to detect and extract useful information with or without a strict use case definition, a process called data
mining [97]. Mahalakshmi et al. defines the seven functionalities classification,
prediction, association, clustering, regression, summarisation, and outlier detection [97]. The classification shall provide classes in which the raw time series
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can be categorised. Working with classes instead of the raw set of time series
can significantly decrease the complexity. Prediction targets to find future
values from historical data. Association searches for relationships in interdependent metrics. Clustering similarly to classification groups the raw time
series data according to their similarity. Regression models a time series by
finding a best matching function to model raw data. Summarisation targets
the compaction of time series data. Outlier detection finally addresses the
identification of time series items, which don’t match the generic behaviour
of the other data. The general motivation is hence to define a model that
represents the data, e.g. to find and represent patterns, classes, representative
functions, etc. Box et al. defines five motivations or use cases for time series
analysis in general, grouped by the following applications:
1. Forecasting: Forecasting derives future values from historical, previously
observed values. Additionally the accuracy of the forecast may be estimated. Assumes that time series zt follows a stochastic model of known
form, e.g. autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) methods
can be used.
2. Transfer Functions: Model the relation of an input process Xt to an
output process Yt . Accuracy of these functions is problematic when the
system masks uncontrollably the output (e.g. noise). Transfer functions
can be used together with forecasting when a modelled relation between
two time series is determined.
3. Intervention Events: Detect and analyse exceptional external events, to
detect them as intervention events instead of usual behaviour of a time
series zt .
4. Multivariate Time Series: Models and methods are required to describe
the interrelationship between multiple variables of a time series. This
is of interest to understand the dynamic relationship between variables
over time,to then improve the accuracy of forecasting.
5. Control Schemes: Feedback and feed-forward process control loops require transfer functions or similar tools
While the motivation for time series analysis is to describe the time series
as a representative model, the more coarse-grained motivation of profiling is on
resource and cost management. The overall goal mostly depends on the actual
use case, yet in the focus of data centre profiling the productivity, efficiency and
effectiveness of available resources is in the foreground. The analysis therefore
provides the necessary knowledge for modeling and predictions.

6.1.2

Requirements

The requirements can be differentiated into requirements towards the profiler
itself, and towards the resulting profile. It is important to revisit the scenario
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Table 6.1: Requirements for Profiler and Profile
Profiler

Profile

distributed instances
dynamic allocation
online stream
low resource requirements

lightweight
expressive
comparable
accurate

defined in Chapter 4.3: a continuous stream of monitoring data is transmitted
from a monitoring component directly into a profiler component. The requirements of this distributed monitoring and profiling approach are availability
and scalability. Requirements towards the data centre profiling component
hence have to reflect these requirements and architectural design decisions as
well.
The distributed monitoring described in Chapter 5 describes a cross-layer
monitoring, with multiple metrics per “observed item”. The differentiation
in static and dynamic metrics further requires the ability to handle different intervals within the time series data. The “observed items” mean that
monitoring data is transmitted for virtual environments and for the execution environment. The dynamic nature of large-scale virtualised data centre
leads to unstable set of virtual environments, which requires flexibility from
the profiler with respect to resource allocation.
While the distributed monitoring provides the input for the profiler, the
profile is the output and is consumed by the dynamic resource allocation component. The requirements hence have to consider the needs from this resource
allocation component as well. This component has to schedule virtual environments to physical nodes. The time horizon is accordingly a long-term
scheduling, ideally throughout a virtual environments existence.
The requirements towards data centre profiling, separated by the profiler
and the resulting profile, can hence be derived as presented in Table 6.1. The
profiler has to work distributed, with independently working instances. Since
virtualised data centres are assumed, the profiler has to flexibly handle dynamic allocation of virtual environments, with multi-tenancy and virtual environments, which come and go and might change the location within the
data centre. The scenario depicted in Chapter 4 about distributed dynamic
resource allocation further requires the profiler to process online stream data
without historic data. With the presented distributed approach in mind, the
profiler has to utilise existing physical node resources, yet with low resource
requirements. The computation complexity of the profiler has to be minimised,
to avoid consuming too many resources on the physical nodes. Requirements
towards the resulting profile are within the presented scenario as follows.
Compared to the massive amount of raw monitoring data, the profile has to
be lightweight with respect to its size. Yet, the profile has to be expressive
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enough to allow decisions on resource allocation. A consequence of the expressiveness requirement is hence the simple usage of the profile for resource
allocation schedulers. This also means, the profiles are comparable even within
a heterogeneous data centre. Profiles are required to be compatible and can be
combined by the resource allocation scheduler to test or even simulate different combinations of virtual environments on a physical node. Finally, accuracy
is an important requirement, since only with an accurate profile an accurate
resource allocation can be derived.
The design and implementation of the data centre profiling have to balance the requirements towards the profiler and the requirements towards the
resulting profile. For example, the accuracy guarantee depends on the resource
requirements the profiler can use, while the lightweight requirement also relates to the accuracy of the profile. The data centre profiling hence has to be
able to handle the trade off, depending on the size of the data centre and the
number of virtual environments.
Further, it is noteworthy that the profiler should not require additional
knowledge but work with the monitoring data that exist. That means, no user
input from data centre customers can be expected, and no labelled data like
abnormal behaviour or other knowledge is available. This way, the profiler
component can be plugged in dynamically within the data centre monitoring
as presented in Chapter 5.

6.2

Reviewing Profiling Approaches

Before designing and implementing a distributed profiler, approaches have to
be defined, reviewed and discussed. Processing time series data, like in the
monitoring scenario, has different possible approaches, which will be separately reviewed in the following. The first approach is signal processing, which
has dominant applications in the field of audio/video processing. The second
approach reviews resource modeling approaches, which are prominent in simulation platforms. The third approach considers statistical analysis of time
series. The last and fourth approach uses machine learning algorithms to
process time series data. After reviewing the four approaches, a discussion
critically revisits and concludes pros and cons of the approaches with respect
to the thesis approach of a distributed large-scale data centre profiling.

6.2.1

Signal Processing

Signal processing, as part of electrical engineering, assumes analogue or digital
signals as input and defines techniques to analyse, modify or synthesise these
signals. Famous application fields are audio signal processing, image or video
processing, etc. The input signals can be analogue, continuous-time, discretetime, digital, non-linear, or statistical. In the case of monitoring data, discrete
time with values at discrete points in time, and digital signals from a discrete
value space can be assumed and processed by signal processing techniques
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Figure 6.1: Signal Processing Example

and algorithms. The signal, defined as a function or a series of values, in the
context of signal processing and monitoring data is hence the historical set or
continuous online stream of time series data.
The signal is described by e.g. the dimensionality, and the domain of its
values. The basic idea of signal processing is then to divide an input signal
into its individual parts, to characterise and describe the signal and hence the
behaviour of the signal’s source [138]. Therefore the original signal is transformed from the original (time-dependent) domain into a different representation. Popular transformations are Laplace Transform, Fourier Transform,
z-Transform, or Wavelet Transform.
Laplace Transform is a so-called integral transformation, which maps a
function f of a real variable t (usually time) from its original domain into a
function of a complex variable [139]. This transformation from (often differential equations) f (t) considers t > 0, and results in algebraic equations, which
are meant to be easier to solve.
The closely related Fourier Transform similarly maps the input signal, a
function f of time, into its constituent frequencies. The Fourier Transform
hence transforms from real (or time) domain into frequency domain. The Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) is a popular and frequently used algorithm for com-
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puting a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT). The Discrete Fourier Transform
is useful to transform sampled, digital signals.
The z-Transform in contrast to Laplace and Fourier Transform converts
discrete-time signals, meaning a sequence of numbers instead of a function,
into a complex frequency domain. The z-Transform is hence a special form of
a Laplace Transform [139], while a DFT is a special case of a z-Transform.
The Wavelet Transform similarly to Fourier transformation determines the
frequency spectrum of an input signal, yet with keeping the original domain.
This is achieved by separating into the Wavelet Analysis, where the signal is
compared to “small waves” (the wavelets) as basis functions, and the Wavelet
Syntheses, which allows to map the frequency domain to the original time
domain.
Signal processing approaches with respect to monitoring data are hence
useful to detect recurrent patterns, like day and night user behaviour. Figure
6.1 presents an example of using an FFT and a Wavelet Transform. The raw
example signal clearly shows a daily and weekly pattern, which is also visible
in the periods identified by the FFT (24h period has the highest value) and
the wavelets (red fields with oval shape from Mondays to Fridays).

6.2.2

Resource Modeling

Profiling can take place using resource models, where a recorded resource utilisation behaviour is described in formal definitions. This type of representation
of raw monitoring data allows a capture & replay scenario, which is used in
simulations e.g. of data centres. To name only two examples as representatives, the Palladio software architecture simulator1 uses the Descartes Load
Intensity Model (DLIM) modeling, while CloudSim [140] is compatible with
the Standard Workload Format (SWF). Both will be discussed in more detail.
The Descartes Load Intensity Model (DLIM) [116] offers an accessible way
of describing the load intensity over time. The extension High-Level DLIM
(HLDLIM) further extends the lower abstraction level of DLIM by higher-level
characteristics. With HLDLIM, loads can be described by seasonal patterns,
trends, bursts and noise elements [141]. The basic idea is to model sequences
which hold an ordered list of TimeDependentFunctionContainers, which use
basic mathematical functions to describe request arrival rates. A sequence has
a duration to declare for how long a function container is valid. HLDLIM
allows to define functions for seasons and trends, and to define the occurrences
of bursts. The Limbo tool further allows to edit existing models and to extract
models from recorded traces [142]. While DLIM initially was designed to work
for arriving requests, an extension allows to also model resource utilisation
for metrics like CPU utilisation, power consumption, etc. [116]. The implementation of DLIM and its tools is based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework
(EMF). Previous work in the CACTOS project [88] provides a full toolchain
for monitoring and building resource models with DLIM.
1

Palladio, https://www.palladio-simulator.com/
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Standard Workload Format (SWF) [143], which can be used with CloudSim,
specifies a textual format for reporting workloads, like jobs in a compute cluster. Each workload describes timing details like submission and execution time,
and average values of the resource utilisation. With this format, analysis or
simulation tools can replay a previously recorded set of workloads. The SWF
is a popular definition and used to publish workload traces of clusters.

6.2.3

Statistical & Probability Analysis

Time series can be considered as stochastic processes, consisting of a family
of random variables. Each random variable, in the context of monitoring
data, is defined as a metric with a time-ordered list of random values. The
stochastic process is hence similarly defined as a time series, and vice versa.
The mathematical field of stochastic contains statistics and probability theory.
Both fields can be used to profile monitoring data and will be discussed in more
detail.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical Analysis is a mathematical field and part of data analysis, which
reaches from basic methods to complex computational tasks to analyse, process, and visualise data. Statistical analysis is used to describe a data set,
to explore the relation between variables in the data set, or to create models
to summarise characteristic findings of how the data behaves. Further, methods for validating models are provided by statistical analysis, to e.g. calculate
accuracy of error rates. Resulting models from statistical analysis provide forecasting capabilities. Statistical analysis contains algorithms to summarise or
translate a data set, but also makes use of probability theory.
Basic statistical methods are functions for univariate time series data, to
find minimum or maximum values of a data set, calculating mean values, or
finding the median. These statistical functions help to describe the basic characteristics by compressing a time span and calculating single values from a
univariate stochastic process. The selected time span can be the whole available length of the stochastic process, or may be calculated for slices of equal
width to reduce the number of values a stochastic process contains. The basic
statistics can be categorised by order statistics (minimum, maximum, percentiles), averages and variances (average, median, mean, standard deviation,
variance), correlation measures, and histograms. Figure 6.2 shows a basic statistical analysis using histograms of the time series data presented in Figure
6.1a. As shown in this histogram example, the time dimension is not existent
but the characteristic of how often a value occurred is given for the overall
time span. This fact is problematic when the time dimension is necessary, or
if a continuous stream has to be processed and a full recalculation is due to
computation complexity not possible.
To be able to handle continuous stream data, a moving window approach
in combination with basic statistical methods can be used, like calculating
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Figure 6.2: Statistical Analysis With Histograms

moving averages. A moving average for univariate time series is computed
by calculating the averages over fixed subsets of data points. When a new
value arrives, the subset is modified by appending the new value and shift the
subset (also called window). The resulting average can be seen as a smoothed
series of the original data, where higher frequencies are removed similarly to
a low-pass filter in signal processing. This moving window approach can be
used to process continuous stream data and reduce the resolution of the time
dimension, in order to compress the time series data. To statistically analyse
multivariate time series data, correlation or regression analysis can be used.
The motivation is to define the relationships between dependent variables. A
simple regression can be applied, if the relationship is linear, then the statistical
model is called linear regression. The assumption with linear regression is
to describe the behaviour between one or more independent variables to one
dependent variable, using a linear function. Similarly to regression, a principal
component analysis (PCA) determines the most meaningful combinations of
linear correlations in a large multivariate data set.
The ARMA model (Auto Regressive Moving Average) combines regression
with the moving-average model. A stochastic process X is auto regressive
(AR), when it depends on itself over time (if the AR model of X has order p =
1, then xt only depends on xt−1 ). While ARMA requires X to be stationary,
the ARIMA model (Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average) allows nonstationary stochastic processes, by taking the differences between xt and xt−1 .
Using the subtracted values removes e.g. trends and allows to transform a
non-stationary stochastic process into a stochastic one. The AR(I)MA model
is one example of how statistical analysis handles stochastic processes like time
series data. Statistical analysis can hence be used to analyse time series data
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and build forecasting models. Makridakis et al. list as the six most accurate
methods of stochastic forecasting methods ETS, ARIMA, Damped, Comb,
Theta, SES, and Holt [2].
Finally, fitting functions like Gaussian curves or similar to time series data
help to describe the raw signal. Similarly to signal processing where the origin
domain is transferred to a spectral domain, fitting functions describe (overlaying) mathematical functions or distributions on either the raw signal or on
already statistically processed data like histograms.
Probability Theory
Probability theory, as the second field of stochastic, works with stochastic processes and probabilities. Since a stochastic process consists of one or more random variables, the probability of occurrences of the values can be described.
Probability theory therefore defines a probability measure, a value between 0
and 1, which may follow a probability distribution. The probability measure p
describes the likeliness of an event to occur, while 1 − p is the probability that
it won’t occur. Events, like measurements of a monitoring system stored in a
time series, are hence values, which occur according to a probability measure.
A random variable may follow a probability distribution, a function, which describes the number of occurrences of a value a random variable can take within
a number of total experiments. If the set of possible values, a random variable
can have is countable, the random variable is discrete. Multiple random variables may depend on each other or be independent. Two random variables X
and Y are independent when P (X = i, Y = j) = P (X = i)P (Y = j), and
dependent otherwise. Accordingly are two events A and B independent, when
P (A ∩ B) = P (A)P (B). If the event A is conditionally depending on event
. The term likeliness throughout this
B, the probability is P (A|B) = P P(A∩B)
(B)
work is the probability of a specific event to occur, depending on the probability distribution. The computation of the likeliness is often based on counting
the occurrences of specific values of random variables throughout an observed
experiment.
Probability theory can be used to describe the probabilistic behaviour of a
stochastic process. Markov chains further can be used to describe state changes
to model a stochastic process. A Markov chain, named after the mathematician Andrey Markov, is a stochastic model, which describes the sequence X
of random variables X0 , X1 , X2 , ... as state changes with probabilities. The
state space S can be any arbitrary type of data, like numbers, letters, or complex objects, as long as the state space is from a discrete, countable set of
elements. A Markov process is then a stochastic process, which satisfies the
Markov property: the knowledge of the previous state is all that is necessary
to determine the probability distribution of the current state. Markov chains
are hence memory-less, although the state change probabilities may vary over
time in case of time-inhomogeneous Markov chains. This so-called Markov
property is defined in formula 6.1.
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Figure 6.3: Simplified Markov Chain Example (two states)

P (Xn = in |Xn−1 = in−1 ) = P (Xn = in |X0 = i0 , X1 = i1 , ..., Xn−1 = in−1 )
(6.1)
The states and transitions from one state to another of a Markov chain
can be visually modelled as a finite state machine, where the nodes are states
and the edges are transitions. The probability of changing between states is
attached to the edges as a label or can be considered as a weight (cf. fig.
6.3a). The probabilities for each state can be printed as a row in a table, with
columns for each subsequent state. This table with probabilities per state is
called the transition matrix Pt of a Markov chain X at time t. The transition
matrix with element (i, j) is specified as (Pt )i,j = P(Xt+1 = j|Xt = i). The row
of this matrix is also known as probability vector, where the elements sum up
to 1. An extension of Markov chains allows to consider the historical evolution
of Markov chains, by adding a sequence of states to the transition matrix as
row index. With n considered historical steps, the Markov chain is of nth
order. Figure 6.3b visualises the transition matrix of the example represented
as a graph in Figure 6.3a.
Modeling a time series with the Markov chain model allows to use the properties of a Markov chain to describe the behaviour of the original stochastic
process. Properties to describe Markov chains and their behaviour are according to related work as follows [144, 102]: A state i has a period k if within
multiples of k steps the state is revisited. If k = 1, the state is aperiodic,
if k > 1 the state is periodic with period k. A Markov chain is aperiodic if
all states are aperiodic. Practically, periodicity describes the probability of
returning to states in a Markov chain. A Markov chain is irreducible if with
an arbitrary sequence of steps any state can be reached from any other state.
This means that no “isolated” states (or group of states) exist, which cannot
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be reached from states. A state i is absorbing if it is impossible to reach any
other state from this state i. This is the case if (P )i,i = 1. If an absorbing
state is eventually reached, the whole Markov chain is absorbing. A aperiodic
and positive recurrent Markov chain is ergodic. Practically, this means that
from a starting state i the expected number of steps to return to this state is
1/xi , with stationary distribution (x1 , x2 , ...xn ) for all states 1, 2, ..., n. Ergodic
Markov chains are stochastic processes with the “nicest” behaviour [144]. Finally, a transient state will never return to that state, while a recurrent state
will eventually be revisited.
While in Markov chains the states are known (e.g. by definition), the
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) allows to automatically detect required states
of the Markov chain. This is achieved by assuming that the actual states are
“hidden” and only the experienced measure of a state is available. In other
words, the states are not visible but only the output, which depends on the
state, are observable. HMMs are popular methods in machine learning to
model sequences [145], e.g. in reinforcement learning.

6.2.4

Machine Learning

Machine Learning (ML) as part of Artificial Intelligence (AI) provides algorithms and methods to train models from structured or unstructured data sets
like time series data, without explicit programming. The basic idea of machine
learning in general is to find patterns and to gain knowledge of a set of data,
by using computational resources. The expected outcome of machine learning
systems is manifold, e.g. to find relevant data in (unstructured) input, or to
predict future behaviour according to trained models out of historical observations. Three main categories exist to train a model in machine learning:
supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning. All types of training
have in common to define methods with a training or learning phase, where
predefined data is used to train a model. Popular models in machine learning
are Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) (which include Deep Learning), decision trees, support vector machines (SVM), and more. These models can then
be used to predict or classify data items. The training phase builds a data
model by following a trial and error approach [2], where the data model is
continuously updated from the given training data set. If the training data is
not complex enough or too complex, the trained model will be underfitted or
overfitted. Statistical algorithms are often utilised in machine learning during
the training phase or to validate the computed model. The following will introduce the two most popular training methods supervised and unsupervised
machine learning, with a set of popular models.
Supervised machine learning requires besides input data also the desired
output, called labels. Then for supervised machine learning the data set itself
has to be “labelled”. The learning then trains a model on how to predict
an output for given input values. Models used for supervised learning are
classification or regression algorithms. Artificial neural networks can also be
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Figure 6.4: Artificial Neural Network Example

trained with labelled data. A special case is semi-supervised learning approaches, where no complete set of labelled output is available. Models used
for supervised machine learning are artificial neural networks like Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP) and K-Nearest Neighbour Regression (KNN), Support Vector Machines (SVM), or decision trees like Random Forest (RF).
Unsupervised machine learning requires no labels for training a model, but
works only on the available input data. Example models are clustering or a
subset of artificial neural network algorithms. In cluster analysis the input
data is grouped by similarities to create subsets of the data, called clusters.
Clustering uses statistical and probabilistic approaches to define similarities
and to describe probability densities. Models used for unsupervised machine
learning are hierarchical clustering, k-means, anomaly detection methods like
Local Outlier Factor (LOF).
Since many machine learning approaches (both supervised and unsupervised) use artificial neural networks, this topic has to be reviewed in more
detail. Figure 6.4 visually represents the core concept: a layered network of
neurons, which are organised in an input layer, hidden layers and an output
layer. The number of hidden layers can vary, if multiple hidden layers exist
in the artificial neural network, it is referred to as Deep Learning [146]. Since
the flow is unidirectional from input to output, these networks are also named
feed-forward networks. The training phase of neural networks defines weights
at the edges between the nodes. The weights are adjusted while applying each
data set of the training data. The resulting network, including nodes and
weights, is then the resulting trained model.
Frequently used machine learning algorithms are according to reviewed related work [100, 2] Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), Bayesian Neural Network
(BNN), Radial Basis Functions (RBF), Generalized Regression Neural Networks (GRNN), K-Nearest Neighbour Regression (KNN), CART regression
trees (CART), Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Support Vector Regression (SVR), Gaussian Processes (GP), and Random Forest (RF).
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Discussion

The previous subsections show four approaches for profiling monitoring data.
While each of the approaches has its pros and cons and use case scenarios, this
section discusses their applicability for large-scale data centre profiling.
Signal processing is often used to transform analogue signals into a digital
signal. The transformations, besides wavelets, remove the original domain,
which may remove necessary information for a dynamic resource allocation
system. Yet, signal processing offers powerful methods to detect recurrent
patterns. The signal processing algorithms are well established and performance optimised. The Fast Fourier Transform for example is designed to have
low requirements with respect to computational resources. Still, since signal processing describes an input signal with spectral parts, these approaches
may not fit to all possibly occurring patterns in data centre monitoring, if a
utilisation value follows a step function, for example. Still, signal processing
provides approaches for detecting (long-term) seasonal patterns, or to remove
high frequencies as a low-pass filter to smooth a signal.
Resource modeling fits the simulation use cases, where data centres are built
virtually and resource utilisation is modelled and simulated. The problem
of the resource modeling approaches are their practical use in a real world
setup outside of simulation, like in large-scale data centres at runtime. Our
previous work hence analysed the applicability of a model-driven approach at
runtime [147]. This feature and performance evaluation shows a deficit for
the operator role, while model designers are clearly in the focus of the Eclipse
Modeling Framework (EMF) and the networking extension Connected Data
Objects (CDO). On developer and operator side, this technological tool stack
shows issues in scalability with respect to the latency of requests. The duration
for committing transactions behaved linearly with the number of elements.
For the scenario of a dynamic resource allocation for large-scale data centres,
resource modeling is hence not applicable with most recent tool stacks like
EMF and CDO.
Statistical & Probability Analysis offers with basic statistical methods powerful options to compress time series data. Building moving window averages,
detecting minimum or maximum values, or calculating histograms are features,
which are usually available in time series database systems. More advanced
statistical methods like PCA or ARIMA are well established in time series
analysis [19]. Yet, a general issue is the need for historical data e.g. to use
regression based methods. While the accuracy of such statistical analysis depends on the data quality, storing historical time series in high resolution leads
to scalability issues (cf. Chapter 5). Probability analysis is used in related work
to define transitions between states. Gao et al. describes a probability-based
solution to detect problems in large-scale distributed systems [104]. Similarly,
Khosravi et al. use probability matrices after smoothing historical data with an
FFT [90] with the motivation of short-term prediction. Using Markov chains
to analyse time series data is a concept used for decades. Raviv uses Markov
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chains for pattern recognition in character sequences [148]. Hidden Markov
models are used in related work to process continuous stream data in wearable
devices with low computation resources [107]. While other approaches like signal processing or statistical analysis loose the time dependency, the transition
based probability models respect the relative changes over time. Working with
probabilities further allows to append the model while processing input data
continuously, without the need of a full recalculation from historical data. Statistical and probability analysis hence offers methods and techniques, which
are useful for processing time series data. Markov chains can help to describe
state changes over time. Since the states from data centre monitoring are directly visible, the hidden Markov models are unnecessary but simple Markov
chains are sufficient.
Machine Learning finally is a topic of interest in related work for processing
time series data at present. While the basic concepts are available for a long period already, new methods, algorithms, and models are recently developed and
improved. According to “Hype Cycle for Data Science and Machine Learning,
2019”, Deep Neural Networks are at the peak, while Federated Machine Learning and other learning concepts are currently on the rise2 . Machine learning is
meant to be used for predictions or bucketing, for relatively self-contained data.
If too many external factors influence the data, machine learning might lead to
inaccurate results. The training phase requires a well-selected input data set,
with properly filtered and preprocessed training data. This means that usually
other approaches besides machine learning are first used to clean or smooth
the training data, to subsequently apply machine learning algorithms. Related
work started years ago with clustering and characterising time series data [93].
Current publications survey the applicability and accuracy of machine learning
approaches [100, 98, 95, 65, 97]. Some relate machine learning with statistical approaches. Yet, none of these survey papers compare the computation
complexity these models require to train a model from large input data sets.
To decide on which approach of the four presented ones, a deeper comparison of factors like accuracy and computation complexity is necessary.
Stepchenko et al. compare Markov chains with regression and artificial neural
networks [101]. The measured accuracy by calculating the error rates show
that Markov chains lead to less accurate models than with neural networks.
Yet, performance comparisons between machine learning approaches and statistical ones show that statistical approaches recently generally achieve more
accurate results with significantly less computation complexity than machine
learning [2]. Makridakis et al. review and discuss eight statistical methods and
ten machine learning methods. They calculated for one-step-ahead forecasts
and for multiple-horizon forecasts the computation complexity (CC) and the
error rates of the prediction as symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error
(sMAPE) and Mean Absolute Scaled Error (MASE). The computation com2

“Hype Cycle for Data Science and Machine Learning”, Source: Gartner (August 2019),
https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/3955984/hype-cycle-for-data-science-a
nd-machine-learning-2019
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Method

sMAPE

CC

MLP
BNN
RBF
GRNN
KNN
CART
SVR
GP
RNN
LSTM

8.39%
8.17%
9.57%
9.49%
11.49%
10.28%
8.88%
9.14%
9.48%
11.67%

83.49
47.44
146.11
388.73
12.01
8.89
9.79
29.39
23.18
48.66

Method

sMAPE

CC

Naive 2
SES
Holt
Damped
Comb
Theta
ARIMA
ETS

8.58%
7.25%
7.32%
7.19%
7.20%
7.23%
7.19%
7.12%

1.28
1.69
2.45
4.54
7.23
5.75
46.56
35.55

(b) Statistical Methods

(a) Machine Learning Methods

Table 6.2: Accuracy and Computation Complexity (CC) of Profiling Approaches (based on Makridakis et al. [2])

plexity is the relative value of computational time for the selected model to a
naive approach as reference value. The experiments use public accessible data
and split the data sets into training and test slices. Table 6.2 presents a summary of results from Makridakis et al. for one-step-ahead forecasting, showing
that machine learning algorithms require significantly more computation complexity while their accuracy is still outperformed by statistical methods. The
most accurate machine learning method according to their experiments is BNN
(sMAPE of 8.17%), with slightly higher computation complexity as the statistical ARIMA method (47.44 for BNN and 46.56 for ARIMA). Yet, ARIMA
still is more accurate with sMAPE of 7.12%.
To conclude the discussion about approaches for data centre profiling, a set
of relevant factors have to be outlined. The computation complexity, the accuracy of a resulting model or profile, and the need for and support of historical
or continuous data has to be considered. Relating the presented approaches to
the requirements towards profiles and profiler for building a distributed data
centre profiling (Sec. 6.1.2), the profiler has to be distributed and independent, work with dynamic allocation and changing entities to profile, has to
work with online streamed monitoring data, and finally has to have low computation complexity to guarantee a low resource requirement. Most machine
learning methods, statistical approaches, resource modeling, and signal processing require historical data. In the context of large-scale data centres, this
would require high storage capacities and high computation time. To establish
a distributed dynamic resource allocation the selection of the right profiling
approach is hence of importance, and may require to define a trade off between
accuracy and storage/computation complexity. Yet, generally, the statistical
and probability analysis offers together with signal processing comparably the
best options for the scenarios of this thesis.
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6.3

Designing a Distributed Profiler

The design decision for a distributed profiler in the context of a dynamic resource allocation, the profiler has to integrate into the environment presented
in Chapter 4 (Resource Allocation) and Chapter 5 (Data Centre Monitoring).
With respect to the distribution requirement from Section 6.1.2, the profiler
can use the concept for communication from the presented design for a distributed monitoring: each profiler instance shall subscribe to a message bus to
receive selected input data, and shall transmit generated profiles to the very
same message bus. The profiler instance can then run either distributed on
each physical node of a data centre, or at central (hierarchical) locations. Figure 6.5 shows the overall architecture of the profiler presented in the following.
The profiler architecture with the components event handler and profiling are
presented in more detail in Section 6.3.1, while the design of the resulting
profile is presented in Section 6.3.2.
The overall conceptual foundation of the profiler is the combination of
signal processing and, more importantly, statistical and probabilistic analysis
methods. Since the review section (cf. Sec. 6.2) concludes in the discussion
that these approaches are achieving accurate results with lowest computational
complexity, this selection seems a reliable choice to meet the profiler requirements from Section 6.1.2. The core of the profiling approach, as it will be more
discussed in the following, is based on probabilities and Markov chains.
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Profiler Architecture

The first important step of the profiler is to make sense out of the masses
of monitoring events coming from subscribed collectors on the message bus.
This task is part of the Event Handler component. After having subscribed
and identified relevant events and items of events, the event handler integrates
information from different transmitters and events in its local state, grouped
by sources of interest for the profiling itself. The grouped and organized data
is then handed over to a profiling instance. The event handler instantiates one
profiling instance for each identified source. Both components will be discussed
in more detail. After the profiling provides a profile, the profiler submits the
profile as an event to the message bus.
Event Handler
The event handler acts as a receiver in the message bus communication pattern
(cf. Sec. 5.4.2). As such a receiver, the event handler has to submit control
messages to notify monitoring collectors about the necessary monitoring data
to profile. For a dynamic resource allocation, the event handler requests e.g. all
virtual environments, namely the topics with prefix events.ves.* or events.veIDXYZ.*. The prefix to select the virtual environments depends on whether
the profiler runs centrally for all physical hosts (first prefix), or if multiple
distributed instances exist (second prefix). For a distributed setup, the event
handler listens on notifications about new virtual environments, and subscribes
to these directly via topic prefix events.ve-IDXYZ.* dynamically. Besides
selecting the source, the event handler has to select on collectors for metrics of
interest. The availability of collectors depends on the actual implementation,
and is hence specifically discussed for the DisResc implementation in Section
6.4. Conceptually, at least one and up to multiple collectors can be subscribed.
The event handler then has to combine the received information accordingly.
Finally, the update interval depends on the configuration of the profiler. Yet,
since the profiling has a buffer, the importance of the selected update interval
is negligible.
After having subscribed to requested types of events, the incoming events
have to be processed before the profiling can use these. Especially with events
from multiple collectors, and if collectors transmit multiple items per event.
As indicated in Figure 6.5 with the bullets and the arrows from event items
towards them, multiple events and items from events are combined together
to produce combined data items called profiler sources in the following. A
profiler source represents selected metrics grouped together to one entity for
the profiling. Each metric has a unique name, the current value, and a range
of fixed minimum and maximum value, to relate the current value relatively
to the possibly occurring range. This is particularly important if the resulting
profiles have to be comparable with each other in heterogeneous environments.
The event handler collects events from the message bus, until all metrics have
been updated, before the group for the source is forwarded to the profiling.
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The event handler with the subscriptions and combination of events further
decouples the profiling from the occurrence of events. This is important to
guarantee e.g. a fixed update frequency to the profiling, to establish a defensive
approach where the remote collectors not necessarily have to be trusted by the
profiler.
Profiling Overview
The profiling takes place for each source, identified by the event handler, e.g.
for each virtual environment in a virtualised data centre. The profiling consists
of three components Buffer, State Discretizer, and Transition Handler, which
sequentially process incoming time series data from the event handler (cf. fig.
6.5).
The buffer acts as an input queue for arriving time series data from the
stream, which is pre-processed by the event handler. The buffer introduces
another layer of decoupling, which allows the profiling to e.g. group multiple
incoming updates and build statistical representatives like averages if necessary (e.g. due to waiting for irregular updates from different metrics). The
size of the buffer B is configurable, to allow use case driven tuning of the first
step of the profiler. This configuration should be set with the update frequencies in mind, which depends on the event handler. When the buffer is full, it
computes output parameters, which are handed over to the state discretizer.
These output parameters are for each metric average, dynamic minimum and
maximum values in the buffer, standard deviation and the number of elements
in the buffer. The buffer further records the overall standard deviation and
the average per metric over the complete received data. With this long-term
information about the statistical behaviour, the buffer can be configured to
detect outliers and drop these values at the beginning of the profiling chain.
This mechanism can be used by setting the f ilterStddev configuration parameter to a threshold value. A standard deviation above this threshold is then
considered as an outlier, and the incoming value is skipped.
The state discretizer receives processed values from the buffer, and aligns
the utilisation values to states. This process takes place separately for each
metric, which is handed over as a group by the buffer. The number of states s =
|S| with states S is previously defined as a configuration parameter. Different
algorithms can be considered to define a state and to find the best matching
state for a utilisation value. In all options, the fixed minimum and maximum
values, identified and outlined by the event handler, are used as the range in
which the utilisation value is assumed. This range is then, in the simplest
case, sliced equally into states with equal distance to each other. Since the
event handler provides fixed minimum and maximum values for a metric over
time, the states are equivalent and lead to predictable results. The utilisation
value is then “discretised” to the next closest state value. The state discretizer
component hence reduces the utilisation value into a configurable state space.
Obviously, this step reduces complexity but also the accuracy of the utilisation
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value. The number of states s hence has to be chosen properly (cf. evaluation
in Chapter 7). More complex scenarios for state definition may consider multivalue states to increase the accuracy, yet with higher computation complexity.
The transition handler receives the discretised states for all metrics after
the buffer size exceeded. The transition handler then transforms the time
dimension into probabilistic measures of state changes. The transition handler therefore stores for each metric the last state and increases counters for
the transition to the new metric state. Such counters are available for each
considered metric separately. From the counters, relative values are calculated, to represent the state occurrences as Markov transition matrices. These
transition matrices are Markov chains with state space Sm for each metric
m ∈ M The transition handler by default has one continuous set of counters
for each metric, which records the state changes for the overall profiling time
period, but can be extended using profiling extensions. The last known state
can be a single previous state, or a sequence of states for building a history.
While having a single state corresponds to the definition of Markov chains, a
sequence of previous states is used to express more complex previous states
while still using Markov transition matrices. The default transition handler
manages the root transition matrix (RootTX) for the overall profiling time.
Besides RootTx, two extensions are designed in this thesis: i) periods, with
static hierarchically aligned time frames organised as decision trees, and ii)
phases, to automatically detect changes by using unlikely state occurrences.
With both extensions, external time frames can be defined for profiling with
periods, while with phases the profiling slices recurrent patterns automatically.
Both profiling extensions are discussed separately in more detail.
Before diving deeper into periods and phases, the general process discussed
so far is summed up. To give a simplified overview, the conceptual approach
for a single metric is depicted in Figure 6.6, including an exemplary processing.
After buffering, first the values are reduced to states (y-axis reduction), second
the time dimension is reduced to transitions (x-axis reduction). These steps
are designed to reduce the data complexity.
Profiling Extension: Periods
Periods are defined by a configuration parameter, to describe the dimensions
of a tree, where each node and leaf has separate independent Markov chains
for each metric. The size of the PeriodTree is defined by the configuration
parameter periodSizes. This parameter can contain a single integer to describe
a flat period tree root node and leaf nodes, or a list of integers for a tree to
describe a tree with multiple levels. Figure 6.7 depicts an example tree of
periodSize “2,3,6”, meaning that the first level has two nodes, and the second
level three nodes each. The last value defines the amount of discretised states
the leaf node handles before moving to the next leaf node. The nodes of the
tree are then traversed depth-first, while one leaf node and all the parent nodes
are updated continuously. This way, the deeper nodes are more fine-grained
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Figure 6.7: Period Tree Example

time frames, while the nodes towards the root node are more generalised over
time. If a node is revisited, the transition matrix is updated with the new
counter values. With these periods, a previously detected recurrent pattern
of the time series data can be modeled. Therefore, the event handler has to
pre-process, e.g. using signal processing approaches, to configure the profiling
component accordingly. The profiling stores the current position within the
period tree accordingly.
Profiling Extension: Phase Detection
Besides statically configured periods, phases allow a dynamic modeling of different patterns over time. Each phase contains transition matrices for each
metric. The profiling component updates the current phase and identifies after
a configurable initialisation the likeliness of the incoming values before applying them. If the likeliness is low, meaning, new incoming values over all metrics
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are very unlikely to occur with respect to the previously recorded transitions,
the current phase is assumed to be over. The number of states to consider for
calculating the likeliness value has to be configurable, to achieve configurable
phase detection accuracies. By controlling the likeliness threshold, and the
number of states in sequence allows for a fine-grained or coarse-grained phase
detection.
When a current phase is not matching any more, a better fitting phase of
the previously recorded phases is looked up to resume. If no existing phase with
greater likeliness than the current phase exists, a new empty phase is created.
The transitioning between phases is itself recorded in a phase transition matrix.
The profiler with phases enabled can hence detect different similar behaviour
patterns and identify the probabilities of upcoming phases using the phase
transition matrix.
Profiling Conclusion
To summarise and conclude the designed profiling the stream input from the
event handler is first buffered, then transformed to states, to then calculate
state transitions. This way, the raw input data is massively reduced on both
dimensions, the value dimension and also the time dimension. To still be able
to analyse and represent changing patterns over time, periods and phases are
introduced. Patterns like recurrent changes over time are detected either after
buffering, e.g. using signal processing methods on the buffered items and using
the periods, or at the other end after calculating the probabilistic transition
analysis using the phases. The profiling process has several parameters to control e.g. the accuracy of the resulting profile. These configuration parameters
and their purpose are listed in Table 6.3.

6.3.2

Profile Design

The profiling component describes a set of configuration parameters, the use
of transition matrices, the root transition matrix and the extensions periods
and phases. This information has to be present in the resulting profile, which
is the output of the profiling component. This subsection first describes how
the profile is organized, to then explain how the profiles can be used.
The profile is depicted in Figure 6.8 as a Unified Modeling Language (UML)
diagram. The Profile class in this context is the root element, which contains four fields. The name field helps to identify the model, e.g. the name
can contain a unique identifier of a profiled virtual environment. The second
field RootTx represents the overall root transition matrix, one for each metric. The RootTx is always present when profiling, while the two following
fields are optional extensions. The periods field of type PeriodTree holds
the tree presented in Figure 6.7. The tree might be empty when no period size
configuration is specified. The phases field of type Phases holds the phases
respectively. Similarly, the fields might be empty, when no phase likeliness
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Table 6.3: Profiling Configuration Parameters
Parameter
Buffer Size
Max. StdDev.
States
History
PeriodSize
Phase Likeliness
Phase History

Description
Input stream items to buffer before
state discretizer.
Threshold to ignore incoming item as
outliers, based on standard deviation.
Number of states the state discretizer
uses to slice the range of possible
values.
Number of historic state steps
considered in “from state”.
Period Tree dimensions and number
of discretised states.
The likeliness threshold to identify
when a phase is left.
Number of states to calculate the
likeliness of phases from.

is configured. The classes PeriodTree and Phases will be discussed in more
detail. The settings field contains information like the selected configuration
parameters of the profiling (cf. Table 6.3).
The PeriodTree class holds the root node of the period tree. All nodes
of this tree, including the root node, are of type PeriodTreeNode. Each
PeriodTreeNode has a field for the maximum number of children, a field containing a list of PeriodTreeNodes for each child, and a list of TxMatrix. The
list of TxMatrix items of the node contains one TxMatrix for each metric.
The TxMatrix finally contains information about the state transition changes,
and hence contains the actual information of interest. The overall transition
matrix of a profiled source is stored in the root node of the period tree. To
model the changes over fixed time frames, the relevant nodes of the period tree
can be selected. The finer grained the requirement, the deeper the lookup has
to go into the tree. For coarse-grained overview, nodes close to the root can
be selected.
The Phases class holds a TxMatrix field, which describes the transitions
between phases. The phases are then stored in the phases field. This field
has two dimensions, the first one for each phase, and the second one for each
metric of a single phase. This way, each phase has the information of state
transitions, separated by metrics, in a TxMatrix.
To understand the encoding of probabilities and state transitions, the
TxMatrix class has to be discussed in more detail. Each TxMatrix represents
one metric. The metric name is hence the first field of the class. Since the
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Figure 6.8: Profile UML Diagram

probabilities are relative values, the statistics field gives the basic statistical
information like minimum and maximum values. The number of states to slice
this range for potential values is part of the Settings, which is attached to
the profile directly. The basic statistics further contain the standard deviation,
the average and the total count of items recorded in the profiling for the given
TxMatrix. The TxStep and the StateHist classes finally state the transitions
of the TxMatrix. The StateHist is used to keep the from state. The length
of states depends on the History configuration parameter, which is also part
of the settings. The Transitions field of type map then links from a historic
from state to a TxStep. The TxStep then has probabilities between 0 and 100
for the TxState itself, and for every possible state. The NextStateProbs field
hence holds the probability for next states when the current state is as defined
by StateHist. The StepProb helps to identify which of the steps occur more
frequently than others. This information can be used e.g. as a starting point
when no previous state history is available.
The profile design describes the structure of a resulting profile from the
profiling process described before. Since the size of the period tree and the
number of phases identified by the profiling depend on configuration parameters and on the nature of the time series data, the overall size of the profile may
vary. The actual representation of the data can be implemented in arbitrary
variations.
Finally, the profile can then be used as follows. The probabilities for next
states can be used in combination with a random walk, to navigate through
the transition matrices. This means that a new stochastic process Y will be
calculated, based on random variables, which are random with weights according to the probabilities of a transition matrix. The random walk approach
can be used for periods, where the dimensionality of the period tree has to be
considered, as well as for phases. In the context of phases, a random walk has
to be established to select the phase transition, while for each phase a random
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walk navigates through the states according to the transitions for each metric.
Further, the profile can be analysed with respect to Markov chain characteristics. For example, characteristics like a transition matrix with an absorbing
behaviour, dominant recurrent states, and a periodic behaviour describes the
overall characteristic of the recorded original time series data. This information, in combination with random walks can be used by a dynamic resource
allocation component to estimate the utilisation of a profiled virtual environment.

6.4

DisResc Profiling

The previously designed distributed profiler (cf. Sec. 6.3) is prototypically implemented into the DisResc Library as DisResc Profiler3 . The implementation
is, as designed in Section 6.3, separated into an integration component and the
profiling component. The integration component contains the event handler
to subscribe and pre-process raw monitoring data, to forward this information
to the profiling component. The resulting profile of the profiling component is
then transmitted to the DisResc message bus. This integration component is
prototypically implemented in the DisResc Profiler. The profiling component
is implemented separately by the TSProfiler tool. The extraction of TSProfiler
allows a broader use of the profiling, also outside of the DisResc Library. The
implementation details of TSProfiler will be discussed in more detail. Afterwards, exemplary use of TSProfiler and the resulting profile will be given.

6.4.1

TSProfiler

TSProfiler4 is the implementation of the profiling component per source of
Figure 6.5. TSProfiler is part of the DisResc Profiler component. The TSProfiler is, like the DisResc implementation presented in Section 5.5, written in
the Go programming language. First the implementation is explained in the
following by giving a technical overview, then the usage and integration of the
TSProfiler are explained, and finally additional internal details are presented.
Technical Overview
Figure 6.9 provides a technical overview of the TSProfiler implementation.
The basic concepts from the profiler design presented in Figure 6.5 are used
and practically extended. The technical overview defines a set of logical modules, which contain processing groups. Each processing group has one or more
processing steps. The overview further shows, which internal data items are
exchanged between, and which configuration elements are consumed by processing steps.
3
4

DisResc Profiler, https://github.com/disresc/profiler
TSProfiler, https://github.com/cha87de/tsprofiler
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Figure 6.9: Schematic Visualisation of TSProfiler

The technical overview consists of an API layer (left side) for the TSProfiler, which has the API data elements TSData for input and TSProfile for
output data. This logical module is the primary integration component of the
TSProfiler and is used exemplary in the usage & integration section below. The
internal logical modules are Buffer, (State) Discretizer, Counter, Period,
and Phases. While the buffer and (state) discretizer modules represent components of the distributed profiling architecture of Figure 6.5, the counter,
period, and phases together implement the transition handler component.
The buffer module receives input time series data from type TSInput. This
TSInput contains values for each metric, which is first buffered by the metric
buffer. If the buffer is full, the collected TSInput items are forwarded as TSBuffer array, which one TSBuffer for each metric, to the next module, the state
discretizer. The buffer module filters TSInput items according to long-term
standard deviation and average and the FilderStddev configuration element.
The forwarding to the state discretizer depends on the BufferSize configuration
element.
The discretizer’s main task is to compute from the TSBuffer items a state
for each metric. In addition the basic statistics are computed for the overall
buffer and the long-term values are updated. The output of the state definition
and the statistics is then, separated for each metric, exported as a TSState
array. This TSState array is then further processed by the transition handler
module. The discretizer module considers the fixBound configuration, and the
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number of states configuration. FixBound is a boolean value, which describes
whether the minimum and maximum value for the value range is determined
automatically from the basic statistics, or if the fixed bound from TSInput is
used.
The transition handler module handles the discretised states by increasing
the overall counter. This counter leads to the root transition matrix. Further,
the transition handler dispatches the incoming TSState arrays to the profiling
extensions. The two previously designed extensions periods and phases are
instantiated and called for each input from the state discretizer. While the
overall counter uses one instance of the counter module, each of the extensions uses more counter module instances internally. These counters hence
record state transitions, for three different scenarios: one counter for the overall recorded dimension, the period tree has a counter for each node, the phases
handler to count the phase changes and each phase has a counter each. The
outgoing data, namely the transition matrices, is queried from the API module, by triggering the collection of transitions. This processing step starts the
computation of probabilities for each of the counters. The transition matrices
are then collected by the transition handler from all three possible scenarios.
The period module then handles the decision tree by instantiating and
walking through the tree. The TSState array with states and statistics for
each metric is applied to different counters on the current path through the
tree, from top to bottom. The period module defines one processing groups,
for handling incoming TSState arrays from the discretizer, which also exports
outgoing data to build the resulting TSProfile. The incoming TSState is forwarded to each of the current counters. All affected nodes in the period tree are
updated. The period tree is defined by the PeriodSize configuration element.
The phases module first detects based on the current incoming TSState
data the current phase. A phase history may be considered, where the new
incoming state is attached to this history and the likeliness of the historic
chain is calculated. When the counter for the detected phase is identified, the
TSState is forwarded accordingly to this counter. The phase transition, even
if the phase hasn’t changed, is recorded in its own counter instance. The new
TSState instance for this phase transition is created, where the from and to
states are the previous and current phase.
The counter module defines the counters used by the period and the phases
modules. The counter module is a core component of the TSProfiler, since
the transitions are recorded and probabilities are computed in each counter
instance. Besides increasing the counter values, the basic statistics are continuously updated in the counters. The counter module has, similarly to the
period module, two processing groups. One group handles incoming TSState
arrays, and basically increases the counter values for each metric, and updates
the statistics. The second group then computes probabilities from the absolute
counter values, and hence calculates relative values instead of absolute ones.
The resulting TxMatrix arrays contain the probabilistic values for each metric,
and can hence be seen as a Markov transition matrix.
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I
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Put(data models.TSInput)
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GetCurrentPhase() int
GetCurrentPeriodPath() []int
Terminate()

Figure 6.10: TSProfiler API

TSProfiler API
To use the TSProfiler, an API for the Go programming language exists. The
UML representation of the TSProfiler API is depicted in Figure 6.10. The
three main methods are Put, Get, and Terminate. Other Get* methods allow
to query the current internals of the profiling: the current statistics, the last
state, the current phase, and the current position path in the period tree. The
Put method allows to transmit new incoming stream data to the profiler. The
input data has to be of type TSInput, which is a wrapper of a multivariate set of
values. This Put method can be called without any time restrictions. Since the
buffer size is relative to the amount of given TSInput elements, the frequency
of Put calls influences directly the internal processing steps of the TSProfiler
instance. Further, all known metrics, which are requested to be profiled, have
to be present in every single TSInput element. These two requirements hence
require a stable, synchronised environment from which the TSProfiler instance
is used. These tasks are for example part of the DiscResc Profiler component.
The Get method queries the TSProfiler instance to compute the probability
matrices and returns the most recent TSProfile. This method allows to actively
query e.g. in a periodic, recurrent manner, while a push-based output of the
profile can be specified when instantiating a new TSProfiler instance. The
GetCurrentStats method returns the most recent basic statistics from the
current state. This method can help to identify e.g. outliers before submitting
values to the TSProfiler. The GetCurrentState method returns the last seen
state in the profiling, for each metric separately. This method, as well as the
other two, the GetCurrentPhase and the GetCurrentPeriodPath methods,
are mostly used for output generation of the profiler. The Terminate method
finally closes the processing cycles of the TSProfiler instance.
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Listing 6.1 shows an example code fragment, of how to generate a new
TSProfiler instance. The configuration parameters defined in Table 6.3 are
defined as settings. Additionally, an output frequency and a callback method
can be specified. When specified, this callback is then periodically called to
provide push-based the most recent version of the profile (lines 14-16). The
previously described Get method can additionally be called to retrieve the
profile independently of the output frequency (line 19).
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

p r o f i l e r := p r o f i l e r . N e w P r o f i l e r ( models . S e t t i n g s {
Name :
” p r o f i l e r −hostX ” ,
BufferSize :
10 ,
States :
4,
FilterStdDevs : 4 ,
History :
1,
FixBound :
false ,
PeriodSize :
[ ] int {60 ,720 ,1440} ,
// . . . more s e t t i n g s , e . g . p h a s e s
OutputFreq :
time . Duration ( 2 0 ) ∗ time . Second ,
OutputCallback : p r o f i l e O u t p u t ,
})

13
14
15
16

f u n c p r o f i l e O u t p u t ( data models . T S P r o f i l e ) {
// h a n d l e p r o f i l e r output v i a OutputFreq
}

17
18
19

// g e t p r o f i l e i n d e p e n d e n t l y o f OutputFreq
p r o f i l e := p r o f i l e r . Get ( )

Listing 6.1: TSProfiler API
After a TSProfiler instance is created, the Put method has to be used to
submit time series input data. Listing 6.2 shows how to provide new metrics
to a TSProfiler instance. For each metric, the required fields are the metric
name, the actual value, and min/max values. These min/max values will be
used by the profiler, whenever the FixBound is set to true.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

m e t r i c s := make ( [ ] models . TSInputMetric , 0 )
m e t r i c s = append ( m e t r i c s , models . TSInputMetric {
Name : ”CPU−U t i l ” ,
Value : f l o a t 6 4 ( u t i l V a l u e ) ,
FixedMin : o p t i o n s . FixedMin ,
FixedMax : o p t i o n s . FixedMax ,
})
t s i n p u t := models . TSInput {
Metrics : metrics ,
}
p r o f i l e r . Put ( t s i n p u t )

Listing 6.2: TSProfiler Input API
Tools & Integration
The TSProfiler is integrated in the DisResc Profiler, using the TSProfiler API.
Besides that, the TSProfiler provides two tools directly, to use the profiling
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Figure 6.11: TSProfiler Example (HPC Workload, CPU Metric)

without the DisResc monitoring: csv2tsprofile for profiling files, and tspredictor to use profiles for predictions. Both tools are used in the evaluation
Chapter 7, to analyse the profiler’s accuracy.
The csv2tsprofile tool encapsulates the TSProfiler and wraps a file reader
and command-line argument handler around the profiling. The tool can be
used to read time series data from CSV files, and produce output files for
profiler results: the TSProfile and the latest states and positions (the history)
for the phase detection and period handling are exported as JSON serialised
files, the discretised states, period paths, and detected phases are optionally
exported as log files.
The tspredictor reads the profile and the history as JSON files and predicts using one of the three modes rootTx, phases or periods. In the simulation
task, the upcoming n utilisation values are computed. The predictor uses in
this case the TSProfile’s probabilities from the transition matrices, selects the
starting point from the history file, and starts a weighted random walk using
random variables and the profile’s probabilities. Besides the simulation, the
likeliness task computes the likeliness of a next utilisation, based on the
starting point and a profile.

6.4.2

Usage & Integration Examples

A detailed analysis of the applicability of the presented profiler is part of the
evaluation Chapter (ch. 7). Yet, to demonstrate the use of the designed profiler
and the implementation TSProfiler, Figure 6.11 shows an example workload,
where the raw monitoring data represents the CPU utilisation of an HPC
job. The TSProfiler first transforms the value space [0, 100] into four equally
sized states, and assigns the utilisation values to states. From there, the state
transitions are counted. The presented heat map represents the overall root
transition matrix. From this course grained transition matrix, the tension of
the utilisation behaviour is visible: the utilisation is rather low (upper left
corner of the heat map), but if the utilisation increases, it reaches the highest
level of utilisation with high probability. If the utilisation is in the highest
state, it is very likely to stay at this utilisation value.
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Table 6.4: State Likeliness Example (Initial State: 0)
State

1 step

2 steps

4 steps

8 steps

16 steps

0
1
2
3

95%
3%
0%
3%

90%
6%
0%
6%

82%
10%
0%
12%

70%
14%
0%
22%

53%
14%
0%
35%

From the profile, further information can be generated, e.g. as part of a
resource allocation component. The tspredictor’s likeliness task allows to
compute how likely each next utilisation state occurs, after a dynamic number
of steps into the future. Using the transition matrix from the example workload in Figure 6.11, the likeliness for each state, starting at state 0, with an
increasing number of steps through the transition matrix are depicted in Table 6.4. The relevant information, which could be used for resource allocation
system, is the tension of increasing probability towards the highest utilisation
state: while jumping from 0 to 3 in one step is only 3%, after 16 steps it is
35% likely to reach state 3 from the initial state 0. The simplified algorithm
is stated in listing 6.3 and shows the recursive calculation for each step, for
walking through the probabilistic state changes. The conceptual theoretical
work is based on Brémaud [102].
1

2

f u n c ( pred ∗ P r e d i c t o r ) L i k e l i n e s s ( c u r r S t a t e i n t , s t e p s i n t ) [ ] i n t
{
output := make ( [ ] i n t , pred . p r o f i l e . S e t t i n g s . S t a t e s )

3
4

5
6
7
8

// g e t c u r r e n t t r a n s i t i o n m a t r i c e s , depending on mode ( r o o t t x ,
period , phases )
t x M a t r i c e s := pred . g e t T x M a t r i c e s ( )
t r a n s i t i o n s := t x M a t r i c e s . T r a n s i t i o n s
// s e l e c t c u r r e n t s t a t e i n t r a n s i t i o n s
t x S t e p := t r a n s i t i o n s [ c u r r S t a t e ]

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

i f steps > 1 {
// go t o next s t e p
f o r n e x t S t a t e , n e x t S t a t e P r o b := r a n g e t x S t e p . Next Stat ePr obs {
i f n e x t S t a t e P r o b <= 0 {
// i g n o r e i f u n l i k e l y
continue
}
// go towards t h i s next s t e p
nextStepProbs ,
:= pred . L i k e l i n e s s ( n e x t S t a t e , s t e p s −1)

19
20
21
22
23
24

// merge s t a t e p r o b a b i l i t i e s
f o r x := r a n g e output {
nextStepProb := f l o a t 6 4 ( n e x t S t e p P r o b s [ x ] ) / f l o a t 6 4 ( 1 0 0 )
t h i s S t e p P r o b := f l o a t 6 4 ( n e x t S t a t e P r o b ) / f l o a t 6 4 ( 1 0 0 )
prob := nextStepProb ∗ t h i s S t e p P r o b
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output [ x ] += i n t ( math . Round ( prob ∗ f l o a t 6 4 ( 1 0 0 ) ) )

25

}

26

}
} else {
// no more s t e p s , r e t u r n n e x t S t a t e P r o b s
output = t x S t e p . N extS tate Prob s
}
r e t u r n output

27
28
29
30
31
32
33

}

Listing 6.3: tspredictor likeliness (simplified)
For the use of the profiles for a resource allocation, profiles from multiple
virtual environments have to be combined, to analyse if their co-location on a
physical resource would be likely to lead to resource interferences or not. This
algorithm uses the likeliness task implementation but considers more than one
profile when summing up the probabilities for each state.

6.5

Conclusion

The data centre profiling in the context of distributed dynamic resource allocation in this thesis has the two main concerns, to compress the raw monitoring
data to achieve scalability, while the expressiveness of the monitoring data
has to be increased. Since monitoring data in the context of virtualised data
centres are mostly time series data, the data centre profiling is closely related
but not limited to time series analysis. The main motivation for time series
analysis in related work is to describe the time series as a representative model,
for forecasting or to detect exceptional events. Popular approaches and challenges are to build transfer functions, especially with multivariate time series
data, to establish a control loop, like the MAPE loop introduced in Chapter 1. The general and in addition the specific requirements for the focus of
this work are two-fold, separated for the profiler and for the resulting profile.
The distributed approach, in combination with online stream processing for
dynamic resource allocation is especially with low resource requirements the
challenge to design and implement a data centre profiling. The profile itself
has to be lightweight, expressive, and accurately enough, while considering
heterogeneous environments.
To select the coarse-grained profiling approaches, the four topics signal
processing, resource modeling, statistical & probability analysis, and machine
learning have been reviewed and discussed. The discussion leads to the decision to focus on statistical and probabilistic approaches, since related work
discusses the low resource footprint with high accuracies in profiling and predictions. The designed distributed profiler integrates by design with the designed
data centre monitoring concept, presented in Chapter 5. The profiler architecture consists of an event handler and the profiling component. The overall
contribution is a Markov chain based profiling, which reduces both dimensions,
time and value space, of multivariate, continuous time series stream data. Two
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profiling extensions are presented, the periods and the phase detection. While
periods need external information, e.g. from pre-processing steps (e.g. signal
processing), the phase detection allows automatic pattern change detection.
The implementation “DisResc Profiler” integrates the extracted implementation TSProfiler. The two implemented tools csv2tsprofile and tspredictor
provide the core functionalities to work with time series and profile files.
In the context of dynamic resource allocation in large-scale data centres,
the information represented in the resulting profiles can be used e.g. by tools
like tspredictor to understand the likeliness of full utilisation. With the simulation based on random walks through the probability transition matrices, the
likeliness of full utilisation for each metric can be calculated. This information
is considered as one of the necessary extracted knowledge data from the raw
monitoring stream.
While the monitoring and profiling presented in Chapter 5 and in the current Chapter 6 are considered in more detail, the integration of the designed
profiling approach into a data centre resource allocation is out of scope. The
proof of concept implementation shows that the selected concepts work in principal and can be used for the overall scenario and focus of this thesis. Yet,
besides the usability and expressiveness of the presented data centre profiling,
the accuracy of the produced models has to match a requested threshold. With
the presented data centre profiling, the two required processing tasks “Monitor” and “Profile” of Figure 4.5 are conceptually designed and prototypically
implemented.
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Chapter 7
Evaluation
7.1

Introduction

The introduction Chapter 1 declares the problem statement and derives research questions. The presented solution of a Distributed Dynamic Resource
Allocation with the two core components Distributed Monitoring and Distributed Profiling. To cross-check the presented solution of chapters 4, 5, and
6, an evaluation is necessary. While the problem statement will be discussed
later in Chapter 8, this chapter will evaluate the research questions:
RQ 1 How to efficiently monitor virtualised large-scale data centres?
The first research question addresses the monitoring part, which is the
focus of Chapter 5. The research questions RQ 1.1, RQ 1.2, and RQ
1.3 further narrow down this field: RQ 1.1 addresses the applicability of
existing tools to deliver the necessary black box monitoring. A detailed
review of existing monitoring solutions is presented in Section 5.3. From
this review, the discussion shows a need for the presented DisResc Monitoring, including the kvmtop collector. The research question RQ 1.1
is hence answered by Chapter 5. RQ 1.2 questions the accuracy of the
black box monitoring approach. While Section 5.5.2 defines the collected
metrics per host and virtual environment, this feature has to be evaluated. Similarly, RQ 1.3 with focus on monitoring resource interferences
is addressed by the presented monitoring approach. Yet, both the accuracy of the black box monitoring approach as well as detecting resource
interferences as described in Chapter 5 needs an evaluation in practice.
RQ 2 How to provide profiles for dynamic resource allocation?
The second research question is focus of Chapter 6 and addresses the
profiling part. The first research question RQ 2.1 is answered by the
review of profiling options and state of the art, presented in Section 6.2.
It discusses a set of categories, which can be used, to derive a profiling
approach. Research question RQ 2.2 then asks for the expressiveness and
accuracy of the selected profiling. While the expressiveness is part of the
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Table 7.1: Research Questions and Evaluation Actions

RQ 1.1
RQ 1.2
RQ 1.3
RQ 2.1
RQ 2.2
RQ 2.3

Research Question
Virtual black box monitoring - do
tools deliver?
How accurate is the black box
monitoring?
Can resource interferences be
detected?
Options to express time series
utilisation values?
How expressive & accurate is the
profiling?
Resource scheduling possible from
profiles?

Status
Review (Sec. 5.3)
Evaluation required
Evaluation required
Review (Sec. 6.2)
Evaluation required
By design (Sec. 6.3)

design for a data centre profiling, the accuracy needs to be measured in
a separate evaluation. Related to the expressiveness is RQ 2.3, which
questions if a dynamic resource allocation component can derive schedule
decisions from the profiles. Since this is considered in the design of the
data centre profiling in Section 6.3, this research question is considered
as answered.
Table 7.1 summarises the status of the research questions. This table further derives the need for three further evaluations. This chapter is structured
as follows. The evaluation actions are first defined. The evaluation is then divided into design and result sections. The evaluation design (Sec. 7.2) states
how each evaluation action is set up, including infrastructure, workloads, and
additional requirements. The results of the evaluation runs are then presented
separately (Sec. 7.3).

7.1.1

Evaluation Actions

To sum up the necessary evaluation actions, the need to evaluate kvmtop
is i) to identify that measurements inside virtual environments are the same
as outside, and ii) to detect bottlenecks in resource utilisation. Further, the
need is to evaluate TSProfiler to identify the accuracy that is achieved by
this profiling approach. Further requirements, that need to be proofed are
that the profile is stable across various runs and on different hardware. This
requirement towards predictability has been assumed so far, but needs to be
analysed. The quality of prediction has to be measured. Therefore a typical
Cloud workload with changing demands over time (like day/night or weekdays)
can be considered. Hence, a set of four evaluation actions (EAs) can be derived:
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EA-1: Analyse Predictability The stability of the profiling is only guaranteed when the resource utilisation from workloads is predictable. As
motivated in Chapter 1, the noisy neighbour can be caused by a resource
intensive job, which runs in a shared, multi-tenant data centre. In order to avoid resource interferences, the evaluation action EA-1 analyses
the predictability of such types of applications. The claim in Section
2.2.3 about execution behaviour and resource demand is evaluated in
this action. The results hence base the foundation for a dynamic resource allocation system in general.
EA-2: Accuracy of Black Box Monitoring Monitoring of virtual environments as black boxes from outside is according to the review in Section
5.3 a conceptually and technologically different approach than usually
applied in virtualised data centres. The accuracy has to be guaranteed,
to allow for reasonable and accurate decisions of a dynamic resource allocation system. The evaluation action EA-2 hence has to evaluate the
differences when monitoring virtual environments as accessible, intrusive white box entities, compared to the selected non-intrusive back box
approach. The results of EA-2 answer research question RQ 1.2.
EA-3: Resource Interference Detection While the noisy neighbour is experienced as shown in Figure 1.1, this evaluation action determines how
accurately such resource interferences can be detected with the black box
monitoring approach. The metrics, introduced for monitoring resource
overbooking, have to be evaluated. The evaluation action EA-3 is closely
related to research question RQ 1.3.
EA-4: Profile Expressiveness and Accuracy The designed data centre
profiling approach has to be evaluated according to expressiveness and
accuracy of the resulting profile. This means that generated profiles can
be used to express and predict utilisation metrics. A popular measure is
to calculate prediction errors, while a higher rate means lower accuracy
and hence bad expressiveness of the profile. Research question RQ 2.2 is
answered by the results of evaluation action EA-4.

7.2

Evaluation Design

The evaluation actions defined in Sec. 7.1.1 are designed in more detail in the
following. The focus in this evaluation design section is on tools and use case
selection, to describe how each of the evaluation actions is executed to derive
the evaluation results.

7.2.1

EA-1: Analyse Predictability

To analyse the predictability of workloads, first the type of application has to
be selected. Depending on the type of data centre (e.g. HPC, Cloud, etc.),
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the predictability may vary. For long-running services with direct user interactions, the predictability depends on the user behaviour. For independently
running applications like batch jobs, the predictability depends on the specified computations. The conceptual relation between execution environment
and resource demand is defined in Section 2.2. As motivated before, the understanding of resource-intensive applications is a necessary requirement to avoid
resource interferences in a dynamic resource allocation system.
To analyse the predictability of applications, the evaluation design of EA-1
selects an HPC application, to avoid external user communication at runtime.
The HPC application is resource intensive with respect to different resource
types, including CPU utilisation and disk operations. The evaluation action
shall encounter various influence factors, like computation parameters and environment parameters (cf. Fig. 2.5). To understand the impact of computation and environment parameters on the execution behaviour (cf. Figure
2.6), the computation parameters with environment parameters have to first
be analysed with different combinations. This means that one run varies the
environment parameters with static computation parameters, and another run
vice versa.
The selected HPC application Molpro [149] computes simulations in the
field of structural mechanics and quantum chemistry (QC). Within Molpro,
a set of methods is implemented, which can be textually selected as computation parameters. Two well-established methods are DFT and LCCSD:
Density Functional Theory (DFT) implements algorithms which demand for
high CPU speed and memory bandwidth, while Local Conventional CoupledCluster (LCCSD) [150] require high disk I/O speed. DFT runs within several
minutes, while LCCSD computations run from hours to days. In the context
of this evaluation action, both methods run as single node computations, without any network communication. With this limitation, the two core resource
types CPU and disk can be evaluated for predictability. The selected LCCSD
computations to evaluate the predictability in the following are designed to
run in an acceptable time frame (less than ten hours) in order to run enough
repetitions for statistical significance. To analyse the predictability with different problem sizes, multiple computation parameters are selected. Dealing
with chemical simulations, the number of atoms is used in the design of EA1 to increase from few atoms up to three times more atoms as computation
parameter. The selected method in these evaluation runs is LCCSD.
The evaluation action runs on a set of different hardware setups. One
infrastructure uses an isolated OpenStack server node: This physical server
has a dual socket Intel Xeon CPU E5-2670 with 2.60 GHz frequency, and in
total 128 GB of DDR3 memory. For storage, the physical server has two HDDs
in RAID1 with 1 TB capacity and 7200 rpm. The virtual machine on top of
a KVM hypervisor on this physical server has four virtual CPU cores, 17 GB
memory and a 300 GB qcow2 file as virtual disk. The local virtual machine
storage is comparably the fastest storage solution [151]. The VMs on top of a
KVM hypervisor have 4 CPU cores and different memory sizes. In addition,
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separate dedicated physical hardware servers with two different CPUs (Intel i5
with 3.2 GHz and Intel e5 with 2.6 GHz) are used. Further, different storage
technologies are used (HDDs and SSDs). The amount of DDR3 memory varies
as well, from 16 GB and 32 GB.
Evaluation action EA-1 consists of three tasks, first to analyse the general
predictability, leading to i) Constant Resource Utilisation evaluation. Secondly, changing computation parameters with static environment parameters
are analysed, to understand the ii) Impact of Computation Parameters. Lastly,
static computation parameters with different hardware is analysed, to understand the iii) Impact of Environment Parameters. For the first task i), the
virtualised OpenStack setup is used, since the recreation of the whole virtual
infrastructure can technically be cleaned and recreated for each of the repetitions. The main focus of this task is to increase the number of repetitions,
rather than changing parameters. The second task ii) changes the input parameters for the computation, to evaluate the relation between computation
complexity and execution behaviour. Therefore the number of molecules is increased in a set of five computations. The execution environment for this task
is of secondary importance, but has to be static. The infrastructure from task
i) can be used, namely the OpenStack cluster with an isolated physical node to
host a virtual machine for the test runs. The parameters selection for task iii)
considers different CPU frequencies, amount of memory and also storage technologies. The runs hence use two different dedicated physical servers for the
different CPU types (Intel i5 and Intel e5) with two different frequencies, while
two separate isolated physical nodes within the OpenStack cluster are used for
providing SSD and HDD storage. The changing amount of memory is using
different virtual machine sizes. Since the runs take place on virtualised and on
bare metal execution environments, the results are not all fully comparable.
On the other hand, the overhead of the virtualisation as runtime technology is
measured implicitly. The evaluation action EA-1 with the designed tasks and
parameter selection is the main focus of previously published work [7].

7.2.2

EA-2: Accuracy of Black Box Monitoring

To evaluate the accuracy of the presented black box monitoring approach, artificial workload within a virtual environment is produced and the resulting
utilisation values are measured inside and outside of the virtual environment.
The technical setup of the EA-2 design is depicted in Figure 7.1. The kvmtop
collector for virtual machines runs on an isolated physical server node, and
sends periodically every ten seconds monitoring data through a logstash instance to an InfluxDB database. The physical server hosts one virtual machine
only, to avoid any noise during the evaluation. Inside this virtual machine, a
Telegraf instance monitors the insides of the virtual machine, and sends periodically with the same frequency monitoring data to the same InfluxDB instance,
but stores the values to a second database. An analyser component then reads
the monitoring data from both database systems and compares the values with
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Figure 7.1: Black Box Monitoring Evaluation - Setup Overview
each other. The use of the monitoring system inside the virtual machine is a
typical TICK stack on purpose, to use a well established and popular tool set
as a reference for evaluating the black box approach and kvmtop.
The produced artificial workload inside the virtual machine in the designed
evaluation action addresses the three resource types CPU, storage, and network. In early development stages of the evaluation, the monitoring data are
further compared with the recordings of the workload generation tool. The
artificial workload tool is packaged as Docker image and contains the following four scenarios: i) a full CPU stress considering the number of cores, ii) a
random CPU utilisation with changes every 10 seconds (based on the number
of cores, with use of tools like stress and cpulimit, combined in a bash script
with time-outs), iii) disk reads / disk writes using the dd command with the
direct flag set to avoid file systems and caches, and finally iv) network reads
by using a speed test from the regional BelWü network provider of universities
in the state of Baden-Württemberg.
For reproducibility of the whole evaluation action, the setup uses a declarative description and packaging process to archive and deploy the whole setup.
The technological stack therefore defines Terraform modules to deploy to a
Libvirt-enabled hypervisor or to an OpenStack cluster. Kvmtop, Telegraf, InfluxDB, and the artificial workload are dockerised containers, and deployed via
docker-compose. With this in mind, the evaluation action EA-2 can be cleared
and rerun for enough repetitions, to derive statistically correct results.
The analyser finally reads the raw monitoring data from Telegraf and
kvmtop, do calculate the differences. The difference is simply defined as
f (x) = abs(goutside (x) − ginside (x)) with g being the recorded time series measures from Telegraf (ginside ) and kvmtop (goutside ). This simplification assumes
that the collectors are sending in the same periodic intervals, and are ideally
synchronised to avoid time shifts in monitoring inside and outside.

7.2.3

EA-3: Resource Interference Detection

Since kvmtop measurements are required to evaluate the resource interference
detection, a similar setup to the one presented in EA-2 in Figure 7.1 is designed
for EA-3. The Telegraf agent inside the virtual machine is removed, while the
other components like kvmtop, the artificial workload, logstash, and InfluxDB
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remain. The analyser is extended, to handle the metrics responsible to express
resource interferences. The physical node still has to be isolated, yet with a
set of virtual machines hosted on top of the node. The design of EA-3 has to
overload the physical resources on purpose, why more virtual resources have
to be allocated on this node than physically are available.
The evaluation setup is, like EA-2, declaratively described, and allows to
dynamically add and remove virtual machines. This allows to evaluate the
resource interference detection with different overbooking scenarios. The metrics of interest in this evaluation action are the CPU and the disk operations,
since these both appear as the most relevant resource types to lead to the noisy
neighbour introduced in fig. 1.1 in the introduction Chapter 1. Networking,
memory bandwidth or memory capacity overbooking require additional complexity to be evaluated. Memory capacity is only overbooked with enabled
swapping, to avoid random kills of processes when running out of memory.
Since swapping usually takes place on disks, the disk operation evaluation can
be applied. Memory bandwidth is not part of kvmtop metrics, since this information is hard to monitor from operating system level upwards. Networking
finally requires the consideration of the whole topology, including other network devices and their capacities. Understanding network overbooking and
controlling fair shares to avoid resource interferences is hence part of previous
work [31] and not considered in EA-3.
To evaluate the resource interference for the resources CPU and disk, the
metrics cpu steal, cpu total, disk ioutil, and disk device queuesize are
analysed while applying artificial load in an overbooked scenario. This evaluation action is successful when the artificial overload situation can be detected
by analysing these kvmtop metrics.

7.2.4

EA-4: Profile Expressiveness and Accuracy

For an independent evaluation of the expressiveness and accuracy of the designed and implemented data centre profiling, an isolated setup with TSProfiler
and previously recorded monitoring data is designed in the following. EA-4
evaluates the impact of different profiling parameters and how their values
match for different use cases. The result of EA-4 is hence an accuracy metric
(e.g. error rate), but also a measure to describe the computation complexity. For accuracy, the prediction error is used, for computation complexity
the overall runtime duration is used. A fixed environment for running all the
evaluation tasks is therefore used to guarantee comparable results. Therefore,
an isolated desktop PC is used throughout all evaluation tasks in EA-4.
Example Workload Traces
Two traces from previously recorded workloads are considered as use cases:
the HPC job with Molpro from EA-1 called “HPC workload” with multivariate metrics in the following, and the network traffic of the University of
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Figure 7.2: Traces for Profiling Evaluation
Ulm to/from the public internet with the univariate metric “total bandwidth
throughput”. Since this network traffic is mostly initiated by end users, this
means requests to (Cloud-based) data centre services. The traffic of this second
workload is hence labelled “Cloud workload” in the following. Both workload
traces are visualised in Figure 7.2: the HPC workload consists of changing utilisation patterns over ten hours, while the Cloud workload shows a recurrent
waveform over 23 days. The HPC workload is studied in more detail in EA-1,
while the Cloud workload is used in the examples in Section 6.2 about reviewing profiling approaches. The HPC workload trace contains approx. 2400
data points for each metric CPU utilisation, disk reads and disk writes. The
sampling rate is 15 seconds over the ten hour time frame. The Cloud workload
contains approx. 3020 data points for one metric (overall network traffic).
Over the 23 days, one data point every ten minutes is available. The two
workloads are selected on purpose, since their nature is very contrasting, and
both together reflect the motivation presented initially in Chapter 1. While
the HPC workload appears as a step function with clear and abrupt changes,
the Cloud workload has clear and smooth sinus wave shape, according to a
day/night and weekday pattern.
The utilisation values in all use cases and for all available metrics are preprocessed, before being used in the evaluation action. The most important
pre-processing step is the definition of minimum and maximum values, to then
transform the utilisation values into relative percentage values accordingly.
Further pre-processing steps could be to remove unexpected outliers, if necessary. Since the used workload traces are sampled over 15 seconds for the HPC
and ten minutes for the Cloud workload, no unexpected outliers are detected.

Setup Overview
The EA-4 evaluation action uses the tools provided by TSProfiler (csv2tsprofile
and tspredictor), in combination with the selected workload trace files to compute profiles and evaluate them accordingly. Figure 7.3 depicts the overall
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Figure 7.3: EA-4 Profile Expressiveness and Accuracy - Setup Overview
setup of this evaluation action. The setup is available as open source1 .
The setup follows a well-established pattern to validate prediction methods
and models: an existing workload trace is split into training and validation
part. The training part is used to generate a prediction model, to calculate
an n-step-ahead prediction. The n prediction values are then compared with
the validation part of the workload trace. The comparison can use different
mathematical calculations. Popular measures are the symmetric mean absolute
percentage error (SMAPE), or the mean absolute scaled error (MASE) [152].
All have in common to calculate the prediction error first, as the difference
between predicted value and actual value. This evaluation hence provides this
prediction error as a measure of accuracy, yet any metric can be added on top
of this basic indicator. The prediction error is calculated over each predicted
time point t over the considered forecast time span from 1 to n of the n-stepahead prediction.
As depicted in the setup overview in Figure 7.3, the csv2tsprofile produces
the TSProfile and exports two files, the profile.json and the history.json.
These files are consumed by the tspredictor, to predict the next n values from
the generated. The predicted values are then compared to the actual values
of the workload trace file. The error calculation uses the absolute value of the
subtraction, to express the accuracy of the prediction. The trace file is split
at line k to feed the lines [1, k) into the csv2tsprofile component, and compare
for an n-step prediction the lines [k, k + n) with the n predictions from the
tspredictor. This overall flow in the evaluation action EA-4 is then executed
over the whole trace file, meaning for all k ∈ [1, len(tracef ile) − n).
The setup overview assumes one trace file, and one set of parameters for
the profiling and prediction. This means that the setup runs the described
cycle for each configuration setting separately. The considered settings are
described in more detail in the following as “Evaluation Task Definition”.
Evaluation Task Definition
The setup overview in Figure 7.3 can be controlled by a set of configuration
parameters, introduced in the DisResc Profiling implementation Section 6.4.1.
1

TSProfiler Evaluation, https://github.com/cha87de/tsprofiler-eval/
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Table 7.2: EA-4 Options: Time Series Input
Variable
Use Case
Metrics

Values
HPC, Cloud
single, multi (HPC only)

Table 7.3: EA-4 Options: Profiling Parameters
Variable
States
Buffersize
History
Period Size
Phase Change Likeliness
Phase Change History

Values
2, 4, 6, ... 100
1, 5, 10
1, 2, 3, 4
16,4; 240,4; 10,240,1 (HPC); 7,144,1 (Cloud)
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7
1, 5, 10, 50, 100

First all available options will be discussed, to then define a set of relevant
combinations as evaluation tasks. Tables 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4 list groups and
values for all possible configuration parameters.
The first group in Table 7.2 defines the time series input, which is one of
the two use cases HPC or Cloud workload. For the HPC use case, a further
differentiation between single metric (CPU utilisation only) or multiple metrics
(CPU, disk reads, disk writes) can be selected.
The second group in Table 7.3 defines configuration parameters for the
profiling process. The options relate to the profiling configuration parameters
in Table 6.3. The standard deviation filter is not set, since necessary filtering
can be applied in this scenario in a pre-processing step. Apart from that,
the remaining parameters are defined with values, which are relevant for this
evaluation action. For states, the minimum number which has any effect is
2, while the maximum value is due to the relative percentage value from the
pre-processing 100. Since the assumption is that with lower number of states
the effect is higher, the distribution is accordingly as 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 20, 50, and
100. For the buffersize the values 1, 5, and 10 are defined. This value is in
the context of a detached profiling with already aggregated trace files of low
priority. While the default value in this evaluation action for the buffersize is
1, the three values are still evaluated in the following. The history value as the
number of historic steps used within the profiling is limited to the values 1, 2,
3, and 4. Higher numbers are avoided, since increasing the history parameter
increases the profiler complexity by design: each combination of possible state
sequences have to be considered as “from state” in the transition counters.
The periodSize value depends on the selected use case from the first group.
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Figure 7.4: Selected Periods for Profiling Evaluation Traces
Table 7.4: EA-4 Options: Prediction Parameters
Variable
Mode
Steps

Values
RootTx, Periods, Phase Detection
1, 2, ... 100

The periodSize is derived from external FFTs. To understand the impact of
this parameter, two arbitrary values “16,4” and “240,4” are evaluated. Use
case specific periodSize values are then “10,240,1” for HPC, and “7,144,1”
for Cloud. These two values are selected to fit the utilisation patterns: as
visualised in Figure 7.4, the HPC workload is divided into ten one hour periods,
while the Cloud workload is separated into weekly (level 0) and daily (level 1)
periods. Finally, the phase change likeliness parameter is defined as the values
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7. The closer the value is to 1, the stricter is the phase
detection. The phase history parameter is further set to the values 1, 5, 10,
50, or 100. This parameter is closely related to the phase change likeliness
parameter, why both parameter values have to be considered together.
The third group, listed in Table 7.4, controls the prediction part of the
setup. It defines the prediction mode and the number of prediction steps.
The prediction mode defines, on which part of the resulting TSProfile the
prediction is based on: the basic mode is the use of the overall root transition
matrix (roottx). The second option is the use of the detected phases and
the phase change transitions. Finally, the periods defined by the periodSize
parameter can be used for the prediction. The second parameter in the third
group, the number of prediction steps, equals to the variable n in Figure 7.3.
The actual evaluation task of the evaluation action EA-4 is a combination
of the previously presented options. The evaluated combinations sum up to
286 (170 for rootTx, 41 for periods, and 75 for phases) unique tasks, which were
examined. For proper statistical representation, each task is executed three
times. Since the three prediction mode values (rootTx, phases, periods) lead
to different conceptual approaches of the implemented profiling in general, the
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results of EA-4 are grouped by these values of the prediction mode. To organise
the huge amount of evaluation tasks of EA-4, four categories are defined. The
first three categories represent the results for each prediction mode. The fourth
category contains tasks to compare the overall evaluation results across these
prediction modes.

7.3

Evaluation Results

The evaluation actions, as defined in the evaluation design section in 7.2, are
executed to present their results in the following. The raw evaluation results
are processed and presented as tables or graphs. While this step is required to
represent the results in an understandable manner, detailed information may
be hidden.

7.3.1

EA-1: Analyse Predictability

The results of EA-1 will be presented grouped by the three identified tasks i)
Constant Resource Utilisation, ii) Impact of Computation Parameters, and iii)
Impact of Environment Parameters. The results presented in the following are
published in [7].
i) Constant Resource Utilisation
The first group of results shows the constant resource utilisation of the selected Molpro application, with fixed computation parameters, running on a
fixed execution environment for 23 times. The utilisation for the CPU and
disk read operations show the most relevant values, and are hence represented
in Figure 7.5. The results for CPU and disk reads show the average and the
standard deviation. While the standard deviation exists in general, the appearance of utilisation peaks and of these higher standard deviation values
have a predictable appearance, in both the read requests to the disk and of
CPU utilisation. The graphs also show the changing resource demands over
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Figure 7.6: Linear dependency of computation complexity to execution
time [7] c 2018 IEEE
time, which can be categorised as changing application phases. While at the
beginning, the workload is primarily computation oriented with almost 100%
CPU utilisation, some disk write operations appear. This pattern changes predictably within minutes at approx. 4:00h. At this time, the disk becomes a
bottleneck, while the computation is randomly reading previously written data
from the storage. In execution environments with shared storage for hosted
virtual environments in a productive Cloud infrastructure e.g. with local storage, these read heavy phases of a Molpro computation harm the quality of
experience for other applications on the shared infrastructure. Yet, this task
shows a predictable resource utilisation, and allows with this knowledge about
the exact occurrences of these peaks, to schedule the resources in advance
accordingly.
ii) Impact of Computation Parameters
While the utilisation is according to the previous task i) predictable in general, this task assumes different computation parameters. Different commands
offered by the Molpro application lead to different resource utilisation patterns. To elaborate on the impact of computation parameters different such
commands have been evaluated, yet the LCCSD shows the most significant
utilisation patterns. For example, a DFT algorithm behaves completely different from an LCCSD computation: the DFT jobs run from minutes to a
few hours on the CPU and memory, while LCCSD jobs run several hours
and utilise CPU, memory and disk resources almost to the limits. Figure 7.6
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Table 7.5: Varying Environment Parameters [7]
16 GB RAM
setup
avg. (std.)

c 2018 IEEE

32 GB RAM
setup
avg. (std.)

Intel i5
3.2 GHz

SSD
HDD

A
B

385.14 (0.36)
504.16 (22.11)

E
F

381.29 (0.20)
487.23 (21.04)

Intel e5
2.6 GHz

SSD
HDD

C
D

452.88 (7.07)
578.60 (24.63)

G
H

450.74 (4.28)
597.18 (35.02)

shows the mostly linear dependency of computation complexity and computation runtime, where computation complexity is a factor expressing the amount
of molecules used on the LCCSD job. Similar behaviour is seen for other
Molpro commands.
The conclusion from these evaluation results for the impact of computation
parameters is hence the following. First, a coarse-grained analysis of available commands or methods, which influence the overall execution behaviour
is necessary. Second, for each of the identified commands, a more detailed
complexity analysis is necessary. For the selected use case, Molpro LCCSD
with different computation complexity shows the almost linear dependency.
iii) Impact of Environment Parameters
The second parameter group besides computation parameters is the environment parameters. Table 7.5 therefore lists the considered permutations of the
selected hardware described in the design section of EA-1: the eight settings
of different environment parameters are labelled with characters A to H, and
grouped by the amount of memory (16 GB Ram or 32 GB Ram) and the used
CPU processor (i5 with 3.2 GHz or e5 with 2.6 GHz). Within each group of
memory and processor, the storage technology (SSD or HDD) is presented.
This Table 7.5 shows, besides labelling the considered environment parameter
settings, also the average and standard deviation of evaluation runs. Details
are then presented in Figure 7.7, based on previously published work, presented
in the following [7].
The first evaluation insight of the eight variations is the changing standard
deviation depending on the used type of storage. As described in i), the chosen
computation parameter with LCCSD as computation method leads to a high
amount of random disk reads. This influences the overall predictability, as
seen in the standard deviation. Since HDDs and SSDs differ with respect to
access time (or seek time), the HDD storage has a significantly higher standard
deviation than SSDs (cf. Table 7.5). The figures 7.7a and 7.7b show the
average and standard deviation of CPU usage. The much faster access time
of SSD as storage device leads to much lower standard deviations and hence
a much higher accuracy for predicting the execution behaviour. The standard
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deviations and how they differ between SSD and HDD are also stated in Table
7.5. Since additional memory is used for caching disk requests, the standard
deviation also changes depending on the amount of memory. Apart from that,
additional memory shows only minor effect on the overall execution behaviour.
The difference for the execution behaviour of SSD and HDD as storage is
also visible in Figure 7.7c, where the average CPU utilisation is printed for
setting A (SSD) and setting B (HDD). While the first two hours of execution
is mostly identical, starting at 3:00h the impact of storage becomes clearly
visible. While the disk I/O phase for setting A takes approx. twenty minutes,
this phase starts slightly later for setting B and takes approx. one hour. In
total, the execution behaviour leads to two hours longer execution time for
setting B, with similar CPU phases but much longer and less accurate disk
I/O phases.
Similar to the evaluation with different storage types is the evaluation for
different CPU frequencies. Figure 7.7d shows the average CPU utilisation for
settings A (3.2 GHz) and C (2.6 GHz). The disk I/O phase as a reference point
shows the impact of CPU frequency: while for setting A it starts at about 3:00h
and takes approx. 20 minutes, this phase starts at 3:40h and hence 40 minutes
later. The overall execution time is more than one hour more with the slower
CPU frequency, while the CPU and disk I/O phases predictably occur with a
factor relative to the CPU frequency.
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Figure 7.8: Evaluation Results of kvmtop Blackbox Scenario
Concluding EA-1
To conclude the results of evaluation action EA-1, the three tasks to analyse
the predictability of resource-intensive jobs without user interaction show the
general possibility of predicting accurately. While the impact of environment
parameters are under control of the data centre provider by providing and
selecting the hardware for hosting a virtual environment, the computation
parameters are defined by the data centre customer and hence first need to be
made available and parsed to predict the resource demand. Yet, the principal
analysis of predictability is visible in the EA-1 results, and hence successfully
closes this evaluation action.

7.3.2

EA-2: Accuracy of Black Box Monitoring

The black box monitoring and kvmtop accuracy evaluation results are represented in Figure 7.8. The x-axes show the passed time while artificial workload was produced. The unit of the x-axes are in seconds. The y-axes show
the averages and standard deviations of the differences of the repetitions, as
generated by the analyser component. The results presented are for CPU utilisation, disk read operations, disk write operations, and network reads. The
number of repetitions for each task of this evaluation action depends on the
measured accuracy: the higher the standard deviation, the more repetitions
were executed.
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The first task of EA-2 is the accuracy measure of the CPU utilisation.
Figure 7.8a shows that the differences are except a peak at the very beginning
below 2%. In fact, the difference is mostly 0%, and if the value is above 0%,
then with an increased standard deviation. This indicates that the accuracy
for measuring the CPU utilisation from a non-intrusive black box approach
with kvmtop works well. The result of this task of EA-2 was executed only
four times, since these repetitions lead already to a low standard deviation.
Figures 7.8b and 7.8c show the evaluation results for disk reads and writes.
While the differences for measuring outside versus inside for write operations
are almost 0 MB/s with a low standard deviation, the results for disk read
operations show a comparably high deviation with higher differences. As shown
in Figure 7.8b, the differences vary around 0 and 50 MB/s, with peaks up to 150
MB/s. It is noticeable that the standard deviation is similarly higher when the
difference is higher. This means that the read operations behave rather nondeterministic over the 20 repetitions. The fact that these random appearances
of differences between measures inside and outside of virtual machines exist
is related to the different caching levels on physical, hypervisor, and virtual
layer. All these layers handle disk requests and may report a successfully
handled read request time shifted to the exposed interfaces used by monitoring
collectors to report the utilisation values. The predictable appearance of the
peak at time 25 indicates that the selected setup in this scenario hits a cache
limit or similar internal mechanisms within the used operating systems. Since
the overall utilised bandwidth of the disk read evaluation run is approx. 500
MB/s, the relative difference is about 10%.
Similarly to the disk reads, the network read results in Figure 7.8d show
a difference of about 40 MB/s with a standard deviation of about 40 MB/s.
This indicates that the network read utilisation is measured accurately inside
and outside, yet with a time shift due to buffers or similar insights.
To conclude the evaluation results of EA-2, synchronous utilisation requests
like disk write operations or CPU cycles are accurately measured with the
black box approach. Rather asynchronous resources with caches or buffers like
disk and network read operations are on a fine-grained time scale up to 10%
inaccurate, yet with considering larger time frames and combining the standard
deviation and the average, the measured values with the black box approach
are accurate as well. From the evaluation action EA-2 hence can be concluded
that kvmtop delivers overall accurate monitoring results, yet with slightly time
shifted values for asynchronous resource operations. This evaluation action is
hence marked as successful.

7.3.3

EA-3: Resource Interference Detection

Figure 7.9 shows the results of applying the EA-3 design: the first row shows
resource interference detection for the CPU resource, while the second row
shows the detection for disk operations. The four graphs further show the
utilisation for each virtual machine in the right column. The left column shows
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Figure 7.9: Evaluation Results of kvmtop Resource Interference Detection
the metric as an indicator for resource interference. Up to four repetitions
of the evaluation tasks show statistically stable results with stable standard
deviations.
Figure 7.9b represents the CPU utilisation for each virtual machine in the
evaluation setup. Five virtual machines with each eight virtual CPU cores
produced full artificial CPU load on all 40 virtual CPU cores. The impact
of resource interferences is here visible as well: although the virtual machines
are starting the artificial workload together and are not prioritised, the share
of the overbooked CPU resource is not shared equally across the resource requesting virtual machines. The fact that one virtual machine gets about 60%,
while another gets approx. 90% is another motivation for handling resource
interferences. How much the physical node’s CPU is overbooked in this evaluation action is shown in Figure 7.9a. The CPU steal value goes up to over
20% and is hence a clear sign for the resource interference.
Figure 7.9d shows disk IO utilisation for each virtual machine. The applied
artificial workload in this evaluation task consists of disk writes. The same
results are achieved with disk reads, why only the results for writes are shown.
Although full utilisation load is applied inside each of the five virtual machines,
the IO utilisation values show already the appearance of resource interferences,
since only less than 40% utilisation is achieved. Figure 7.9c then shows the
physical node’s disk queue size. Whenever this value increases to a value
greater than zero, the disk is not capable of handling the load any more.
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Discussing the results for EA-3 about resource interference detection, one
remark is that the metrics used to detect resource interferences by themselves
may appear utilisation values > 0 even without overbooking, caused from a single virtual machine with high load. The CPU steal value only increases above
0% when the scheduler delays the execution of computation cycles. This can
only be the case when either overbooking the processing capacity, or by applying capacity limitations like cgroups. Without limitations, this value only
shows values > 0 when computation tasks concur with each other, leading to
resource interferences. For disk queue size, the value indeed may increase > 0
whenever a single workload queries more than the disk can handle. Therefore, kvmtop provides the disk IO utilisation value per virtual machine. To
differentiate between high load and resource interferences it is hence necessary to consider both metric types, the disk IO utilisation per virtual machine
and the disk queue size: if the queue size increases, a resource interference
is detected, whenever more than one virtual machine has increased disk IO
utilisation values. The other way round, for a disk IO utilisation from a single
virtual machine putting load on the disk, this value goes up to 100%, since no
concurrence on the resource appears. To finally conclude the results of EA-3,
the resource interferences can be detected accurately, by using and combining
the host and virtual metrics from kvmtop. This evaluation action is hence
marked as successful.

7.3.4

EA-4: Profile Expressiveness and Accuracy

The evaluation results using the average difference error as prediction error
for accuracy measure, and the duration as computation complexity measure,
are presented in the following. Category one with prediction mode rootTx is
considered as the basic prediction mode, which shows more detailed results
with a higher combination of profiling parameters. The categories two and
three focus only on results, which are specifically of interest for switching
the mode from rootTx to periods or phase detection, and are hence presented
together as profiling extensions. Category four finally focuses on the differences
between the three modes, by comparing equivalent tasks from each mode to
each other. These results are located in the discussion section of this EA-4
results.
The results are represented as average difference error measures to evaluate
the accuracy, and the duration to measure the computation complexity. The
duration, represented in seconds, is taking into account the full walk through
the workload trace files, including computing both, the profile and the prediction, for each record in the trace files. The results are based on averages over
three runs for each individual parameter configuration. Again, this evaluation
action focuses on the accuracy part, since the expressiveness of the profile is
considered by its design.
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Table 7.6: EA-4 RootTx Evaluation Result Parameters

Eval. Task
States
Prediction Steps
Historic States
Buffer Size

States
vary
10
10
10

Buffer Size
10
10
10
vary

History
1
1
vary
1

Prediction Steps
1
vary
1
1

Core Evaluation with RootTx
As a starting point for evaluating the profile expressiveness and accuracy, the
prediction mode using the overall root transition matrix rootTx is used to
evaluate the impact of the parameters states, prediction steps, historic
states, and buffer size. The results are depicted in Figure 7.11: the left
column shows the accuracy as prediction errors, while the right column shows
the duration as computation complexity. The four different evaluation tasks
are presented one in each row, having the changing states in the first row,
different prediction steps in the second row, and number of historic states in
the third row. The fourth row depicts the impact of the buffer size parameter.
The two use cases HPC and Cloud workload are evaluated and are visualised in
the graphs. The prediction steps consider the HPC multi-metric workload as
well, while all four parameters consider HPC and Cloud workload with single
metric. Table 7.6 shows the used parameters to derive the evaluation results
for each evaluation task. Besides the varying parameter, the fixed parameters
are fixed to either accurate selections (states parameter), to reduce the computation complexity (buffer size, prediction steps), or don’t have significant
impact (historic states).
The results with varying states (cf. figures 7.11a and 7.11b) show that
increasing states leads to almost linearly growing higher computation complexity. On the other hand, the accuracy is not getting linearly better, but
shows the lowest value for 10 states for both workloads. Since the impact
of the computation complexity is neglectable, the accuracy differs drastically,
especially between 2 and 10 states. The prediction steps (cf. figures 7.11c
and 7.11d) lead with increasing number of predictions to higher computation
complexity. The accuracy of the predictions decreases with more prediction
steps. Both, the complexity and the accuracy show linear behaviour, which
is an expected behaviour: the prediction errors sum up for each additional
prediction step, while each prediction takes time to process. For this reason,
the prediction step 1 is used for evaluating other parameters in EA-4. The
historic steps results (cf. figures 7.11e and 7.11f) show almost no impact on
the accuracy with increasing historic steps, but slightly increasing complexity
for more historic steps. With higher values for the historic step parameter,
the accuracy may increase, yet with higher computation complexity. For this
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Figure 7.10: EA-4 RootTx Evaluation Results: Prediction Error Over Time
evaluation, the historic steps are hence by default set to 1. The buffer size
results (cf. figures 7.11g and 7.11h) show the impact of higher buffer sizes for
less computation complexity. Yet, the accuracy for both workloads decreases.
Yet, the impact of reduced duration shows how useful the buffer size can be,
especially when applying the profiling to online stream data.
To understand the different results for the HPC and the Cloud workload,
a more detailed evaluation result analysis is necessary. Figure 7.10 shows the
prediction error for all three time series input options over time. Figure 7.10a
shows the prediction errors for the HPC use case with the single metric CPU
utilisation. The error is between 0 and 20% CPU utilisation, with some peaks
whenever the original raw signal has a sharp changing behaviour. Figure 7.10b
similarly to the HPC single metric prediction errors shows errors between 0
and 20% bandwidth utilisation, yet with more errors around 10%, why the
overall prediction error of this time series input is higher than for HPC single
workload. The third input option with HPC multi metrics show significantly
higher prediction errors in Figure 7.10c. This is caused by the simplicity of
the evaluation approach, to sum up the prediction errors for each metric for
each time step.
Extensions Evaluation With Periods and Phase Detection
The evaluation tasks used to evaluate the profiler’s automatically detected
phases have the core parameters evaluated before (states: 10, buffer size:
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Figure 7.11: EA-4 RootTx Evaluation Results
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Table 7.7: EA-4 Phase Detection Evaluation Result Parameters
Eval. Task
Prediction Steps
Likeliness
Change History

Prediction Steps
vary
1
1

Likeliness
0.3
vary
0.3

Change History
1
1
vary

10, history: 1), and in addition the parameters related to phase detection as
stated in Table 7.7. The three parameters prediction steps, phase change
likeliness, and phase change history size are considered. The results are
visualised in Figure 7.12.
Figures 7.12a and 7.12b show the results for predicting from one to 100
steps into the future with the phase detection enabled. The trend towards a
linear increase of both computation complexity and lower accuracy is similarly
visible as for the rootTx results. Yet, for more prediction steps towards 100,
the two scenarios HPC and Cloud behave differently in the phases mode than
in rootTx mode: while for 100 prediction steps HPC is more accurate (less
prediction errors) with phases, the Cloud workload shows higher accuracy with
rootTx mode in Figure 7.12a.
The phase change likeliness parameter defines the accuracy used to detect
a phase change at profiling time. The higher the value, depending on the
workload behaviour, the more phases may be detected. Yet, this parameter
depends on the phase change history. The results in figures 7.12c and 7.12d use
as stated in Table 7.7, which leads to higher prediction errors than with higher
change history sizes. Still, to understand the phase change likeliness, the HPC
single and Cloud workload are not reacting sensitive to increasing likeliness
values, while the HPC multi-metric workload is getting less accurate for higher
likeliness. The computation complexity increases with higher likeliness for
HPC multi, while it stays high for the Cloud workload. Higher computation
complexity relays to a high number of phases, which have to be processed.
In the case of the HPC multi workload, higher complexity even decreases the
accuracy. The fact for this behaviour is related to the implementation of the
phase detection, which spans across all available metrics. Having metrics,
which behave times as counterparts and times together confuses the phase
detection. Closely related, the phase change history size influences the phase
detection by defining the number of historic states to be considered for both,
phase change detection and finding a next phase. The shorter the history, the
more phases are detected by the profiler. The number of phases affects the
computation complexity, why the duration for small change history sizes is
drastically higher, compared to larger change history sizes (cf. Figure 7.12f).
The accuracy is affected as well (cf. Figure 7.12e), since more phases does not
necessarily mean a higher accuracy, but could also be a sign for inaccurately
detected phases.
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Figure 7.12: EA-4 Phase Detection Evaluation Results
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Figure 7.13: EA-4 Phase Detection Evaluation Results: Phases over Time
Table 7.8: EA-4 Periods Evaluation Result Parameters
Eval. Task
Prediction Steps
Period Size
Period Depth

Prediction Steps
vary
1
1

Period Size
10,240,1 / 7,144,1
vary
10,240,1 / 7,144,1

Period Depth
3
full depth (2/3)
vary

To understand the phase detection for the HPC single and the Cloud workload, Figure 7.13 shows the discretised states and the phase IDs over time. This
representation allows to visualise when which phase is detected by the profiler.
While only three phases are detected for the HPC workload, the profiler detected 12 phases for the Cloud workload.
The profiling extension periods evaluates the parameters prediction steps,
period size, and period depth. The parameter selection is stated in Table
7.8. Besides these period-specific parameters, the evaluation tasks use the core
parameters for profiling states 10, buffer size 1, and history 1. According to
the period size selection in the EA-4 design section, for the prediction step
and the period path, different parameter values are used for HPC (period size
10,240,1) and for Cloud workload (period size 7,144,1).
Figure 7.14 visualises the results of the three evaluated parameters, with
the prediction mode periods. The prediction steps (fig. 7.14a and 7.14b) show
again a linear growth of prediction error and for the computation complexity
with increasing prediction steps. For HPC multi-metric, the complexity for
computing 100 steps forecasts could not be evaluated within a reasonable time
and is hence missing. Generally, the HPC workloads for single and multimetric show compared to the Cloud workload a high prediction error rate. The
Cloud workload comparably fits best with respect to accuracy for the period
mode. Still, the prediction errors are up to ten times higher than for the phase
detection mode. For the period depth results in figures 7.14e and 7.14f, the
computation complexity stays equal for the three period depth values. The
accuracy for the Cloud workload increases, since the prediction error gets less.
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Figure 7.14: EA-4 Periods Evaluation Results
While this is the expected behaviour when using the more detailed period tree,
the HPC workload shows the opposite result. The selection of the best fitting
period size is of importance. The selected period sizes for HPC and Cloud
workloads are complemented by two arbitrary period sizes. The results in
figures 7.14c and 7.14d show that for the Cloud workload the accuracy for the
properly chosen period size leads to higher accuracy. The period size for the
HPC workload, on the other hand, seems to be inaccurate, leading to higher
prediction errors than the two random period sizes.
Mode Comparison & Discussion
The three prediction modes lead to partially contrary results for the selected
workload scenarios. Figure 7.15 compares the results of the three prediction
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Figure 7.15: EA-4 Evaluation Results by Profiling Mode
modes, and shows the difference to the overall average as avg-diff as a reference
value. The avg-diff value is calculated as average over the absolute difference
from each time stamp to the overall average. The complexity of the period
mode is compared to the phases and the rootTx mode higher. This is, since
each period level’s counter has to be considered while profiling, and each period
tree node has one transition matrix in the profile, which increases the prediction
complexity. The accuracy for the period mode depends on the correct selection
of the period size parameter. A more detailed research is required on how a preprocessing step can derive proper period size values, to use this prediction mode
accordingly. The phases mode shows almost the same results in computation
complexity and accuracy as the rootTx mode. The phases mode is slightly
better for the HPC workload than the rootTx mode. The abrupt utilisation
changes in this workload match the concept of the phase detection.
While the two periods and phase detection extensions show only little additional benefits, the overall concept of transition matrices for profiling shows
overall good accuracy with the rootTx mode. The rootTx and phases further
outperform the avg-diff as a reference value, which shows the benefit of this
transition based mode, compared to simple averages. To conclude the results
of EA-4, the accuracy shows the applicability of the profiling approach, yet
with the core mode rootTx for both being accurate and lightweight. This
evaluation action is hence marked as successful.

7.4

Conclusion

The evaluation revisits the research questions RQ 1 and RQ 2 about how
to monitor and profile in large-scale data centres for resource allocation. The
four derived evaluation actions close the unanswered parts of the research questions, which are not addressed by the design and implementation of monitoring
and profiling in Chapter 5 and 6. The first evaluation action EA-1 shows the
general predictability, even with changing computation and execution environment parameters. This evaluation action bases the foundation for the concept
of profiling and the use of profiles for resource allocation. The evaluation ac-
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tions EA-2 and EA-3 then analyse the accuracy of the black box monitoring
approach, and how accurately resource interferences dan be detected. The results show, that the proof of concept implementation kvmtop delivers accurate
results. This non-intrusive collector hence fulfils the demands of research question RQ 1. The last evaluation action, EA-4, addresses the profiling accuracy.
The evaluation results of a set of 286 individual tasks, to analyse the impact
of different parameters. The default prediction mode rootTx delivers with a
low resource demand compared to the use of an overall average significantly
better accuracy. The four evaluation actions hence deliver successful results,
which answers the remaining open parts of the research questions.

Chapter 8
Discussion
8.1

Revisiting Contributions

The discussion of this thesis has to critically revisit the problem statement
and the presented contributions. The following will first discuss the general
approach, introduced in Chapter 4, and revisits how the selected architecture
and communication model align with the requirements. Subsequently, the
monitoring and the profiling contributions of the thesis are revisited. Section
8.2 then lists remaining tasks and open issues.

8.1.1

General Approach Selection

Resource interferences are one negative side effect of sharing resources in a
data centre simultaneously as virtual parts among data centre customers. To
overcome this noisy neighbour effect, the virtualisation layer as part of the
execution environment can isolate each tenant. One approach to reduce the
impact of interferences could be the use of resource containers [15] with fair
share, reservations and performance isolation and build these around virtual
machine processes of a KVM hypervisor. Yet, this approach focuses only on a
single hypervisor node, and leaves out the overall large-scale data centre. For a
data centre wide approach, a proper resource management is hence necessary.
This research area is generally broad, even if it is nailed down specifically for
data centres. As seen in the related work Chapter 3 about resource management, different approaches exist conceptually and practically. The selected
approach of this thesis, a closed-loop control system, implementing an MAPE
loop, is a popular approach. Yet, as also shown by both, related and previous
work, most existing solutions have scalability issues due to a centralised architecture [133, 64]. Dividing monolithic systems into smaller parts is a popular
approach to solve large scales in computer science. Previous work on studying
distributed database systems [153] shows that availability especially with horizontal scaling is realised by partitioning and replication. The decentralised
architecture is hence a necessary step to handle dynamic resource allocation
in large scale. The presented architecture in this thesis bases on distributed
167
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components with a publish-subscribe communication.
A critical view on this communication pattern may argue to introduce
another single point of failure, which decreases availability when failing and
hinders large scales. The central message bus is meant to be a distributed service discovery and publish-subscribe system. The components for monitoring
and profiling establish a stream based communication using the message bus,
but then communicate with the selected implementation directly via HTTP.
While this concept would mean duplication of messages and opening a huge
amount of direct connections for a scenario with few publishers and lots of consumers, the scenario with monitoring and profiling is the exact opposite: in
a monitoring set up with DisResc Monitoring, several monitoring component
instances publish messages to either a data sink (n : 1, for traditional, hierarchical setups), or publish messages directly to a single local DisResc Profiler
instance (1 : 1). The flexibility of this communication pattern hence allows a
dynamic fully distributed, hierarchical, or centralised layout, with or without
processing. Such processing instances can be alerting or profiling components,
which allows to design architectures to fit two of the three main motivations
for monitoring (alerting and resource allocation). For the third motivation,
visualisation, additional work is required.
A decentralised profiling may lack global insights. On the other hand, the
suggested profiling approach with the local-only viewpoint for each virtual
environment instance makes this solution scalable and flexible with respect to
the dynamic nature of virtualised data centres.
To conclude revisiting the general approach with respect to the motivation
and problem statements of Chapter 1, the selection of concepts and technology
solves the need for establishing an MAPE loop for a large-scale data centre.
Yet, the close focus on the MA part leaves out the actual resource management
component, namely how the dynamic resource allocation makes decisions. The
general approach hence has not been proofed in a full MAPE cycle in this
thesis. Yet, previous work on a centralised dynamic resource allocation [132,
88] shows that dynamic resource allocation works generally. Hence, this thesis
updates the centralised approach and distributes the monitoring and profiling
components, without changing the overall goal and practicability of dynamic
resource allocation in general. In other words, since the focus of this thesis
is on the monitor and analyse parts, the evaluation lacks a proof of concept
where a scheduler is involved.

8.1.2

Monitoring Approach Selection

Focusing on the problem statement “PS1: Scalable Monitoring for Virtualized Data Centres”, a critical look has to analyse how the proposed metrics
are collected, and if the metrics are sufficient. A new monitoring approach
is required, as stated by related work, to meet the requirements of modern
virtualised and dynamic data centres. Designing from scratch, it should be
non-intrusive or agent less, Cloud native and robust [33]. As reviewed in Sec-
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tion 5.3 about state of the art data centre monitoring, a new tool for virtual
machines is required. The considered requirements for designing a distributed
monitoring are cross-layer monitoring with a non-intrusive black box approach,
which can handle static, dynamic, virtual and physical metrics. The comprehensiveness of metrics allows to make measurements hardware independent,
since static metrics can be related to their dynamic utilisation values. Resource interference metrics are further considered for CPU, disk and network
operations.
The kvmtop collector, which acts as a prototypical part of the DisResc
Monitoring solution for the KVM hypervisor, provides a stable and rich set
of metrics, for CPU, memory, disk, network, and host details. The evaluation
in Chapter 7 analyses the accuracy of the monitoring data, collected by kvmtop. Evaluation action EA-2 successfully shows that the utilisation values for
the main resources can be accurately measured with the selected black box
approach. For disk and CPU resources, overloaded situations can further be
detected with the provided metrics (evaluation action EA-3).
Yet, the networking is not sufficiently considered in this work, on purpose.
First, local information from buffer sizes are missing. This has been discussed
in more detail in previous work in [31]. A topology awareness is further required
to understand the traffic between virtual environments and to the outside
of the data centre. Building a powerful network flow analysis platform is
part of ongoing work [77] for transit providers. The open sourced bwNetFlow
platform1 is available for OpenStack clusters as well.

8.1.3

Profiling Approach Selection

Focusing on the second part of the problem statement, “PS2: Profiling for Dynamic Resource Allocation”, the requirement is to design a profiling approach,
which provides input for dynamic resource allocation, yet with dynamic virtual
environments and large scale in mind. To avoid centralised processing of huge
amounts of data, online stream processing with low resource requirements have
been derived as requirements for a profiler. The overall distributed approach
further requires that each distributed profiler instance can work independently
from each other.
A continuous processing and model training are hence necessary, a complete
retraining will not be scalable, when it takes a lot of time and resources [98].
Markov models can be easily derived by simple counters and calculations [98].
Obviously, the reduction of dimensions and transformation into probabilities
make Markov chains in some cases inaccurate compared to other modeling
methods [101]. On the other hand, handling online sequential data requires
such simple straight forward processing. Markov models, sliding-window methods, etc. are hence the right choices [100]. Further, the publish-subscribe communication in combination with distributed and independent profiler instances
of the suggested approach in this thesis allows to handle the dynamic nature
1

bwNetFlow, https://github.com/bwnetflow
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of virtualised data centres with large scales. This important feature is often
missing in Cloud resource management [65].
The evaluation action EA-4 then analyses the accuracy of the resulting
profile. Different parameters are evaluated with three input time series as
evaluation tasks. With the right choice of parameters, the results achieve
in the n-step-ahead prediction expected results for the selected tasks. The
period mode for the HPC scenario produces inaccurate values, due to the sharp
utilisation changes from the application and mismatching period sizes. Apart
from that, the other configurations outperform the accuracy of a simple overall
average for example (for HPC single metric 30.2 diffs with overall average,
compared to < 10 with rootTx profiler mode). Besides accuracy, the profile
requires to be lightweight, expressive and comparable. The expressiveness
and comparability are fulfilled by design, since the DisResc Profiler combines
various metrics to allow for a comprehensive, hardware-independent profile.
The lightweightness can be discussed, by comparing the JSON output of a
profile with the raw CSV file of an evaluation task of EA-4: while a raw file
for the HPC multi-metric input configuration has the file size of 73.4 KiB, the
resulting profile has only 2.4 KiB. Other, e.g. internal representations of the
profile are more lightweight, since JSON is comparably verbose and requires
lots of additional characters. Further, the profile changes at the beginning,
but reaches a stable state, depending on the stability of the utilisation. The
update interval for the profile is hence dynamic and with stable profiles lower
than for continuous monitoring data.

8.2

Open Issues

The discussion of the thesis closes with a list of open issues, which have been
out of scope due to focusing on the distributed monitoring and profiling parts.
Yet, these open issues will be discussed in the following, to relate the thesis’s
contribution in a larger scope.
The metrics considered by the DisResc Monitoring are enough to schedule utilisation aware, to avoid resource interferences like introduced between
single node HPC applications and Cloud applications. Yet, the metrics do
not consider green computing aspects, like power consumption. The power
utilisation metric, using process-level power estimation [154], would allow resource allocation decisions with green computing in mind. Besides power,
application-specific metrics are only addressed conceptually in this work. The
KVM hypervisor with Libvirt offers virtual sockets, called “vsock”2 , which allow a direct communication from within virtual machines to the hypervisor
or to other virtual machines. A support for vsock in kvmtop would allow to
provide application specific metrics, collected by a (intrusive) agent inside the
virtual environment, to the data centre provider’s monitoring and profiling
system. A proof of concept implementation in Telegraf shows the conceptual
2

VSOCK, http://man7.org/linux/man-pages/man7/vsock.7.html
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applicability of this approach in previous work.
The handling of the resulting profiles has not been discussed in more detail. While the image registries have been introduced in Chapter 2, the profiles
from execution behaviours have to be stored back in these registries for future
use. Profiles have to be matched and merged when the virtual environment instances are replicas or derivatives. Such merging is necessary for example when
parallel, horizontally scaled instances of the same application tier is executed
to balance the load. But replicas can also take place sequentially, for example
when HPC jobs are re-executed with slightly changing input parameters, or big
data jobs with static computations and changing data sets. Open questions to
handle the profile collection are for example i) where to store and update the
profiles, ii) how to identify that the profiles describe the same replica, iii) how
to handle derivative images.
For multi-tier applications, to understand replicas and how different tiers
correlate to each other, the topology of the virtual environment would be
necessary. How an application for example is structured is available whenever
Cloud orchestration tools are used. Yet, from a black box, data centre provider
perspective, this information can be collected from network flows. Preliminary
technical work in the bwNetFlow project [77] exports network flows from a hypervisor or container host3 via NetFlow, to allow further centralised processing
of the collected traffic flow information.
An open issue is the missing link from the profiler to the resource management of a data centre. Either a scheduler has to be extended to use the
resulting profiles TSProfiler, or a new approach for data centre management
has to be designed. The overall big picture of the presented approach initially
is to achieve a DisResc Management, which in contrast to existing data centre management systems allows to set up a fully distributed resource cluster,
without a centralised management unit. Figure 8.1 depicts the vision, which
is presented in previous work [1]. This thesis creates the first few components
to provide the necessary information for building this setup.
An open issue in the evaluation, due to the missing closed loop, is the
question if the introduced work introduces another noisy neighbour due to too
intensive resource utilisation. The selected approach is designed to have low
resource demands and to be lightweight. The counter-based profiling is low
on compute cycles and requires only the amount of memory to store counter
values. The kvmtop monitoring runs periodically, to read information from
Libvirt or the Linux kernel, and hence requires low computation complexity as
well. Yet, how low the resource usage of the tools is, to explain scalability in
large data centres, has to be measured in large scale on hundreds to thousands
of nodes. Small scales show no significant impact. Due to the independence of
the tool instances, a linear growth with the data centre size is expected.
Finally, besides the machine-readable profiles, the decentralised monitoring
approach does not allow system administrators to view the current utilisation
metrics with a distributed, decentralised architecture. Therefore a dashboard
3

FlowExport, https://github.com/cha87de/flowexport
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Figure 8.1: Distributed Resource Cluster (DisResc) Vision [1]
TSHub4 has prototypically been designed and implemented. The main idea is
a stream based aggregation of monitoring data at a centralised sink, to allow to
visualise aggregated graphs without storing the massive amount of data. Yet,
the streaming of the monitoring data in the first setup follows a centralised
approach, and would require a hierarchical layout like presented by Axe [42].

4

TSHub, https://github.com/cha87de/tshub

Chapter 9
Conclusion
9.1

Summary

The thesis at hand presents the problem of how resource interferences in virtualised, shared, multi-tenant data centres can be solved. The impact of resource
interferences is a common problem, which happens for example when resource
intensive job based applications are moved to Cloud Computing data centres.
The selected approach, derived from an MAPE loop, consists of the two contributions, data centre monitoring and data centre profiling. In order to enable
large scalability, a decentralised approach is used for the overall design. Before
diving into the topic itself, Chapter 2 defines the terminology for data centre
operations in general. The main focus is on HPC applications and Cloud Computing data centres, with virtualisation. The related work in Chapter 3 shows
different topics in the area of handling resources in data centres with virtualisation and multi-tenancy. Each topic is discussed separately, to conclude
the thesis approach in Chapter 4. The thesis approach describes a distributed
dynamic resource allocation system, where the monitoring and profiling parts
of the MAPE loop take place at the data centre node level, where the runtime
technology executes the virtual environment instances. This way, only a subset of information has to be consolidated at a central data sink: the massive
amount of monitoring data is processed at its source, the profiling hence helps
to reduce the number of transmitted data to a centralised management unit.
To enable a distributed dynamic resource allocation, the two core components data centre monitoring and data centre profiling are designed and
implemented in this thesis. Chapter 5 handles the data centre monitoring
part. Besides defining the terminology and the requirements, a detailed review
of existing related work with respect to data centre monitoring is presented.
This review further narrows down the need for a new distributed monitoring
design, by concluding the major issues as cross-layer monitoring, comprehensive monitoring metrics, and scalability. The presented design of a distributed
monitoring presents a non-intrusive collector for virtualised data centres, and
a dynamic pluggable communication model with publish-subscribe options for
transmitting and receiving monitoring data as needed. Instead of simply col173
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lecting monitoring data at a central data sink, requests have to specify the
exact type like source and sampling interval of monitoring data. This communication pattern allows to dynamically distribute smaller data sinks, but
still allows to set up a central data sink if requested. The collector exports
all relevant resource metrics for host and per virtual environment, including
static information like maximum throughput or CPU frequencies and dynamic
utilisation values. Resource shortcomings can further be identified by specific
metrics, which indicate that resources are overbooked. Chapter 6 describes the
design and implementation of the data centre profiling part. The distributed
communication model presented in Chapter 5 allows to process the monitoring data at its source, by distributed profiler instances. Chapter 6 therefore
first reviews profiling approaches, to select a statistical and probability analysis based profiling approach with signal processing as pre-processing. The
distributed profiler first acts as a receiver and organises the monitoring data
to combine and relate metrics. The profiler then processes for each virtual environment separately by buffering, discretising the utilisation values to states,
and counting state transitions. Profiler extensions for building fix periods and
for detecting phases can be enabled in the profiler. Chapter 6 further gives an
outlook on how the profiles with state transition probabilities can be used by
resource allocation components.
The thesis closes with an evaluation in Chapter 7 and a discussion in Chapter 8. The evaluation derives four evaluation actions, to answer the research
questions defined in Chapter 1. While the first evaluation action analysis the
predictability of resource-intensive jobs in general, the other three evaluation
actions analyse the accuracy and reliability of the monitoring and the profiling.
The discussion then revisits the contribution and relates them to the problem
statement. A list of open issues in the discussion chapter states future work.

9.2

Outlook

Chapter 8 defines a list of open issues, which can be addressed in future work.
The further decentralisation of the management layer, as well as adding more
metrics and network traffic analysis are promising extensions. But also an integration of of the presented components are interesting considerations, e.g. into
the OpenStack Cloud software, or the use of the profiling for scheduling with
heterogeneous infrastructures in HPC clusters. More generally, ways forward
are with respect to the general data centre movement many fold. The kvmtop
collector for monitoring virtual machines on the KVM hypervisor is used in
many setups already, as seen by feedback on Github and by e-Mail. The KVM
hypervisor in general becomes more popular and slowly replaces the Xen hypervisor. On the other hand, container clusters become increasingly popular.
Even if containers replace partially the existence of hypervisors, the utilisation aware resource allocation is still relevant. The data centre monitoring
presented in this thesis with the modular architecture allows to extend other
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runtime technologies in the prototypical implementation. Container management layers are similar to those from Cloud data centres, and mostly use
static metrics for resource allocation as well. Dedicated research about optimising the performance of container clusters by improving the scheduling of
containers are available [155, 156]. Kubernetes, as the most popular container
management software at present, does not consider fairness in resource allocation [157]. The approach presented in this thesis, to use a distributed dynamic
resource allocation with distributed monitoring and profiling, is hence relevant
for container clusters as well.
Generally, the outlook for this thesis depends on how data centres and how
their customers access resources in the future. With the increasing demand
for low latency services, edge and fog computing introduce besides large scale
centralised data centres many smaller data centres, which are geographically
distributed to decrease the communication distance physically. These data centre management modes require an even more fine grained resource allocation,
with a detailed focus on communication patterns. The presented monitoring
and profiling in this thesis work outside of large-scale data centres as well.
The reduced communication overhead due to the distributed architecture is
especially for edge locations useful and relevant.
The resource-intensive jobs considered in this thesis are mostly from HPC.
Big data processing received attention in the last years, and machine learning
evolves at present to enable new applications in the field of artificial intelligence, like autonomous driving. Besides HPC jobs, new resource demanding
types of application hence exist and are moving to Cloud Computing data
centres. With recurring tasks, like training in machine learning or map-reduce
tasks, the presented profiler can describe the resource demands, which can
be used by resource management systems to improve the overall utilisation of
centralised Cloud data centres or even edge data centres.
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